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ABSTRACT 
Adriaanse, P.I., 1996. Fate of pesticides infield ditches: the TOXSWA simulation model Wageningen 
(the Netherlands), DLO Winand Staring Centre. Report 90 241 pp.; 25 Figs; 3 Tables; 19 Annexes. 
The TOXSWA model describes the fate of pesticides entering field ditches by spray drift, atmospheric 
deposition, surface runoff, drainage or leaching. It considers four processes: transport, transformation, 
sorption and volatilisation. A sample simulation showed that sorption to macrophytes can considerably 
reduce the concentration in the water phase. However, sorption to macrophytes leads to a slower 
transport and thus to longer residence times for the pesticide in the water layer. Sedimentation and 
resuspension of suspended solids were not considered, so that the model can only be applied for 
periods shorter than one month. 
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Preface 
Predicting concentrations at which levels negative effects on aquatic organisms occur 
requires a methodology to predict exposure concentrations for these organisms. In 
1991 the Directorate of Science and Transfer of Knowledge of the Dutch Ministry 
of Agriculture, Nature Management and Fisheries asked the DLO Winand Staring 
Centre (SC-DLO) to develop such a methodology. The project 'Modelling transport 
routes and fate of pesticides in soil and field ditches' started at SC-DLO at the end 
of 1991. The general administrative order on Environmental Admission Requirements 
for Pesticides ('AMvB-3a') (Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and Environment, 
1995) mentions that the TOXSWA model is to be included in the future risk 
assessment procedure in the Netherlands. 
In the first phase of this project P. Groenendijk and J.W.H. van der Kolk made an 
inventory of all relevant processes in field ditches. In August 1992 the project team 
was joined by P.I. Adriaanse, who focused specifically on the development of the 
TOXSWA simulation model (TOXic substances in Surface WAters), which describes 
the fate of pesticides in field ditches. On November 8, 1994 an international 
workshop was organised at the DLO Winand Staring Centre, Wageningen, the 
Netherlands, where aquatic fate modelling, the TOXSWA model and related pesticide 
regulations in the Netherlands were presented and discussed (Cram and Deneer (eds), 
1995). About eighty specialists from eight different countries attended seven lectures 
and contributed to the discussion. By the end of 1995, W.H.J. Beltman joined the 
project team who wrote the user's manual for TOXSWA 1.0 and is in charge of 
defining 'standard scenarios' for the Netherlands. 
From the end of 1991 up to mid-1995 the project work took place within the 
framework of project 7242 of the DLO programme 147 'Ecotoxicological Risks of 
Pesticides in Aquatic and Terrestrial Ecosystems', financed by the Dutch Ministry 
of Agriculture, Nature Management and Fisheries. From mid-1995 onwards the 
project was financed both by the SC-DLO (SEO-project 597) and the Ministry 
mentioned above (project 592 of DLO programme 276 'Emissions and 
Ecotoxicological Hazards of Pesticides'). 
Several persons outside the project team have contributed substantially to the 
development of the TOXSWA model. The author is most grateful to J. J.T.I. Boesten 
of the department Fate and Effects of Pesticides at SC-DLO, who provided many 
important ideas, reflections and criticisms all along the way. Special thanks are due 
to R.H. Aalderink of the department of Water Quality Management and Aquatic 
Ecology of the Wageningen Agricultural University; he provided ideas for the 
numerical solution and commented on it. J.A.P. Heesterbeek of the DLO Agricultural 
Mathematical Group contributed substantially to the mathematical background of 
Chapter 7. The 'walk through team', headed by M.J. van der Velden, the Software 
Quality Manager of SC-DLO, gave useful comments and ideas for improving the 
TOXSWA computer program. 
Model development was critically monitored by a consultation group, consisting of 
representatives of the Department of Plant Protection (H. de Heer and A.C.P. van 
Montfort), of the Plant Protection Service (W.W.M. Brouwer), all from the Ministry 
of Agriculture, Nature Management and Fisheries, of the Toxicology Advisory Centre 
(J.B.HJ. Linders) and the Laboratory of Soil and Groundwater Research (A.M.A. 
van der Linden), both at the National Institute of Public Health and Environmental 
Protection, of the Institute for Inland Water Management and Waste Water Treatment 
(F. Wagemaker/P.C.M. van Noort) and of SC-DLO (P.E. Rijtema/P. Leeuwangh and 
P. Groenendijk). 
The TOXSWA model development (and its verification) is described in this report. 
It treats the mathematical model, the numerical solution and the resulting computer 
model. Some first calculation results are presented as well. 
Research on the TOXSWA model will continue at SC-DLO in the coming years. 
Sorption of a range of pesticides to three macrophyte species is being studied, as 
little information is available on this sorption parameter. In 1996 and 1997, the 
sensitivity of the model to input parameters and the initial conditions will be 
analysed. Model improvements will be implemented, initially in two areas: (i) 
inclusion of multiple or continuous pesticide applications to the water layer and (ii) 
inclusion of time series with varying water flow rates and water depths. Furthermore, 
standard scenarios for the Netherlands will be defined to facilitate the use of the 
model for risk assessments in the Dutch registration procedure. Model validation 
will start, using data sets from four experiments carried out in microcosms (1 m3) 
and in outdoor ditches (60 m3) by the DLO Winand Staring Centre (Crum and Brock, 
1994; Aalderink and Crum, 1994; Crum et al., in prep.). In addition, data sets from 
experiments performed elsewhere will be assessed for their potential to validate the 
TOXSWA model. Field experiments in other EU countries are needed to assess 
whether the TOXSWA model is able to simulate fate in watercourses outside the 
Netherlands. The TOXSWA model is being assessed by the surface water fate group 
of the EU working party called FOCUS. Process descriptions need to be worked 
out in greater detail, including transformation rates and the effect of environmental 
parameters on them, or sorption to macrophytes. Finally, more experiments are needed 
to estimate the dispersion coefficient in various ditches under various conditions. 
Very few data exist for small watercourses, whereas the dispersion coefficient is 
very important for estimating the concentration curve. Results of these studies will 
be reported in future publications. 
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Summary 
The TOXSWA model (TOXic substances in Surface WAters) has been developed 
to estimate exposure concentrations to pesticides of aquatic organisms in the field. 
The exposure concentrations are needed during the admission procedure of pesticides 
on the Dutch market, they are compared with laboratory toxicity data for selected 
standard organisms to evaluate the risks of agricultural use of pesticides for aquatic 
ecosystems. 
The TOXSWA model describes the behaviour of pesticides in field ditches. The 
modelled field ditch system is two-dimensional and consists of two types of 
subsystem, water layer and sediment. In the water layer, concentrations vary only 
in horizontal direction, while in the sediment, concentrations vary both in horizontal 
and vertical directions. It can handle a variety of situations as regards hydrological 
conditions and entry routes of pesticides into surface water. 
TOXSWA can be coupled to other models describing pesticides entering ditches 
via (i) drift or atmospheric deposition, (ii) surface runoff, or (iii) drainage or leaching 
through the soil. 
In principle, TOXSWA can handle various hydrological conditions, so it simulates 
ditches with varying water depths h and rates of discharge Q.1 The cross section 
of the ditch is trapezium-shaped; upward or downward seepage takes place through 
the ditch bottom and walls. Upward or downward seepage limits and enhances, 
respectively, the penetration depth of the substance into the sediment. No 
resuspension or sedimentation of suspended solids occurs in the water layer. 
TOXSWA considers four processes: (i) transport, (ii) transformation, (iii) sorption 
and (iv) volatilisation. In the water layer, pesticides are transported by advection 
and dispersion, including transport of pesticides sorbed to suspended solids. In the 
sediment pesticides are transported by diffusion as well. The transformation rate 
covers the combined effects of hydrolysis, photolysis and biodégradation; metabolites 
are not considered. Sorption to suspended solids and to sediment is described using 
the non-linear Freundlich equation. Sorption to macrophytes is described using a 
linear isotherm. Pesticides are transported across the water-sediment interface by 
advection (upward or downward seepage) and by diffusion. 
A pesticide mass balance is set up for an elemental volume in the water and in the 
sediment subsystem. The mass balances for the water and sediment subsystems 
account for incoming and outgoing mass fluxes. They result in two partial differential 
equations: the conservation equations for the water layer and the sediment. 
i TOXSWA version 1.0 implements a constant water depth and discharge; these can be freely chosen. 
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Different types of input of pesticide into the water subsystem are possible: (i) 
distributed pulse input, e.g. spray drift or a momentary runoff, (ii) point-type pulse 
input, e.g. spillage of pesticide or a brief release from an individual drain, (iii) 
continuous point release, e.g. discharging tributary or (iv) continuous distributed 
release e.g. continuous release from many nearby drains. The water and sediment 
subsystems are coupled by assuming that the concentration in the liquid phase at 
the sediment surface equals the water phase concentration of the overlying water 
column. At the bottom of the sediment there is an inflow or outflow of water with 
pesticide. 
The conservation equations for the water layer and the sediment are solved using 
a variable weight finite-difference method. This implies that spatial derivatives of 
the conservation equations may be approximated by e.g. a forward, central or 
backward difference. Temporal derivatives may be approximated in an implicit or 
explicit way, or as a weighted average of these two extremes. As processes in one 
subsystem may be more dynamic than in the other, different sizes of time steps are 
implemented for the water layer and the sediment.2 The approach of the variable 
weight finite-difference method allows for an optimal computation time by adapting 
selected time and space steps to acceptable numerical dispersion. The numerical 
solution introduces numerical dispersion. In TOXSWA, the physical dispersion is 
corrected for this numerical dispersion. The approximations of the two conservation 
equations result in two matrix equations, which are solved for specified initial and 
boundary conditions. This allows the solution vector, consisting of the pesticide 
concentration, to be found. The TOXSWA model does not solve the conservation 
equations for the water and sediment subsystems simultaneously. The subsystems 
are linked by assuming that the concentration in the liquid phase calculated at time 
t can be used for calculating the flux at the sediment - water interface one time step 
later (at time t+At). 
Verification is defined as the examination of the numerical technique in the computer 
model to ascertain that it truly represents the mathematical model and that there are 
no inherent numerical problems with obtaining a solution. This concept is worked 
out using the notions of convergence, stability and consistency. Convergence states 
that when the finite-difference grid is refined the truncation errors go to zero. 
Stability concerns the unstable growth or stable decay of errors in the arithmetic 
operations needed to solve the finite-difference equations. This condition is translated 
into a positivity condition, yielding conditions for the time and space steps resulting 
in stable and positive solutions. Consistency is the requirement that when the finite-
difference grid is refined the truncation errors go to zero, but moreover that the finite-
difference model approximates the partial differential equation desired and not some 
other partial differential equation. This is explained for the two conservation 
equations. It is also checked that the introduced mass of pesticide (100%) can be 
traced at every moment, so that the mass balances tally and that TOXSWA conserves 
well the introduced mass in the system. Furthermore, a model simulation is found 
to correspond very well with an analytical solution for a water subsystem, which 
In TOXSWA version 1.0 the numerical weight factors are fixed on values yielding an explicit central difference 
calculation scheme. The time steps for the water layer and the sediment also need to be similar. 
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responds to a Dirac delta function-type input. Correspondence between a model 
simulation and an analytical solution for the sediment subsystem responding to the 
same type of input was also excellent. 
To illustrate the possibilities of the TOXSWA model, a computation was carried 
out for the insecticide chlorpyrifos. In total 2 g chlorpyrifos was deposited on a ditch 
of 200 m long and 3.65 m wide at its water surface. The ditch contained suspended 
solids and macrophytes and had a water flow rate of 100 m/d. Chlorpyrifos sorbs 
strongly to organic matter and to macrophytes. Simulation was run for four days. 
Initially, 53% of the 2 g chlorpyrifos was dissolved in the water phase, 42% was 
adsorbed to the macrophytes and 4% to the suspended solids. After four days, most 
of the pesticide had flowed out of the ditch, but of the remaining mass (0.1 g) 72% 
had penetrated into the sediment, 15% was dissolved in the water phase, 12% was 
adsorbed to the macrophytes and 1.3% to the suspended solids. The mass balance 
for the water layer showed that, besides outflow, volatilisation, penetration in 
sediment and transformation were the most important factors (in order of priority) 
contributing to the pesticide decrease in the water layer. 
The TOXSWA model calculates the average concentration to which aquatic organisms 
are exposed at 3, 21 and 28 days after application, as well as immediately after 
application (at 0 d). They represent the average of the concentration course for 
pesticide dissolved in the water phase with time. The exposure concentration at time 
t = 0 d corresponds to the total pesticide concentration, immediately after application. 
The exposure concentration has been defined as the concentration at that position 
in the ditch where the longest exposure duration is expected, i.e. at the downstream 
end of the section of the ditch where the pesticide input took place. 
The TOXSWA model checks whether the mass balances tally during the calculations. 
Results for the example simulation for chlorpyrifos showed that after four days the 
missing quantity in the mass balances for both the water layer and the sediment was 
less than 0.005% of the initial mass (plus, for the sediment, incoming mass of the 
water layer). So, this shows that TOXSWA 1.0 conserves well the mass of pesticide 
applied. 
In the TOXSWA model the assumptions are made that the pesticide mixes 
instantaneously across the cross section and that sorption equilibrium is also 
instantaneous. Measurements for chlorpyrifos performed during earlier experiments 
of SC-DLO showed, however, that both assumptions do not correspond with reality. 
This may result in pesticide concentrations simulated in the water phase being too 
low, especially during the first one or two days. 
The model has been developed to simulate periods of up to about one month; 
moreover, as no resuspension and sedimentation of suspended solids is included, 
this version of the model is not suitable for calculating long term exposure 
concentrations in the sediment or accumulation of pesticide in the sediment. 
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1 Introduction 
The Dutch Pesticide Act of 1975 requires an evaluation of the hazards of pesticides, 
with regard to public health as well as the environment, before pesticides can be 
registered. In 1991, the Dutch Government began to implement the Multi-Year Crop 
Protection Plan, which aims to produce a considerable reduction in the dependence 
on and the use of pesticides in the Netherlands, as well as to reduce the emission 
of pesticides to the environment. Stricter rules for admission of pesticides are among 
the measures mentioned in this plan to alleviate side-effects of pesticides on the 
environment. In 1995 the Dutch Government issued a so-called general administrative 
order ('AMvB-3a') in which stricter rules concerning leaching to groundwater, 
persistence in the soil and toxicity for aquatic organisms were specified. Risk 
evaluation for aquatic organisms is based upon comparison of the estimated exposure 
concentration in the field with laboratory toxicity data. 
At present, a relatively simple model, called SLOOT.BOX (Linders et al, 1990) is 
used to predict exposure concentrations in field ditches. This model is now being 
used by the Dutch Board for the Authorization of Pesticides to predict the exposure 
concentration for short term effects on aquatic organisms. Differentiation of admission 
of pesticides according to regional characteristics, or realistic prediction of chronic 
exposure of aquatic organisms (i.e. up to 28 days) requires a more detailed model. 
This should take all relevant processes into account and should consider not only 
spray drift deposition but also other entry routes of pesticides to ditches (e.g. runoff, 
drainage, leaching and atmospheric deposition) (Fig. 1). 
The objective for the development of the TOXSWA model has been to provide the 
Board for the Authorization of Pesticides with an improved tool for the estimation 
of pesticide concentrations in field ditches. Acute (up to 4 days) as well as chronic 
(up to 28 days) exposure of aquatic organisms need to be predicted in a realistic 
way if one is to account for regional differences. 
The present report provides a detailed description of the TOXSWA model 
development with a limited verification of the implemented computer program. The 
TOXSWA model includes all processes relevant for a description of the fate of 
pesticides in field ditches; it considers various entry routes of pesticides like spray 
drift deposition, seepage or point-type inputs. This makes the TOXSWA model a 
suitable tool for producing realistic estimations of the exposure concentrations, 
differentiated in time and space, for aquatic organisms in field ditches. 
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volatilisation 
Fig. 1 Possible entry routes of pesticides to afield ditch 
In Chapter 2 the modelled system and model assumptions are described, while 
Chapter 3 draws up mass balances for water layer and sediment. Chapter 4 discusses 
the processes that appear in TOXSWA and Chapter 5 specifies boundary and initial 
conditions. In Chapter 6 the differential equations expressing the mass balances are 
solved with a variable weight finite-difference method, while Chapter 7 verifies the 
implementation of the resulting computer program. Chapter 8 gives some early 
computation results and discussions. Finally the conclusions, discussion and 
recommendations are formulated in Chapter 9. 
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2 System description 
2.1 Introduction and system definition 
The behaviour of pesticides in field ditches, including their sediments, is described 
in this section. Pesticides can end up in field ditches because of spray drift, runoff 
from neighbouring field lots or by releases. In a ditch with a draining function, 
pesticides can also enter the ditch water by upward seepage through the ditch bottom. 
In the water, pesticides sorb to dissolved particles, to suspended solids and to 
macrophytes. In the sediment, pesticides sorb to the solid bottom material. In the 
course of time, pesticides degrade. 
The field ditch system is divided into two subsystems, water layer and sediment. 
Mass balances are drawn up for both subsystems. These result in two partial 
differential equations, which are coupled to each other and in principle need to be 
solved simultaneously. These equations are solved with the aid of numerical 
calculation techniques and for specified initial and boundary conditions. These 
solutions form the basis for the resulting computer program. 
The field ditch system is characterised in the following way (Fig. 2). 
— The cross section of the ditch is trapezium-shaped and the wetted perimeter 
separates the water layer from the neighbouring soil. 
— Discharge and water level in the ditch vary in time and space. 
— Upward and downward seepage occur through the bottom and walls of the ditch. 
The coordinate system is defined in Figure 3. 
x axis: positive in the most frequent direction of flow in the ditch; 
z axis: positive with depth, zero at the sediment surface; 
y axis: perpendicular to the x axis and the z axis. 
Other characteristics of the system follow below. 
— There is a concentration gradient of the substance at issue in the x direction of 
the water layer; there are no concentration gradients in the y direction or the z 
direction. 
This means that the assumption has been made that the substance is ideally 
mixed, vertically and horizontally, in the water layer. 
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Fig. 2 Outline of model system 
Fig. 3 Definition of coordinate system 
— There is a concentration gradient of the substance in the z direction of the 
sediment as well as in the x direction. This implies that there is no concentration 
gradient in the y direction. 
This means that it has been assumed that the substance is ideally mixed 
horizontally in the sediment. 
— Transport of the substance occurs in the x direction in the water layer and in the 
z direction in the sediment. 
It has been assumed that transport of the substance in the x direction in the 
sediment is so small that it can be neglected, so this flux is assumed to be 
zero. 
(Hence, the concentration gradient in the x direction in the sediment originates in 
the concentration gradient in the x direction of the overlying water.) 
The system thus described has been divided into two subsystems to model the 
substance behaviour. These are the water layer and the sediment, which together form 
the entire system. This has been done for the following reasons. 
1. The substance behaviour in both subsystems can be described by a one-dimension-
al model. In the water layer this is the x direction, the direction of flow. In the 
sediment this is the z direction, i.e. downwards. 
2. Partly different processes play a role in both subsystems. 
The subsystems communicate with each other by exchanging water and substance 
through the wetted perimeter of the ditch. 
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2.2 Processes and suspended solids behaviour 
In the water subsystem, the substance is subject to the following processes. 
— Advection in the x direction. 
— Dispersion in the x direction. 
— Exchange with the atmosphere, through a diffusive flux across the water-air 
interface. 
— Exchange with the sediment, through a combination of an advective and a 
diffusive flux across the wetted perimeter. 
— Transformation, described as overall transformation without distinction between 
dissolved substance and substance sorbed to suspended solids or to macrophytes. 
It has been assumed that the transformation rate of the substance dissolved 
in the water phase equals the transformation rate of the substance sorbed to 
suspended solids or to macrophytes. 
— Sorption to suspended solids and to macrophytes. 
It has been assumed that sorption to dissolved particles can be neglected in 
describing the fate of pesticides, so this process has not been included in the 
model. 
Diffusion in the x direction has not been included, as dispersion prevails; the 
dispersion process exists even in stagnant waters, due to e.g. wind effects and 
inversion of the water column caused by air temperature changes between day and 
night. 
In the sediment subsystem the substance behaviour has been described by the 
following processes. 
— Advection in the z direction. 
— Dispersion in the z direction. 
— Diffusion in the z direction. 
— Exchange with the water layer, being a combination of an advective and a 
dispersive flux across the wetted perimeter. 
— Transformation, described as overall transformation without distinction between 
substance dissolved and substance sorbed. 
The assumption is that the transformation rate of the substance dissolved in 
pore water equals that of the substance sorbed to the solid phase of the 
sediment. 
— Sorption to the solid phase of the sediment. 
Figure 4 shows a diagram of these processes. 
The system description assumes the suspended solids concentration to be constant. 
The suspended solids flow along with the water. This simplification, i.e. a constant 
concentration of suspended solids, implies that when additional water is supplied to 
the ditch (e.g. by drains or trenches, by seepage or by precipitation) the mass of 
suspended solids will increase as well. These so to say artificially added suspended 
solids do not contain pesticides at the moment they are added. But immediately 
afterwards, the total mass of pesticides in the water layer will be redistributed and 
the pesticides will also sorb to the additional suspended solids. Consequently, the 
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• advection (drainage) 
(=distributed continuous). 
Fig. 4 Diagram of modelled processes 
concentration of pesticides dissolved in the water phase will decrease (that is, not 
only by dilution, but also by sorption to the additional suspended solids). 
The assumption is therefore that the concentration of suspended solids in the 
water layer is constant. 
Pesticides sorbed to suspended solids are subject to the same advection and dispersion 
as pesticides dissolved in the water phase. 
It has also been assumed that pesticides sorbed to suspended solids undergo 
the same advection and dispersion as dissolved pesticides. 
No sedimentation or resuspension of suspended solids occurs. Pesticides generally 
sorb strongly to suspended solids. Therefore, neglecting the sedimentation flux is 
only acceptable if this is indeed negligibly small. This is the case e.g. over relatively 
short periods, or over somewhat longer periods in clear, moderately eutrophic ditches. 
This means that the development of turbid hypertrophic ditches for a succession of 
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years will not be described realistically, because an essential process is disregarded. 
The same argumentation holds for the resuspension flux. The description is only 
realistic for those ditches in which the flow velocity is so low and the wind influence 
so small that these provoke a negligible resuspension of suspended solids. This 
approach is acceptable for sheltered, very slowly flowing field ditches, but whether 
it also is acceptable for large, full ditches in open polders or for inclined ditches is 
less clear. 
Hence, the assumption has been made that sedimentation and resuspension 
of suspended solids are negligible. 
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3 Mass balances for water layer and sediment 
3.1 Water layer 
The water layer is assumed to be ideally mixed laterally and vertically and the 
substance shows a concentration gradient only in the direction of flow. This means 
that a one-dimensional mass balance can be drawn up for the elemental volume AAx, 
in which A represents the wetted surface perpendicular to the direction of flow. 
The mass balance for the substance in the water layer now becomes as follows 
(Fig. 5). 
At time f: 
(AJ)X X+&X 
x+Ax 
At time t+At. 
l/Px+APx 
x+Ax 
Fig. 5 Mass balance at times t and t + At 
* (c'A) is the mass above a unit of length, here Ax 
* A and h at t+At are changed compared to those at time t 
* Px en Ox at t+At are also changed compared to those at time t 
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In the above, 
Ax = cross sectional area of flow at location x (L2) (time, space)3 
b = width of ditch bottom (L) 
c = mass concentration of substance in water layer (this includes substance sorbed 
to suspended solids and to macrophytes (M.L3) (time, space) 
h = water level above ditch bottom (L) (time, space) 
J = areic4 mass flux of substance in water layer by advection and dispersion 
(M.L"2.T"X) (time, space) 
Ox = width of water surface at location x (L) (time, space) 
Px = wetted perimeter at location x (L) (time, space). 
The width of the water surface Ox equals: 
O = b + 2hs, (3.1) 
with 
sx = side slope, horizontal/vertical (1). 
The wetted perimeter is described as: 
Px = b + 2 / i ^ , 2 +l ( 3 - 2 ) 
The change in the mass of the substance (i.e. the term c*A) over length Ax is 
important for the mass balance of this elemental volume; this change is due to mass 
transport through the cross sectional area (i.e. the term AT) at JC and x+Ax. 
The mass balance reads: 
accumulation = input - output. 
Notated in differentials: 
[(c*A)(+Ar - (c*A),]Ax = At[(AJ)x - (AJ)x+J o 
[(c*A\^ -{c'A)}
 = [(AJ)x - (AJ)X.J (3-3) 
At Ax 
3
 The dimension of the symbol introduced is given between the first pair of brackets. L stands for length, T for time, M 
for mass, N for mole and 8 for temperature (Schurer and Rigg, 1980). The quantities on which the introduced variable is 
dependent are given between the second pair of brackets. 
4
 Areic means that it is divided by the area concerned. 
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The limit notation for AJC and At reaching zero: 
d(c*A) _ d(AJ) 
dt dx 
(3.4) 
Accounting for sources and sink terms, as well as the exchange of mass across the 
boundaries of the subsystem, the mass balance reads as follows. 
In words: 
accumulation = input - output + sources - sinks ± exchange. 
In differentials: 
[(c*A)r+A,-(cM),]A* = At[(AJ)x-(AJ)xfJ flux 
At.k[[(c*A) +— A(c*A)]Ax] transformation 
x 2 x 
+At.J [(O +±AO )Ax] 
w a L V x ••* x' J 
AU.[(Px+±AP)Ax] 
removal to atmosphere 
exchange with sediment 
<=> 
[(c*A)r+A/ -{c*A)l [(AJ)x -(AJ)X.J 
At Ax 
-k[{c*A\
 + IA(C*A)J 
+
 ^wa(Ö + jAOx) 
(3.5) 
In the above, 
/w a = areic mass flux of substance across the water-air interface; the flux is negative 
in the upward direction (M.L"2.T1) (time, space) 
/w b = areic mass flux of substance across the water-sediment interface; the flux is 
positive in the downward direction (M.L"2.T1) (time, space) 
k = transformation rate coefficient5 for substance in the water column (T1) (-). 
The limit notation (Ax, At, AOx, APX, and A(c*A) reach zero): 
d(c*A) _ d(AJ) 
dt dx 
k(c *A) + J .0 -J
 h.P 
x
 ' wa x wb 
wb' x 
(3.6) 
This is the conservation equation for the water layer. 
5
 In this report lowercase k is used to indicate rate coefficients and uppercase K to indicate equilibrium coefficients. 
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3.2 Sediment 
Diffusion across the water-sediment interface and sorption to sediment are important 
processes in describing the behaviour of pesticides in surface waters. In small 
watercourses, the walls account for an important part of the total exchange area 
between water and sediment. Therefore, it is more realistic to use the wetted 
perimeter, instead of the bottom width, to calculate the exchange area (De Heer, 
1979). 
Perpendicular to the wetted perimeter, the substance is transported from the water 
layer to the sediment. Per unit of length in the direction of flow, this transport takes 
place through an area PA (L2). 
P0 = b + 2hffÂ (3.7) 
with 
P0 = wetted perimeter (L) 
h = water level above bottom of ditch (L) 
At a distance d from the water-sediment interface transport in the sediment takes 
place through the area Pd.\. (Fig. 6.) 
Pd = b + 2rf.tan(iß) + 2(h+d) Js? +1 (3-8) 
with 
Pd = length of wetted perimeter at distance d from the water-sediment interface 
(L) 
ß = arctan (l/Sl) (1) 
d = distance of water-sediment interface to area concerned (L). 
Hence, the area through which transport takes place increases with increasing distance 
from the water-sediment interface. 
Transport perpendicular to the wetted perimeter occurs in two dimensions, the z 
direction and the y direction. This two-dimensional transport has been simplified to 
a one-dimensional transport in the z direction. This implies that transport around 
corners is neglected; the ditch walls are, as it were, straightened and the flow pattern 
has been simplified to one-dimensional transport in a widening sediment column. 
(Fig. 7). 
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Fig. 6 Cross section of a ditch with the shape of stacked trapezia 
PQ 
Fig. 7 The sediment subsystem simplified to one dimension 
Hence, the assumption is that the two-dimensional transport can be 
calculated by means of a one-dimensional description of mass transport in 
a sediment column widening with depth. 
This one-dimensional description has been applied to the sediment subsystem situated 
below the exchange area between water layer and sediment; this area has a constant 
size. 
The assumption has been made that the size of the exchange area is constant, 
and does not depend on the varying water level in the ditch. 
The size of the exchange area per unit of length in the x direction equals the wetted 
perimeter of the ditch corresponding to a particular water level /iw (Fig. 8). This can 
be the minimal water level occurring in the ditch. The mass transport thus takes place 
in a trapezium-shaped sediment column underneath the area of constant size Pzd0, 
per unit of length. 
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rz=0 
Fig. 8 The sediment subsystem situated below an area of constant size, through which 
exchange of pesticide between water layer and sediment occurs 
Pz^=b+ 2hwfiï+ï (3-9) 
The mass balance reads: 
accumulation = input - output. 
In Figure 9: 
cl = mass concentration of substance in sediment (M.L3) (time, space) 
Jlb = areic mass flux of substance in the liquid phase of the sediment by 
advection, dispersion and diffusion (M.L"2.T_1) (time, space) 
Pz=0 = length of wetted perimeter at depth z = 0 (L) (space). 
In differentials, the mass balance reads: 
(Pz + 1AP) .1 .AZ.AC; =Af.l.(Vn« (P + AP )./.. +A 
v
 z z' lb^+Az 
<=> 
Acb P J - P J 
(P




Az.(Pz + ±AP) 
(3.10) 
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The limit notation (Az, At and APZ approach zero): 
«=> 
dcb* ^ib _ dP 4 b 
dz dz' P 
dz -) 
(3.11) 
This is the conservation equation for the sediment subsystem below the exchange 
area of constant size. 
At time fand f+Af: 
z+Az 
Ab,z+te 
Fig. 9 Mass balance for the sediment subsystem 
* area per unit of length in the x direction is considered 
* wetted areas Pz. 1 and PZ+APZ are constant in time 
Analogously to the conservation equation for the water layer (Eq. 3.6), a sink term -
khc*hP has been added to the conservation equation for the sediment (Eq. 3.11). There 
is no source term for the pesticide. The assumption of negligible fluxes in the x 
direction in the sediment implies that there is no exchange of mass across the 
boundaries of the subsystem. 
Note that the exchange term between water layer and sediment in the conservation 
equation for the water layer (Eq. (3.6)) becomes a mathematical boundary condition 
here. Hence, this term is not explicitly visible in the conservation equation for the 
sediment. 
Taking the above-mentioned sink term into account, the complete conservation 








c b r 
(3.12) 
with 
kb = transformation rate coefficient for substance in the sediment (T"1). 
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This conservation equation is coupled to the conservation equation for the water layer 
at the wetted perimeter P (at z=0) by the boundary condition for the flux Jlb at z=0. 
In principle, the conservation equations should be solved simultaneously. 
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4 Basic processes in water layer and sediment 
4.1 Water layer 
The conservation equation for the water layer reads: 
d{c*A) _ _ d{AJ) _
 +J _j ( 3 6 ) 
^ ' wa r wh r dt dx 
The substance concentration in the water layer, c*, is described as follows 
DW.P 
c + Z-2..X + ss.X (4-1) 
A mp ss 
with 
c = mass concentration of substance in the water layer (M.L"3) 
c = mass concentration of substance in the water phase (M.L3) 
DW = dry weight of macrophytes per area of sediment (M.L2) 
Xmp = content of substance sorbed to macrophytes, i.e. the ratio of the mass of 
substance sorbed divided by the mass of dry macrophytes (M.M1) 
ss = mass concentration of suspended solids in the water layer, i.e. the ratio 
of the mass of dry suspended solids divided by the volume of water 
(MX"3) 
Xss = content of substance sorbed to suspended solids, i.e. the ratio of the mass 
of substance sorbed divided by the mass of dry suspended solids (M.M1) 
By analogy to sorption to soil and sorption to the solid phase of sediment, the content 
of substance sorbed to the suspended solids equals: 
( >.. 
c 
X = Kv .c . 
ss F,ss e,ss C 
i e,ss i 
(4.2) 
with 
^F,SS = Freundlich coefficient for sorption to suspended solids (L3.M"') 
ce,ss = concentration c at which KFss has been estimated (M.L3) 
nss = Freundlich exponent for sorption to suspended solids (1) 
The Freundlich coefficient for sorption to suspended solids, ^TFss, is related to the 
Komss in the following way: 
Kv =m .K (4.3) 
F,ss om,ss om,ss 
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with 
mom ss = mass fraction of organic matter in the suspended solids (M.M1) 
Hence, it has been assumed that sorption to suspended solids and sorption 
to sediment are analogous processes to sorption to soil and that both can be 
described with the aid of the Freundlich equation. 
Komss = slope of sorption isotherm, based on the organic matter content (L3.M_1) 
The content sorbed to macrophytes can be described as follows: 
X = K .c (4 4) 
mp mp V^- v 
with 
Kmp = distribution coefficient for substance between macrophytes and water, i.e. 
the slope of the sorption isotherm based on the mass of dry macrophytes 
(IAM-1). 
The assumption is that sorption of the substance to suspended solids, to 
macrophytes and to the solid phase of the sediment (a.o. Wauchope and 
Myers, 1985) is a relatively rapid process compared to other processes, so 
one can assume an instantaneous equilibrium. 
The wetted area A of the conservation equation equals: 
A = bh + h2sx (4.5) 
The flux J of the conservation equation describes the transport of substance, both 
dissolved in water and sorbed to the suspended solids. It consists of an advective 




 + ss.XJ - Ex ^ _ ! L (4.6) 
with 
/ = areic mass flux of substance (both dissolved in water and sorbed to 
suspended solids) in the water layer (M.L"2.T_1) 
w = flow velocity of the water (L.T ') 
Ex = dispersion coefficient in the direction of flow (L2.T_1). 
The term d(AJ)/dx equals 
d(c 
u(c + ss.X ) - E 
dx 
3 + ss.XJ 
d(A[u(c + ss.XJ - Ex _ _ !L]) 
d(c + ss.XJ ( 4-7) 




Q = A.u 
with 
Q = rate of discharge in the water layer (L3.T-1) 
The transformation rate coefficient k is a measure of the (entire) transformation of 
the substance. The substance may be dissolved in water or it may be sorbed to 
suspended solids or to macrophytes. The three most important transformation 
processes in the water layer are photolysis, hydrolysis and biodégradation (Thomann 
and Mueller, 1987). Photolysis depends mainly on the light intensity in the water 
column, hydrolysis depends especially on the pH and biodégradation is mainly 
determined by the extent and type of the bacterial community and the temperature. 
The exchange flux of the substance between water body and atmosphere, 7wa, is 
described by the film model of two laminar layers at an interface (Liss and Slater, 
1974, Mackay and Leinonen, 1975, review: Mackay, 1981). 
Jm = -*i(c-c.) = +k (c -c .) (4.8) 
wa 1 v V g v a a,I-' 
with 
7wa = areic mass flux at the air-water interface (M.L"2.T_1) 
kx = exchange coefficient of substance in the liquid phase (L.T"1) 
kg = exchange coefficient of substance in the gas phase (L.T1) 
Cj = equilibrium mass concentration of substance at the water-gas interface in 
the water phase (M.L"3) 
ca = mass concentration of substance in the air (M.L"3) 
ca,i = equilibrium mass concentration of substance at the water-gas interface in 
the gas phase (M.L3). 
If the exchanging substance obeys Henry's law, then the equilibrium situation at the 
interface may be described by: 
with 
KH = dimensionless Henry coefficient (1). 
Henry's coefficient is estimated from the quotient of mass concentration of saturated 
vapour of the substance (via vapour pressure) and the solubility of the substance in 
water. 
P.M i 
y _ m i H
 " i c r • —x (41°) 
sol 
with 
P = saturated vapour pressure of substance (L-1.M.T"2) 
Mm = molecular mass (M.N"1) 
R = universal gas constant (LlM.TlN"1^"1) 
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T = temperature at which the saturated vapour pressure, the solubility and the 
exchange coefficients in the liquid and gas phases are defined (0) 
csol = solubility of substance in water (M.L 3 ) . 
Eliminating cx and c a I from Eq. (4.8) with the aid of Eq. (4.9) flux /wa becomes as 
follows: 
'w. = "M' - £ ) (4-!1) 
in which 
1 1 1 
= + 
*t., K Ku-K 
(4.12) 
with 
kt i = overall transfer coefficient for the air-water interface, based on the liquid phase 
(L .T 1 ) . 
The exchange flux between water layer and sediment consists of an advective and 
a diffusive component. 
J
 h =J . . + J .... (4.13) 
wb wb.adv wb.dif 
with 
7wb = areic mass flux at the water-sediment interface (M.L"2 .T1) 
7wb adv = areic mass flux by advection at the water-sediment interface (M.L 2.T-1) 
•Avb,dif = areic mass flux by diffusion at the water-sediment interface (M.L 2.T_1). 
The description of this flux given below assumes that diffusion across the water-
sediment interface is rapid compared to diffusion in sediment. This implies that the 
interface resistance is negligible and that the mass concentration of the substance 
in the water layer equals that in the outer sediment pores. 
The assumption is thus that the resistance to transport of the substance 
across the water-sediment interface can be neglected. 
The advective component of the exchange flux consists either of a supply of water 
with the substance towards the ditch because of drainage from neighbouring field 
lots, or of infiltrating water from the ditch into the field lots. Because of the 
assumption of no transport resistance across the water-sediment interface (c = clbjZ=0), 
this yields: 
•>wb,adv = ~ 9 . c ( 4 . 1 4 ) 
with 
t = length of drained or infiltrated lot, oriented perpendicular to the ditch and 
extending on one or two sides of the ditch (L) 
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= areic volume flux, i.e. volume of drained or supplied water divided by lot area 
and time (L.T1). The flux is positive for infiltration and negative for upward 
flow (drainage from the field lot). 
The diffusive component of the exchange flux is described as the areic mass flux 
by diffusion in the sediment at the location z=0. 
dz •Uar = - f e - J V - s ^ H , (4-
15) 
with 
Dlb = diffusion coefficient of substance in the liquid phase of the sediment (L2.T-1) 
e = volume fraction of pore water, i.e. volume of liquid divided by volume of 
bottom material (1). 
clb = mass concentration of substance in the liquid phase of the sediment (M.L3). 
The diffusion coefficient of the substance in the liquid phase of the sediment, Dlb, 
is calculated as: 
D]h = X.D (4.16) 
lb w v ' 
with 
A, = tortuosity factor, i.e. ratio of surface area of bottom material to liquid phase 
(1) 
Z)w = diffusion coefficient of substance in water (L2.T_1). 
The conservation equation for the water layer (Eq. 3.6), is now entirely defined. All 
the terms of the equation have been unambiguously described. In fact, this results 
in one equation with only one unknown state variable (e.g. c). After solution, the 
other state variables (e.g. Xss, Xmp) can be calculated. These are also determined by 
system parameters (like DW, momss, k, e, £>w) and by inputs (like q and ca). The state 
variables Q and h form an exception. They are not defined by the conservation 
equation, but partly define this themselves. They have been calculated in a water flow 
model and they need to be known at every chosen location and time if one is to 
calculate the water quality variables. 
4.2 Sediment 
The conservation equation for the sediment reads: 
dt dz 
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The concentration of substance in the sediment, cb, is defined as: 
cC = e ^
 + P bXb (4.17) 
with 
cb = mass concentration of substance in sediment (M.L"3) 
pb = bulk density of dry bottom material, i.e. volumic mass of dry bottom material 
(M.L3) 
Xb = content of substance sorbed, i.e. the ratio of the mass of substance sorbed 
divided by the mass of dry bottom material (M.M1) 
The content of substance sorbed to sediment, Xb, is (Jafvert, 1990): 





^F,wb = Freundl ich coefficient for sorption to bo t tom material (L3.M_1) 
ce,wb = Concentrat ion c at which KVvfb has been es t imated ( M . L 3 ) 
nwb = Freundl ich exponent for sorption to bo t tom mater ial (1) 
K H = m
 hK . (4.19) 
F, wb om, wb om, wb 
with 
mom,wb = mass fraction of organic matter of the suspended solids (M.M1) 
o^m.wb = slope of sorption isotherm, based on the organic matter content (L3.M-1). 
The transformation rate coefficient for the substance in the sediment, kb, is a measure 
of the entire transformation of the substance in pore water as well as in sorbed form. 
The main transformation processes in the sediment are hydrolysis and biodégradation. 
The perimeter below the water-sediment interface, P, depends on the distance to this 
interface and the chosen water level hw in the ditch. For the simplified case of one-
dimensional transport in the z direction, P is defined as follows (Fig. 10). 
P = b + 2 Z . t a n ( I ß ) + 2(Äw+z)^!2 + l (4.20) 
with 
ß = arctana/^) (1) 
z = depth below the water-sediment interface (L) 
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In the pore water, the substance is transported by advection, dispersion and diffusion. 
This flux, ylb, is defined as follows6. 
~P 
3c„ 
J» = ±-«-c» - e ( £ i b + A b ) - ^ (4.21) 
with 
Elb = dispersion coefficient in pore water (L2.T_1) 
rz=0 
T - 0 
Fig. 10 Calculation of wetted perimeter in the sediment subsystem 
The dispersion coefficient is defined as: 
A«,- \w\ 
dis ' ' 
(4.22) 
with 
LHic = dispersion length (L) •''d s 
w - average flow velocity of pore water (i.e. IqIPz) (L.T" ). 
A special problem may occur in the sediment. Very sharp concentration gradients 
may exist here. The magnitude (and direction) of the diffusive and dispersive fluxes 
are calculated with the aid of concentration gradients. (See e.g. Eq. (4.21).) 
Dispersion of the substance originates in the unequal flow velocities of pore water 
(i.e. in the velocity distribution) and is thus caused by advection. It then logically 
follows that the combined material flux resulting from advection and its ensuing 
The first term represents the advection flux, which equals: flow velocity of pore water * mass concentration in pore 
water * volume fraction of pore water = (tq)l(Pz) * clb * e = (UP) * q * cib 
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dispersion, should have the same direction as the advection. (Otherwise the effect 
would cancel out its cause) (Bolt, 1979, pp. 301 and 346). 
Figure 11 shows the four possible situations, occurring in the sediment. In Situations 
1 and 3, the advective and dispersive fluxes have the same direction, so the above-
mentioned problem does not arise. In Situation 2 as well as in Situation 4, the 
advective and dispersive fluxes have opposite directions, so it is possible that the 
dispersive flux cancels out or even exceeds the advective flux. This is prevented as 
long as the following condition is fulfilled. 
C|b Situation 1 Situation 2 
IS. 
Pe Pe 




Fig. 11 Four situations in the sediment, depicting the possible combinations of the directions of 
the advection flow (&j/Pe)and the concentration gradient dclt/dz 
For Situation 2: 
q > 0 and 
d(cj/dz > 0. 





The dispersive flux should not exceed the advective flux: 
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U l i de 
jqclb\>\eElb — 
de, 







<7C>b > Alis ? - ^ ° 
d
* (4.23) 
9(cib ~ Ldk -^—) > ° <=> (9 i s positive) 
c,, - L.. ÜL > 0 
lb dis - \ 
For Situation 4: 
9 < 0 and 
3(clb)/az < 0. 
Combining Eq. (4.22) with q < 0 results in: 
£ = L d . . J i (4.22b) 
lb dis p 
The condition that the dispersive flux should not exceed the advective flux leads to: 
, { , , dc.. 
\
 p i ib i ib d z 
02 (4.24) 
3clb 
" ?(clb + Ldis -T-) > ° ° ( " ^ 1 S P0 S l t l v e) 
c-, + L„. * > 0 
lb dis -\ 
This means that the dispersive flux is smaller than the advective flux if the following 
conditions are fulfilled: 
for q > 0 and _ ^ > 0: c . - L,. - ^ > 0 (4-23) 
^ -\ lb dis -\ 
dz dz 
and 
for q < 0 and _füL < 0: clh + L.. — > 0 (4-24) 
* -\ lb dis -\ 
dz dz 
In the case the dispersion flux would exceed the advective flux, it has been assumed 
that the dispersive flux will only cancel out the advective flux. Hence, only the 
diffusive flux is left in these cases. (See also De Heer, 1979, p.122.) 
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The conservation equation for the sediment is now entirely specified. All the terms 
of this equation have been unambiguously defined in this section. Just as for the 
water layer, the result is again one equation with one unknown variable (e.g. clb). 
This is coupled to the equation for the water layer via the boundary condition clbz=0 
= c. In principle, the two conservation equations, for the water layer and for the 
sediment, need to be solved simultaneously. 
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5 Boundary conditions and initial condition, other input 
5.1 Water layer 




 = -È<âà -k{c*A)
 + J .0 Jh.P (3-6) 
dt dx wa x wb ' 
The boundary condition at the upper end of the subsystem states that water without 
pesticide flows into the ditch. 
For t > 0 and x = 0: 
J = 0 (5.1) 
The boundary condition at the end of the ditch is: 
For t > 0 and x = end value of ditch (e.g. 100 m): 
d(c + ss.Xc ) ,e ~. 
/ = ii(c + ss.X ) - E . — Z- (5-2) 
v
 SS' x -\ 
OX 
The initial condition is that there is no pesticide in the water layer. 
For t = 0 and x > 0: 
c * = 0 (5-3) 
Applications of pesticides into the ditch are not, strictly speaking, included in 
the boundary conditions (at x = 0 or x = end value) or the initial condition (at t = 0). 
These inputs to the subsystem are included as options in the conservation equation. 
A distinction is made between four situations. 
In the first and second situations different (point-type or distributed) pulse inputs 
occur. In an infinitesimally small period of time, a mass of substance is released into 
the ditch water. The mass of substance applied per unit of volume during this period, 
p(t,x), is described below. In both cases, a term p(t,x) is added to the conservation 
equation. 
In the first situation a distributed pulse input of the substance occurs, e.g. spray drift, 
a momentary runoff or a brief release from a number of nearby drains or trenches. 
It is assumed that the supplied lineic mass of substance ML (dimension M.L"1) is 
instantaneously and ideally mixed over the water column at the time of release. Such 




Và{t,x) = £ - î i . ô ( f - 0 (5-4) 
in which 
pd(t,x) = distributed pulse input (M.L"3.T_1) 
s = number of pulse input (total m inputs) (1) 
and ö is the Dirac delta function (dimension T1) defined by (Fig. 12): 
d(t-ts) = 0 for t * ts and 
(b(t't)dt = 1 (5-5) 
with 
ts = time of pulse input (T). 
In the second situation there is a point-type pulse input, e.g. spillage of the substance, 
rinsing application equipment, or a brief release from individual drains or trenches. 
The mass of substance, released in an infinitesimally short time, is M (dimension 
M) and this is assumed to be in an infinitesimally thin, vertical slice of the ditch. 
An pulse input, occurring repeatedly, can be described by: 
PpC.*) = E 1 (5-6) 
*„=1 
in which 
pp(t,x) = point-type pulse input (M.L"3.T ') 
s0 = number of pulse input at location x0 (total m0 inputs) 
and Ô is the Dirac delta function (dimension L"1) defined by (Fig. 13): 
Ô(;t-jc0) = 0 for x ^ x0 and 
jd(x-x0)dx = 1 (5-7) 
with 





Fig. 12 Dirac delta function for pulse input 
8(x-x0) 
A 
*o - * - location x 
Fig. 13 Dirac delta function for point-type input 
If such a pulse input occurs at a second location, the term pp(t,x) becomes as follows. 
(Etc.: for every subsequent location another term is added.) 
pp(^) = E 7 + E -A (5-8) 
*„=i 
in which 
^00 = number of pulse input at location JC00 (total mm inputs). 
In the third and fourth situations, there are one or more point-type or distributed 
sources, which start emitting from a certain moment and continue doing so for a 
certain period. For both situations, the mass of substance applied per unit of volume 
per unit of time, b(t,x), is described below. A term b(t,x) is added to the conservation 
equation. 
In the third situation, a continuous point release takes place, e.g. a discharging 
tributary or an individual trench adding water with a constant concentration of the 
substance. The mass of substance released per unit of time is MT (dimension M.T"1, 




bp(u) = E -ji.çw-s(*-*,) (5-9) 
in which 
bp(t,x) = point source with continuous input (M.L^.T1) 
r = number of point-type input (total n inputs) 
and Ç(0 is the release time function (dimension (1)) defined by: 
Ç(0 = 0 for t < t„ or t > tie 
= 1 for t„ < t < tn 
with 
t[s = time at which the continuous release at location xr starts (T) 
tre = time at which the continuous release at location xe ends (T). 
In the fourth situation, there is a continuous, distributed release, e.g. continuing 
release from many nearby drains or trenches. The lineic mass of substance released 
per unit of time is MLT (dimension M.L'.T"1, e.g. calculated as discharge per unit 
of length in the flow direction x times the concentration in trench/drain water: 
(q{).cig, with cdg = mass concentration of substance in drain/trench water). 
bdfcx) = ± ^L.m (5-10) 
with 
bd(t,x) = distributed source with continuous input (M.L^.T1). 
Depending on the type of application of the substance to the subsystem, one or more 
terms are added to the conservation equation, Eq. (3.6). These optional terms have 
been defined by Eqs. (5.4), (5.6), (5.8), (5.9) and (5.10). Hence, the completed 
conservation equation for the water layer reads: 
d(c*A)
 = _ d(AJ) _k{c.A)+J 0 _j p 
x J
 wa x wb x dt dx 
option: +pd-A 
option: +p .A 





The conservation equation for the sediment reads: 
dt dz b " 
The mass flux at the water-sediment interface is composed of an advective and a 
diffusive component (there is no dispersive component across the interface): 
/lb = « q.clh - eDlb.^ (5.11) 
P0 dz 
The boundary condition at the sediment surface is: 
For t > 0 and z = 0: 
(5.12) 
The boundary condition at the lower end of the sediment subsystem consists of the 
mass fluxes by advection, dispersion and diffusion. 
For t > 0 and z = end value of sediment (e.g. 0.10 m): 
_ q.clb - e(£lb + Dlb) _ K = -4 9-cm - e(Elb + lb) - ^ (5-13) 
There are two options for the initial condition. One option assumes the sediment to 
be free of pesticide. 
For t = 0 and z > 0: 
C; = 0 (5-14) 
In the other option there is sediment with a certain mass of pesticide, specified as 
a function of depth. 
For t = 0 and z > 0: 
C; = f(z) (5-15) 
in which 
f(z) = mass concentration of substance in sediment as a function of depth at 
starting time t = 0 (M.L3). 
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6 Numerical solution of the mass conservation equations 
6.1 Introduction 
The conservation equation for the water subsystem Eq. (3.6) and that for the sediment 
subsystem Eq. (3.12) have been solved numerically with the aid of the finite-
difference method. For this purpose a rectangular grid of points in the water 
subsystem was defined in the {x,t) plane, numbered i = 1, 2, 3, along the x axis 
and j = 1, 2, 3, along the t axis. The x axis was assumed to be positive in the 
direction of dominant flow. Axt was defined as the length of a segment around point 













M /' ;'+1 grid point 
Fig. 14 Outline defining the discretisation of the x axis (water layer) 
A rectangular grid of points in the sediment subsystem was defined in the (z,t) plane, 
numbered k = 1,2, 3, along the z axis and y = 1, 2, 3, along the t axis. The 
z axis was assumed to be positive in the downward direction. Azk is the thickness 
of a segment around point k and At is again the time step (Fig. 15).7 
Concentrations in the grid were defined at the grid points, while fluxes were defined 
at the interfaces, as well as the corresponding areas through which the fluxes occur 
(e.g. Bella and Dobbins, 1968). In the water subsystem, water flow was described 
with the aid of the water depth at a grid point and the flow velocity or rate of 
discharge through an interface. 
As both subsystems, water layer and sediment, are coupled to each other, it was assumed that the same time step 
At was employed in both water layer and sediment. It is, however, possible that one of the subsystems permits a much larger 
time step than the other and that one could make use of this to shorten the calculation time. In that case a At„ and a Af„ 




segment k / Az, • k 
interface fc-1/2\ 
'k-\/2 
grid point • k+î 
Fig. 15 Outline defining the discretisation of the z axis (sediment) 
The terms upper and lower boundary have been defined here in relation to the 
variable of space: the upper boundary is located at x = 0 or z = 0 and the lower 
boundary at the end values of x and z. Table 1 shows an overview of the variables 
and the locations at which these were defined, for both the water and sediment 
subsystems. 
The finite-difference method offers several possibilities. Spatial derivatives may be 
approximated with the aid of forward, central or backward differences. Temporal 
derivatives of the differential equation considered may be approximated in an explicit 
or an implicit manner. Selecting the calculation scheme depends on two factors, 
calculation time and acceptable numerical dispersion. The calculation time is mainly 
determined by the size of the space steps, Ax or Az, or of the time steps, At. The step 
sizes are prescribed by the conditions which have been imposed to obtain stability, 
or in fact positivity of the solution. An unstable solution of the differential equations 
oscillates and diverges; a stable solution converges, but it can still produce negative 
solutions (i.e. concentrations), which is physically impossible. Therefore, one is 
interested in stable and positive solutions of the differential equations considered. 
The imposed positivity conditions lead to conditions for the allowed size of time and 
space steps. Hence, it is not only the dispersion coefficient and the flow velocity, 
but also the selected calculation scheme which determine the step sizes allowed. 
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Table 1 Overview of variables in the conservation equations for the water and sediment 
subsystems, demonstrating at which location in the grid these variables are defined 
Water layer Sediment 
Water flow 
grid point 










• ' w a ' • 'wb 
calculate volumes) 
c l b ' Cb 







[P e J 
Which size of numerical dispersion is acceptable depends on the types of issue 
studied. If one is studying point sources resulting in sharp concentration gradients, 
one does not want the selected calculation scheme to smoothen these gradients rapidly 
(i.e. in an artificial way). This would not agree with the actual situation. In such cases 
one should select a calculation scheme resulting in a small numerical dispersion. In 
the case of releases from diffuse origins no steep concentration gradients are present 
in the surface water, which makes it possible to select a calculation scheme with a 
relatively large numerical dispersion. Small numerical dispersions are often linked 
to small possible time and space steps, which results in long calculation times on 
the computer. If the numerical dispersion is allowed to be larger, it is generally 
possible to use larger steps, involving less calculation time. 
Selecting the calculation scheme thus involves finding a balance between calculation 
time and acceptable numerical dispersion. Which size of numerical dispersion can 
be accepted, depends on the types of issue studied (steep concentration gradients or 
not). 
6.2 Numerical weight factors 
The finite-difference method in its most generalized form makes use of two weight 
factors in its calculation scheme. A weight factor 0 for time indicates whether the 
solution scheme is implicit or explicit, or a weighted average of these two extremes. 
A weight factor a for space indicates whether the solution method is backward, 
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forward or somewhere in between backward and forward. In the case of a constant 
segment size, the concentration used to estimate convective flow between the grid 
points i and i+l, c,+1/i, can be expressed as: 
c.^ = (1 - a) c. + a c.+1 (6.1) 
with 
0 < a < 1. 
By analogy: 
C | . w = (1 - a) c , . ! + a c. (6.1a) 
A backward difference is used for a = 0, a forward one for a = 1. 
Similarly, the concentration used to approximate the derivative with respect to time 
between time jAt and (j+\)At (defined as cj+l/i) reads: 
c f * = G d + (1 - 9) c/+1 (6-2) 
with 
o< e< i. 
An explicit calculation scheme is applied for 8 = 1, while an implicit calculation 
scheme is used for 6 = 0. 
If the segment size is not constant but differs per grid point, the situation becomes 
more complicated (Fig. 16). It remains possible, however, to obtain the same type 
of approximation for all segments for only one value of a weight factor ß 
(comparable to the weight factor a discussed above). We will define ß in such a way 
that: 
ß = 0 corresponds with a backward difference, 
ß = Vi corresponds with a central difference and 
ß = 1 corresponds with a forward difference. 




for c,,1/2 — * -
1
 / 
, _ _ , 1 ^ ! 
Y - i -y ! 
i \A/ I ! ! 
! i ! 9 J ! 
I l ' . | s 
i * t i i"* ' , AX, 
F/g. 76 Linear interpolation to determine the concentration at the interface, ciJA with the aid of 
the concentrations at grid points i-\ and i, cM and c, respectively 
The curve between the grid points i-l and i in Figure 16 is described by: 
ft-* <6 '3) Ci-Vi Ci-\ 
c. - c. , 
x. - X. , 
I I - l 
in which g is the location at which ciM is calculated. We want to express g as a 
function of AxiA, àx and ß with the restriction that g = ViàxiA if ß = Vi, because this 
is the central difference case. This results in the following function g (Fig. 17): 
0 < ß < i/2 : g..w = ß Ax. 
- i 
Vi < ß < 1 :
 ëj_lA = 1/2 Ax,., + (ß - Vi) Ax,. (6.4) 
Increasing ß from 0 to 1 corresponds to going from a calculation of the concentration, 
ciJh, only with the aid of ciA (fully backward) up to a calculation of ciJA only with 




Fig. 17 The function g{_w with ß representing a weight factor of space and AxiA and AJC, the 
slope parameters 
Eq. (6.3) can be rewritten as: 
~i-Vi 
8<-Vi 
X. - X. , 
v ' '~V 
8i-Vi C. , + C. 
x. - X. , 
I 1 - 1 
(6.3a) 
This means that the weight factor (1-a) from Eq. (6.1a) has been replaced by: 
Si-H 1 -
Xi Xi-\ 
and the weight factor a by: 
g,-
x. - x. , 
Below, Eq. (6.3a) will be shown as: 
c. „ = (1 - AWW J c. , + AWW.
 u c. 
i - V i v i-W i - l i-Vi i 




x. - x. , 
i i - i 
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Similarly: 
c. = (1 - NWW. ,,) c. + NWW.
 M c. , (6.6) 
with 
AWW g,-* 14 
i + l i 
(6.5a) 
The original weight factor a from Eqs. (6.1) and (6.1a) has now been replaced by 
the factor NWW^ or NWWi+1A. A calculation scheme with fully forward differences 
according to space is described by a value of 1 for all three weight factors introduced. 
Table 2 shows the outline. 
Table 2 Outline of weight factors introduced according to space, using the finite-difference 
method in TOXSWA 









depending on the ratio 
of the segment sizes 
0 
By analogy: 
W * = 0 - NWBk_J clb k^ +NWBk_lAc lb k (6.7) 





f,„ » u = O - NWB> J clh t + NWBt u c-,. . 








In the TOXSWA model, the calculation scheme can be determined by the model user 
by selecting the weight factors ß for space and 0 for time. The selected calculation 
scheme for the sediment does not necessarily correspond with that for the water layer, 
so the value of ß or 0 for the sediment may differ from those selected for the water 
layer. 
6.3 Numerical dispersion 
For the classical advection-diffusion equation 
* = - u * .
 + D ËL, (6.9) 
dt dx dx 2 
so applying to a system without transformation and without external exchanges, the 
coefficient for numerical dispersion can be approximated by: 
£num = | [(1 - 2 « ) Ax + (1 - 2 0 ) u At] (6 .10) 
(Van Genuchten and Wieringa, 1974; Aalderink, 1993) 
When differences in segment sizes are taken into account, the equation reads: 
E . „ = — [(1 - 2 NWW. J (JC. - jc. .) + (1 - 20) u At] (6.11) 
num i-'A O i - Vi' v i i - l ' v ' J 
or 
E .
 u = Ü [(1 - 2 AWW. J (x. . - x) + (1 - 20) M At] (6.11a) 
For an explicit calculation scheme with backward differences, this results e.g. in 
(a = 0 or NWW = 0 and 0 = 1): 
E .
 1A = - [(JC. - X. ,) - U At] (6.12) 
num i-V4 r\ L v i i - l / J 
In such schemes the numerical dispersion can be suppressed by appropriately 
choosing (JC, - xiA) and At. 
The numerical dispersion in implicit schemes (0 = 0) is always larger than that in 
explicit schemes. Note that the expression 'numerical dispersion' is somewhat 
misleading, because Emm can also be negative (e.g. if a = 1 and 0 = 1), so then 
'numerical steepening' occurs. An example of an implicit calculation scheme with 
backward differences would be (a = 0 or NWW = 0 and 0 = 0): 
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i . = _ Ux. - x. ,) + u At] 
num t-l/2 ry LV I l~ï/ J 
(6.13) 
The approximated numerical dispersion for a Crank-Nicholson scheme (a = Vi, 
9 = Vï) with equal segment sizes results in: 
E = 0 
num 
For unequal segment sizes, the factor NWW will not be exactly Vi, which means that 
the approximated numerical dispersion will not equal zero. Generally, the Crank-
Nicholson scheme will lead to small time and space steps, so to long calculation 
times. 
If the numerical dispersion caused by the selected calculation scheme is approximate-
ly known, a more accurate approximation of Eq. (6.9) may be obtained, provided 
the appropriate difference equation uses a 'calculation' dispersion of the form: 
v = £ - £ 
calculation physical numerical 
(6.14) 
This is a better method for simulating real, measured concentration courses (Van 
Genuchten and Wieringa, 1974). 
In the TOXSWA model, the numerical dispersion coefficients have been approximated 
for the water and sediment subsystems. This has been done by rewriting the 
advection-diffusion equations for both subsystems, expressing c* and ch* as a factor 
multiplied by the concentration in the water and liquid phase, respectively. Next Eq. 
(6.10) has been applied (Cf. Wierenga and van Genuchten, 1974 and Boesten, 1986). 
For the water subsystem, this results in: 




 c V.-1 
-At 
DW P7 a 1 + —K__ + ssK^n 
(6.15) 
num.,i +Vz (1 - INWW^ix^ - x,) + (1 - 20)-
(1 
« (1 + ssKFn J-)""'1) 
DWP7 „ c „ _] 
—K^ + ssKFn (—f" ]) 
-At (6.15a) 
(Assumptions made include that ss, KF, Kmp and A are constant in time.) 
The numerical dispersion coefficients for the sediment subsystem are given by: 
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num,,fr-V2 IP 




\ C e 
(6.16) 
mim.,fc + T6 2P 
(1 - 2JVWBt_„) (z t+1 - z,) + (1 - 28)-
P <ß + P b Vwb(- )"" b l ) 
-Ar (6.16a) 
(Assumptions made include that e, pb, KF and P are constant in time.) 
6.4 Water layer 
The right-hand term of the conservation equation for the water layer, Eq. (3.6), was 
approximated by applying the generalised finite-difference equation. In this equation, 
spatial derivatives and concentrations are evaluated at time j+Vi, as defined by Eq. 





 + ( ; or-(/wbpr 
uut* - {AH;» 
Ax. 
-k{c*At*+UO**-{JJ>$* (6-17) 
The term (Ajy^ for values of i from 2 to m is given by: 
wit = uA (c + ssX ) - AE 
f \ 
die + ssXJ 
V 
dx 
j + Vi 
ßi-Vi 
(6.18) 
ni+>6 ( j-m y j-vts. _ x r w F J-M 
S£i-Y-i \ci-Yi iAAssi-<A) "-i-Vi ^x i-'A 
j*lA j + H. , j + 'A j+Vi, {cr + ssx.ri - we + ssxjm 
Viàx. + ViAx i - i 
in which 
Ö/-* = e &•-*




c/;£ = e cU + (i - e) clZ = e (i - Nww._j cU + e A W W . ^ c/ + 
(1 - 0) (1 - AWW;._J cA1 + (1 - 9) NWWt_V2 c/+1 
55 is constant in time and space 
0 (1 - NWW^) X,./., + 0 i\WW._w X„ / + 
(1 - 0) (1 - NWW._J X„/_\l + (1 - 0) AWW^ Xss/+1 
A/_+* = 0 A,4 + (1 - 0) A& and 
A-* = «V*> 
£ ^ = 0 EU + (1 - 0) E^ 
cr = 0 c/ + a - 0) c/+i 
4r=e4/
 + ( i - 0 ) x s s / + 1 
c/_r = © CÀ
 + o - 0) d:; 
xssr = exsJ.1 + (i -e)*../.;1 
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By analogy the term (AJ)£% for values of i from 1 to (m-1) reads: 
{AJiiZ = [uA (c + ssXJ - AE1 
f \ 
d(c
 + ssXJ 
V 
dx fi + V 
(6.19) 
J 
( j + ' \ , j + 'A id;? + ssxssij;r) -{cjr + ssxssri j + ' * \ 
V£Ax.+1 + lAAx. 
in which 
QI:: = e Qu + a - e) G/AÎ .M 
^ = e cU + a - e> c/^ = e (i - jvww(tB) c/ + e i v w ( t j 4 <:,.{, + 
J + I , > + i (1 - 0) (1 - NWW..J ci
 + (1 - 9) AWW.^ cU 
*../•* = 9 (1 - AWW+%) Xss / + 9 NWW^ X„i{l + 
7*1 ; + i (1 - 9) (1 - AWW.^) XssiJ + (1 - 9) JVW.+V, X„/+1 
A,C* = 9 AU + (1 - 9) A/^ with 
A*,* = «*,•*) 
r - ^ = o J?-»' 7 + l EiZ = 9 £/+V4 + ( 1 - 6 ) E& 
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:/;» « e eu + (i - e) cl: ï 
; + i 
^ s s i + l ~ Ö -^ssi + 1 + (1 " ) ^ssi + 1 
The term - k(c A)\+V2 equals: 
-k(c*Ayr= -k{c*r Al) (6.20) 
in which 
, * J ' + ^ _ n „*i 
c ( = 9 e / + (1 - 6) c , *j + l 
i^'+^ - û ^ i Af" = 8 A/ + (1 - 0) A y*i 
The term (J^OJt* equals: 
VJ>X -v~ï OJ*»)*-^ 
J*'/2 




c . r = e c . /
 + (i - e ) c a / + 1 
(it has been assumed that ca, the pesticide background concentration in the air, is 
constant) 
oxr = e a / + (i -e)oxr 
The term -(JwbPx){+'Â reads: 
^ w b *'«' V'wb.adv i •'wb.dif i J * x i 
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For downward water flow (q > 0): 
il c\ )*lh 
z=0 i 
\ j*Vi 
e D lb P J 
* AT 1 
J+V4 
C y' + W j * V t * + V4
 n ;' + V4 vClb i, * = 1 C i J 
<7j Ci *i U\h i 
rz=0 i Vi Az, 
P /•* (6.22a) 
For upward water flow (q < 0): 




> = 0 i 
j + Vi 
i ji-Vi j+Vi 
-TT <7i C l b i, * = 1 
; + >/* 
z=0 i 
j + Vi
 n j + '/i \ C l b i, Jt = l c i J 
'
 lb
 '' I7~Ä P j * » (6.22b) 
in which 
p ' + V i = p J 
^ z = 0 i * z = 0 i 
(constant in time) 
qr = e ql + (1 - 9) ftJ ; + i 
•T=ei 
D i+Vl = D > 
uVo i UVo i 
p j+»
 = p J ( = p A 
r
x i rx i \ rz=0 i ) 
(contant in time) 
(constant in time) 
(constant in time) 
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7+V4 _ j 
' l b i, * = 1 ~~ C l b i, A=l (see also section 6.9.) 
The left-hand term of the conservation equation for the water layer, Eq. (3.6), was 
also approximated with the aid of the finite-difference method. 
dt 
'7+ 1 Af1 ' c*/ A/ 
At 
(6.23) 
The variable c , the total mass concentration of the substance in the water layer, may 
be written as a factor multiplied by c, the mass concentration in the water phase, 
according to Eq. (6.24): 
1 + 




This factor depends on c, so c is calculated for known values of c in an iterative 
way (see section 6.8). Similarly the variable Xss, the content of the substance sorbed 
to suspended solids, may be expressed as a function of c: 
Y J l£ V,ss 
f
«^ 
V w v 
n - 1 
(6.25) 
c 
Substituting these Eqs. (6.24) and (6.25) into the numerical approximations of the 
conservation equation (Eqs. (6.17) up to (6.23) inclusive) and rearrangement of all 
terms lead to the following equations: 
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LDD LBD O 
LOD LDD LBD O 
O LOD LDD LBD O 
O LOD LDD LBD 
O LOD LDD) 
<cr RDD RBD O 
BOD RDD RBD O 
O ROD RDD RBD O 
O ROD RDD RBD 








This shows a left-hand tridiagonal matrix, a right-hand tridiagonal matrix and a 
separate right-hand vector (composed of constants), as well as the two concentration 
vectors at times j and y'+l. 
The elements LOD, LDD, LBD, ROD, RDD, RBD and RV in row i are ( in the case 
of downward water flow (q > 0) in the sediment subsystem): 




(1 - 6) (1 - NWW^) At 
(-j+A 
\ 
1 + « L c i - i 
c 
V e J 
1 . . - 1 
i j + V> i+* IA1 F r 
Ax. (Ax, + Ax.^) 




( 1 - 6 ) NWW._lA At 1 + ss K^ 
f




Qj + H 
Ax. 
(1 - G) (1 - NWWi+v) At 1 + ss Kr 
c 
c 
V e J 
1AhVl F J+* 
Ax. (Ax. + Ac.^) 
Ax. (Ax. , + Ax.) 
(1 - 9) At 1 + ss K^ C 
V e J 
(1 - 9) At 1 + ss Kr 
f , t l V- - i 
c 
v e y 
1 + 
DWP, J + 1 z=0 i 
| J + 1 
_* + ss Kv 
c 
c 
v e y 
(A/+1 + fc4/+* (1 - 9) Af) 
\x oxr a - e) At + JL qr Px! (i - e) At + 
"z=0 
2e| £>.. Px / 
'
 lb x
 '. (1 - 9) Af Az, 
7+Vi O7 
LBD = ^ (1 - 9) NWW.
 u Af 
\ 
1 + 55 K„ 
f ^ i V - ' 1 
c 
V e J 
2AJ+* F j** 
^ " i + V i ß i i + Vi 
Ax. (Ax. . + Ax.) 
(1 - 9) Af 
A 
1 + ss Kr 




ROD = G (1 - NWW. J Af 1 + ss K^ 
v e y ; 
Ax. (Ax; + Ax ; i ) 
e At 1 + M £ c 
c 
v e y 
/?£>£> 
Ax. 
e AWW. „ At 
i-Yi 





e (1 - AW.+^) Ar 
( \ 




v ey y 
Ax. (Ax; + AXJ.J) 




v l y 












v e y 
(A/ - *A/+* 0 Af) 
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0 AWW..,. Af 
f J V-"1 
i + Vi 
1 + 5 5 AT„ 
c 
v e y y 
j+Vi
 r ; * V 4 
Ax. (Ax.+1 + Ax.) 
0 Af 1 + 55 Kr. 
KC<J 
j*Vi 
ei ZX Pr / RV = k., Oj** — A f
 + 2~'~lb*iC'clb<ft.1 Af t, i * ' K„ Az, 
In the case of upward water flow {q < 0) in the sediment subsystem the right-hand 






 P >** At 
Hi c lb i, *=1 r x i lM P J rz=0 i 
and the penultimate terms containing #j+ 'A in LDD and RDD disappear. 
Eq. (6.26) can be written as: 
Ax'*1 = B.c' + d (6.26a) 
in which A and B are tridiagonal matrices and d is a vector. 
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The solution of Eq. (6.26a) is: 
c
jtl
 = A'1 (B.c} + d) (6.26b) 
in which A ' is the inversed tridiagonal matrix A (see also Press at al, 1986). The 
value of c/+1 at time7+1 can be calculated for known values of c( at time./ (cf. also 
section 6.8). 
6.5 Boundary conditions and initial condition for water layer 
6.5.1 Lower boundary condition 
The boundary condition at the end of the part of the ditch considered reads: 
( \ 
•*m + Vi 
d(c + ssXJ 
u (c + ssX ) - E !f_ 
v
 ss' X -\ 
OX 
(6.27) 
This was approximated by defining a certain number of additional grid points, ebt 
(end buffer, total number), behind the last grid point m in the ditch. The mass flux 
leaving the water layer at grid point ebt is calculated as: 
Jebt+ „ = max[(M (c + ssXJ)ebt^ , 0] (6.28) 
This implies that an outgoing water flow (w>0) produces only advective transport 
leaving the water subsystem, while an ingoing water flow (w<0) causes water free 
of pesticide to enter the subsystem. 
Eq. (6.28) implies a discontinuity from a physical point of view; changing the 
direction of flow at the end of the water subsystem, uebt+¥l, entails a discontinuous 
change of the flux Jebt+IA. This has been compensated for by extending the calculations 
for an additional number of grid points, ebt, called the end buffer, behind the last 
grid point in the ditch, m. 
This buffer is a fictitious entity and serves only as a solution for the numerical 
problem created by the discontinuous boundary condition. Therefore, the substance 
can only be (re)distributed or transported in the buffer. The substance cannot originate 
or disappear in the buffer. 
This means that certain processes can occur in the buffer behind the part of the ditch 
considered, while others cannot: 
— advection and dispersion of substance do occur, but only advection occurs in the 
last half segment; 
— sorption to suspended solids does not occur; 
— sorption to macrophytes does not occur; 
— there is no volatilisation to the atmosphere; 
— there is no exchange with the sediment (so no advective or diffusive flux to or 
from the sediment) and 
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— there is no transformation. 
In the end buffer the elements LOD, LDD, LBD, ROD, RDD, RBD and RV change. 
Annex 1 describes these elements for the grid points m+1 up to ebt-l inclusive. 
When the water flow in the ditch is positive, the lower boundary condition is defined 
by assuming an outgoing advective flux and by neglecting the dispersion in the last 
half segment. In this case the concentration debt+,A cannot be calculated with the aid 
of the concentration debt+l, so it has been assumed that debt+Vl = debt. 
Similarly, XjebI+,A = Xjebr Annex 2 provides the elements LOD, LDD, LBD, ROD, 
RDD, RBD and RV for a positive water flow at grid point ebt. 
When the water flow is negative, the incoming substance flux is zero. (There is again 
no dispersion in the last half segment.) This implies that debt+Vl = 0 and XjebtVA = 0. 
Annex 3 provides the elements LOD, LDD, LBD, ROD, RDD, RBD and RV for a 
positive water flow at grid point ebt. 
6.5.2 Upper boundary condition 
When the water flow in the ditch is positive, water free of pesticide enters the 
subsystem at the upper boundary. Hence, (Ajy^ = 0. The elements LOD, LDD, LBD, 
ROD, RDD, RBD and RV are presented in Annex 4. 
In situations of low hydraulic gradients, and where wind influence and pumping 
stations are present, it is quite common to encounter alternating flow directions in 
watercourses. When the water flow alternates between being positive and negative, 
the situation becomes similar to that of the lower boundary. This means that the 
boundary condition at the beginning of the part of the ditch considered equals: 
flt + Vi 
( \ 
d(c + ssXJ 
u (c + ssX ) - E __ Ü1 
V 0X Jfb:+U, 
(6.29) 
This situation was approximated by defining a certain number of additional grid 
points fbt in front of the first grid point in the ditch (front buffer, total number). The 
mass flux leaving the water subsystem is now calculated according to: 
lA = min[(M (c + ssXJ)„ , 0] (6.30) 
An outgoing, negative water flow causes only advective transport, while an ingoing, 
positive water flow means that water free of pesticide enters. The added front buffer 
v/ithfot segments compensates for this discontinuous boundary condition, analogously 
to the lower boundary. 
For the grid points 2 up to fbt inclusive in the front buffer this means that: 
— sorption to suspended solids does not occur; 
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— sorption to macrophytes does not occur; 
— there is no volatilisation; 
— no exchange with sediment occurs and 
— there is no transformation. 
For the situation of alternating positive and negative water flows, Annex 5 shows 
the elements LOD, LDD, LBD, ROD, RDD, RBD and RV for the grid points fb = 2 
up to fb = fbt inclusive in the front buffer. 
When there is a negative water flow, the upper boundary condition consists of an 
outgoing advective flux; dispersion is neglected in the first half segment. The 
concentration
 CjMi and Xss>y6=V4 are estimated by CfbsSh = cJb=1 and XssJb=l/i = Xssfb=l. 
Annex 6 presents the elements LOD, LDD, LBD, ROD, RDD, RBD and RV for the 
grid point fb = 1 in the front buffer in the case of a negative water flow. 
When the water flow is positive, the incoming substance flux is zero. (Again there 
is no dispersion in the first half segment.) Hence, cß=Vl = 0 and Xssfb=w = 0. Annex 
7 provides the elements LOD, LDD, LBD, ROD, RDD, RBD and RV at grid point 
fb = 1 for a positive water flow if a front buffer is present (i.e. for alternating flow 
directions). 
The upper and lower boundary conditions are defined in such a way that dispersion 
in the outer half segments is neglected. This implies that the substance cannot enter 
the subsystem by dispersion across the boundaries if there is a higher concentration 
outside the buffers than inside. Therefore, the mass balance will continue to represent 
the full 100% of the substance originally added to the subsystem. 
The final system of numerical equations can now be composed with the aid of section 
6.5 and the upper and lower boundary conditions described above. This results in 
a matrix equation comparable to Eq. (6.26a) for each situation. This matrix equation 
can be solved for a specified initial condition. 
6.5.3 Initial condition 
Two examples of initial conditions are worked out here: an input from diffuse origins 
and a point-type input, both taking place at time t = 0. 
The first example may be air drift deposition, e.g of y kg of active ingredient per 
m2 at time t = 0. It is assumed that the pesticide mixes instantaneously with the water 
layer and that sorption equilibrium with suspended solids and macrophytes is 
instantaneous. At time t = 0 none of the substance is yet sorbed to the sediment. The 
load per running metre of ditch is O^y kg a.i./m' dissolved in a volume of A m3. 
The substance concentration at time t = 0 is: 




The initial total mass concentration in the buffer(s) equals zero. 
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In the second example, there is a point-type input in one segment of the water 
subsystem, represented by e.g. y kg a.i. The total mass concentration c in this 
segment at time t - 0 equals: 
c = 
A • Ax 
The initial mass concentration in all other segments equals zero. 
(6.32) 
Given these initial concentrations, the system of numerical equations representing 
the mass conservation equation of the water subsystem, Eq. (6.26), can now be 
solved. 
6.6 Sediment 
The right-hand terms of the mass conservation equation of the sediment, Eq. (3.12), 
are approximated by the following generalised finite-difference equation, which 
evaluates the spatial derivatives and the concentrations at timey+'/i, as defined again 
by Eq.(6.2). 
dz -K{C;p)r -A 
\"''\b)k-l/2 \"J\\,yk + 'A 
/ t b X b * -rk 
(6.33) 
The term (PJlby££ for values of k from 2 to n is given by: 




= Qaj+lAc ' - P' e7 (F ' + D J Ï 
*•</ • c l b k-Vi rk-lA *-k-Yi V ^ l b k-Vi ' - ' l b k-Yi) 
i + Vis 
j+V> 
- lb *: 
j + Vi 
"lb k-\ 
VTAZ, + ViAz., 
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j*Vi $ai+*r J - P1 e1 (F J + D J ~\ 
"••H - c l b k-Vi rk-'A fc*-V4 ^ l b k-Vt ^Vo k-W 
CVok C lb * - l 
ViAz. + l/2Azk , V * k l J 
(6.34) 
in which 
q1** = e qi' + (1 - 9) ^ + 1 
q b / ^ = e CjbU + (i - 0) c l b t^= e (i - A W * _ J c« ,^ + j - i . 
9 NWBk_„ clhl + (1 - 9) (1 - NWBk^) clb A + (1 - 9) A W B ^ c lb/ ; + i 
PU = * + 2 E Az tan(fcß) + 2 (Aw + E A ^ ^ M 
ej^ is given as a function of depth 
J+'A - a T? > ; + i 
•^lb k-'A ~ " ^ l b Jfc-Vi + (1 9) £lb ^ . ^ 
^lbt-vi = (Ldis IwDi-v* 
Ab k-'A - (^ Djk-<A 
r = ec lb/ + (i -e) ; + i -lb it 
cib/-? = e cib/-i + (i - 0) cib/-7 
P, e and Z)lb are constant in time, so their values at time j+l/2 equal their values at 
time j . 
Similarly, (JVlb)£.£ for values of k from 1 to n-\ reads: 
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(°"AlJ* + V4 P • Q ^
C i h 
'+V4 
fcffc 
; + Vi n • ni+lA • r- J+" - pJ c1 tv r A + n •/ "v 
C lb * + 
J+ 1 / i _ ^ ^ 
1 Mb k 
v%Azt+1 + V4Azt^  
(6.35) 
in which 
*«,*•* = e cïhu
 +
 (i - e) clb/;^= e (i - NWB^J ClbkJ + e NWBk+1/i c l b / + 1 + 
J + I 7 + l (1 - 9) (1 - NWBk^) clbkJ + (1 - 6) NWBk+Vi clb/+1J 
PU = b + 2E Azp.tan(y2ß) + 2 (Äw + E A ^ ^ T 
P=I p=i 
•/'+V4 . o f i v+i 
•^ lbt + '/i " ^ lb t + V4 + ( 1 " ) ^ lb i t + % 
Cib**i = 9 % w + (1 - 6 ) c ib/+ 1 
J + l 
The term ( - j ^ . c ^ . / » ^ equals: 
Kh Cb k rk Kb cb k rk 
(6.36) 
with 
;r = e cbï + (i - e) c; . M 
The left-hand term of the mass conservation equation for the sediment, Eq. (3.12), 




v PJ(c*j*1 c:b (6.37) 
A At 
The variable cb may be written as a factor multiplied by clb according to Eq. (6.38). 
This factor depends on clb as well, so clb is calculated for known values of c*h in a 
iterative way (see also section 6.8). 
-b k e +






Substituting Eq. (6.38) in the numerical approximations of the conservation equation, 
Eq. (6.33) up to (6.37) inclusive, and rearrangement of all terms lead to the following 
system of equations. 
LDD LBD o 
LOD LDD LBD O 
O LOD LDD LBD O 
LOD LDD LBD 





' l b * 
' lb Jt*l 
RDD RBD O 
HOD RDD RBD O 
O ROD RDD RBD 
O ROD RDD RBD 
O ROD RDD) 
-lb l 











This includes vectors for the concentrations at times j andy'+l as well as a right-hand 
and a left-hand tridiagonal matrix and a right-hand vector. 
The elements LOD8, LDD6, LBD, ROD, RDD, RBD and RV at row k are given by: 





 (1 - 6) (1 - NWBk_lA) ^ 1 sofd^ Azh P' 
rk 
The terms sofdkM and sofdk+Vl go from 1 to 0 as soon as the dispersive flux in the sediment exceeds 
the advective flux (See section 4.2 and Figure 11). 
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PU <-* (EibP: + DïbU) (1 - Q)At 
Azk (Vi Azk + Vi Azt_,) Pi 
LDD = LSH. (1 - 9) (1 - NWBk^) ^L sofdk^ + 
Az, PJ 
rk 
"k+'A Efc + % \E\<ok+Yi + ^\bk*W (1 9)Af 
Azt (Vi Az t+1 + V4 Az t) Pi 
H aj"A At 
i« (1 - 9) NWB^ ^L sofd^A + 
K pkJ 
PU zU (ElbU + Ab*-*) (i - e)Af 
Azk (V2 àzk + V2 Azkj Pi 
e* + Phi *TF 
C lb k 
C 
V e ) 
1






= '« ( 1 - 9 ) NWBk+lA " sofdk^ 
tek PJ 
rk 
Pk** ek+H (Eibk+u + Abt-w) (1 " 6)Af 
tek (V4 Azt+1 + V4 Az,) P / 
POD = = C * 9 (1 - Mßtg 4 « ^ + 
Azt 
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Pk-'A Ei-'A (E\b U + Ab U) 6 & 
Az, C/2 Az, + V4 Az..) Pi 
Q aJ+'A At 
RDD = - LÎ— G (1 - NWBk+1J i f i JO/dt+Vi Az PJ 
rk 
PU <+*<£*> Ut + A b / ^ ) e Af 
Az, (Vi Azt+1 + V4 Az,) P / 
f o^14 Af 
Az 
PU ek-~A (E\b ft-+V4 + Ab k-\Ù 0 ^ 
Az, C/2 Az, + % Az,.,) Pi 
4+ pbi *F 
Clb * 
C 
V e J 
\ 
K Pi e — 
pJ 
RBD = Z q
j+
* „ .„„„ At 
*Zk 
e NWBk^ —{ sofdk^ + 
P J 
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P k + H E i + H (E\b k + 'A + Ab *
 + Vi) 6 Af 
Az, (1/2 Azt+1 + V4 Azt) Pi 
RV = O, except at the last grid point ebbt (see section 6.7). 
As was done for the water layer, Eq. (6.39) can be solved for cjj1 by inverting the 
left-hand tridiagonal matrix (see Press et al, 1986). 
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6.7 Boundary conditions and initial condition for sediment 
6.7.1 Upper boundary condition 
For a positive as well as for a negative advection flow q, clb = c{ at the location z = 0 
in the sediment, so the concentration of the substance in the liquid phase of the 
sediment equals the concentration of the substance dissolved in the water layer in 





M ( \ 
A V dz 
j+'A 
(K
 c; pt* 
A 
7 Kb Cb 1 r \ 
(3.12a) 
The term (PJj^ stands for: 
(PJj^ = t q^ c, 'A „ J+» _ pi J D J lb Yi rYi *"A " l b <A "lb 1
 C l b J4 (6.34a) 
if q > 0: 
j + V2 j + 'A 
0 a^Xh rJ - P1 F1 D ' 
* H ci r<A fcH ' - ' lb V4 
-lb 1 
Viàzl 
if q < 0: 0 A ^ * 4 r J - PJ F* n ' 
* y c l b 1 * W fcVS ' - ' lb tt 
; + W _ y + Vi 
c l b 1 c i 
V4Az, 
in which the variables are defined by Eq. (6.34). The terms (PJlby^ and ( ^ . c ^ . P ^ 
were defined by the Eqs. (6.35) and (6.36). Substitution and rearrangement of the 
numerical approximations of the conservation equation, Eq. (3.12), for k = 1 results 
in the upper boundary condition (Annex 8). 
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6.7.2 Lower boundary condition 
For a downward advection flow, the boundary condition at the lower end of the 
sediment subsystem considered is: 
™* -tqc^-zP (Elb + DJ^. (6-40) 
In the case of an upward advection flow the boundary condition reads: 
PJlh = H q clot (6.41) 
in which clot is the concentration in the water flowing upward, i.e. seeping from the 
neighbouring lot into the ditch bottom. This concentration needs to be prescribed 
as a function of time. This boundary condition is also discontinuous, which is why 
an additional number of grid points ebbt (end buffer sediment [water bottom], total 
number) have been defined, constituting a buffer behind the last grid point n in the 
sediment. 
The mass flux flowing out of the buffer at grid point ebbt equals: 
i f q > 0 : PJebbt+lA = l q c l b 
(i.e. diffusion and dispersion are neglected), and 
if q < 0 : PJa = iq clot (6.42) 
As in the case of the water layer, the buffer only serves the purpose of solving the 
numerical problem caused by the discontinuous boundary condition. Hence, the 
substance is exclusively transported in the buffer; no substance originates or 
disappears in the buffer. This implies that certain processes can occur in the buffer, 
while others cannot: 
— advection, dispersion and diffusion of the substance do occur, but only advection 
occurs in the last half segment; 
— no sorption (to the solid phase of the sediment) occurs and 
— there can be no transformation of the substance. 
Annex 9 presents the elements LOD, LDD, LBD, ROD, RDD and RBD for the grid 
points n+1 up to ebbt-1 inclusive. 
When the water flow is downward, the lower boundary condition is described by an 
outgoing advection flux; the diffusion and dispersion in the last half segment are 
neglected. (This implies that the substance cannot enter by diffusion or dispersion 
and the mass balance will continue to represent 100% of the mass originally added.) 
The concentration at the boundary, cmjebbl+1/i, is determined by: 
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- i = r j (6-43) 
' lb ebbt+M c l b ebbt v ' 
Annex 10 defines the elements LOD, LDD, LBD, ROD, RDD and RBD at the grid 
point ebbt. 
When the water flow is upward, the concentration in the liquid phase at the lower 
boundary is externally determined. So: 
\™J]bJebbt + lA = " ? Clb lot 
= « « '
+
* e
 C]b £ + « * '•» a - e ) c l b l o t + 1 (6-44) 
Annex 11 shows the elements LOD, LDD, LBD, ROD, RDD, RBD and RV at the last 
grid point ebbt. The last element of the right-hand vector R V is found to be not equal 
to zero in this case. 
6.7.3 Initial condition 
There are two options for the initial condition of the sediment subsystem. In the first 
option, the sediment is free of pesticide at time t = 0. This implies: 
c; = 0 (6-45) 
In the second option, a certain mass of pesticide is located in the sediment; this can 
be described as a function of depth. At time t = 0: 
c; = f(z) (6-46) 
in which 
f(z) = mass concentration of the substance in sediment as a function of depth at time 
t = 0 (M.L3). 
Given the initial concentration, and selecting the right upper and lower boundary 
conditions, the system of numerical equations, Eq. (6.39), can now be solved. 
6.8 Iterative calculations caused by the Freundlich equation for 
sorption 
At two points, iterative calculations are necessary to solve the equations, because 
the non-linear Freundlich equation was used to describe sorption to the suspended 
solids and to the solid sediment material. The first point concerns the calculation 
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of the initial pesticide concentration in the water phase; the second concerns the 
solution of the matrix equation for the water layer or the sediment. 
The conservation equation for the water layer, Eq. (3.6), reads: 
d(c * A) _ _ d(AJ) 
dt dx 




 wa x wh : 
wb x 
(3.6) 
To approximate the fluxes of the substance in the right-hand term of Eq. (3.6), values 




z=0 K c + ss K^ c 




i e,ss / 
(6.47) 
Eq. (6.47) shows that it is impossible to derive values of c from values of c in an 
explicit way. Rearranging Eq. (6.47) yields an implicit equation in c: 
1 + 
DW P 







For many pesticides, the value of nss-l is small (the value of n in sorption studies 
for soils is often near 0.9), so the right-hand term changes little with a change in 
c. Using an initial estimation for c in the denominator (and known values for the 
other variables of the right-hand term), the final value of c can be rapidly found in 
an iterative manner. The value of c at time t = 0 serves as the initial estimation for 
c, yielding a value for c in the left-hand term. This value is then used in the 
denominator of the right-hand term, etc. In this way, c can be approximated from 
known values of c . 
An analogous calculation leads to clb from known cl for the sediment subsystem. 
Combining Eqs. (4.17) and (4.18) yields: 
( \ 
cl = e c,. + p, Kc . c 
0 lb r b F,wb e,' ,wb 
v e > w V 
(6.48) 




 Pb * • b F,wb 
v e-wV 
(6.48a) 
For small values of nwb-l, clb can be rapidly derived from known values of cb, by 
applying iterative calculations from an initial value for cb. 
The numerical solution of the conservation equation for the water subsystem results 
in Eq. (6.26): 
WD LBD O 
LOD WD LBD O 
O LOD WD LBD O 
O LOD WD LBD 
O LOD WD) 
411 
7*1 
HDD RBD O 
ROD RDD RBD O 
O ROD RDD RBD O 
O ROD RDD RBD 






Eq. (6.26) has the shape of: 
A.cj+1 = B.cj + d (6.26a) 
in which A and B are tridiagonal matrices and d is a vector. 
The solution of Eq. (6.26a) is: 
, ; + l _ A'1 (B.cj + d) (6.26b) 
As the tridiagonal matrix A contains the terms 
ss • K 
V-^  
¥tss 
v e - s s y 
which are not yet known at time t = j , iterative calculations are needed to solve Eq. 
(6.26b). The value of d+1 in the denominator of this right-hand term of Eq. (6.26b) 
can approximated by the value of d\ this leads to a first value of d+l in the left-hand 
term of Eq. (6.26b); this value can then be used in the denominator of the right-hand 
term, etc. The iterations are stopped as soon as the next value of d+x differs by less 
than 0.00001% from the previous value. In this way, the system of Eqs. (6.26) can 
be solved. 
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For the sediment subsystem, the system of equations approximating the conservation 
equation reads: 
WD LBD o 
WD WD LBD O 
O LOD WD LBD 
LOD WD LBD 




HDD RBD O 
BOD RDD RBD O 
O ROD RDD RBD 
ROD RDD RBD 





The left-hand tridiagonal matrix of Eq. (6.39) contains a term 
Pbi K. F,wb 
( J + I 
'lb k 
e,wb 
in which c^1 is not yet known at time t - j . With the help of iterative calculations 
as described for the water subsystem, the system of Eqs. (6.49), approximating the 
conservation equation for the sediment subsystem, can be solved. 
6.9 Coupling the water and sediment subsystems 
Concentration varies with distance in the watercourse; this means that the sediment 
at the beginning of the watercourse is influenced by a different concentration than 
the sediment located, e.g., halfway along the ditch. This phenomenon is accounted 
for by defining a sediment subsystem below each grid point in the water layer. Hence, 
the entire field ditch system of TOXSWA comprises one water subsystem and many 
sediment subsystems (Fig. 18). 
The conservation equation for the water and sediment subsystems are solved separate-
ly. They are, however, linked to each other by the exchange term with the sediment 
in the conservation equation for the water subsystem and by the upper boundary 
condition in the conservation equation for the sediment subsystem. In the TOXSWA 
model, the linkage is done in such a way that the conservation equation for the water 
subsystem is approximated first. Only then is the conservation equation for the 
sediment subsystem approximated. This means that it is not necessary to solve both 
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conservation equations simultaneously; instead, the simpler option of solving one 
equation after the other has been chosen. The next two sections explain this solution 
method in more detail. 
Fig. 18 Detail of the TOXSWA field ditch system, demonstrating the concept of one water 
subsystem coupled to many sediment subsystems 
To solve the conservation equation for the water subsystem, its right-hand terms are 
evaluated at time y+Vi in section 6.4 (see Eq. (6.17)). For the exchange term with 
the sediment, -(7wb.PJ()J-+Vi, this yields a term clb/+^=1 in Eq. (6.22). This term is 
approximated as: 
'lb i, * = 1 'lb i, it = l 
(6.50) 
The value of clb at time '^+Vi is thus approximated by its value at time j . This means 
_lb ' need not yet be known when the conservation equation of the water that the value c£w • 
subsystem is being solved. Hence, it is not necessary to solve simultaneously the 
conservation equations of the water and sediment subsystems. 
Approximating the upper boundary condition of the sediment subsystem yields the 
terms dfA and clb {^ in section 6.7.1 (see Eq. (6.34a)). Hence, the terms c and clb 
at times j andy+1 appear in the approximation of the upper boundary condition (see 
also Annex 8). Calculating clbj+l at time j in the sediment subsystem requires that 
the value of c|+1 is known. This would imply that both conservation equations, that 
for the water and that for the sediment subsystem, need to be solved simultaneously. 
However, this is a complex procedure. It is simpler to have the solution of the 
conservation equation of the water subsystem precede that of the sediment subsystem 
by one time step. This implies that at time j in the sediment subsystem, the 
concentration ct in the water layer is known at time j as well as at time 7+1. The 





Annexes 12 and 13 show an outline of the computerprogram of the TOXSWA model. 
Annex 19 presents the source code of the TOXSWA program, version 1.0, including 
a guide to the vocabulary used. After a computer program has been written a 
verification is required. Verification is defined as the examination of the numerical 
technique in the computer model to ascertain that it truly represents the mathematical 
model and that there are no inherent numerical problems in obtaining a solution. 
This also implies a check on errors in the code (programming bugs). (Leaching 
Modelling Workgroup FOCUS, 1995.) For finite-difference approximations, the 
concept of verification may be worked out using the three notions of convergence, 
stability and consistency (Bear and Verruijt, 1987; Lapidus and Pinder, 1982). The 
condition of convergence states that when the finite-difference grid is refined the 
truncation errors go to zero. Stability concerns the unstable growth or stable decay 
of errors in the arithmetic operations needed to solve the finite-difference equations, 
so it has to do with the boundedness of all perturbations in a computed solution. 
Consistency is the requirement that when the finite-difference grid is refined, the 
truncation errors go to zero, but moreover that the finite-difference model 
approximates the partial differential equation desired and not some other partial 
differential equation. 
The three notions of convergence, stability and consistency lead to the formulation 
of the following conditions for verification. 
Convergence is worked out as follows: 
1.9 A solution obtained with the same numerical solution scheme but time and space 
steps e.g. 10 times smaller, should differ only slightly from the solution obtained 
with the original time and space steps. This implies that in this case the 
truncation errors are so small that the numerical equations provide nearly the 
same solution. 
2.10 The solution obtained should not vary with the combinations of the numerical 
weight factors selected for space ß and time 8; this means that the solution 
should be identical whether it has been calculated with the aid of a forward, 
backward or central difference scheme, or with the aid of an implicit or explicit 
difference scheme. (The numerical dispersion in TOXSWA, which depends on 
This condition is not yet tested for version 1.0 of the TOXSWA model. 
These conditions have not been tested for version 1.0 of the TOXSWA model. Version 1.0 allows 
only the explicit central difference method to be selected to solve the conservation equations, and calculations 
are performed for a constant, rather than variable, wetted area A. 
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the numerical solution scheme selected, has been estimated and the physical 
dispersion has been corrected for this.) 
The stability condition has been translated into the following positivity conditions: 
3. The solution of the matrix equations, Eq. (6.26) for the water layer and Eq. 
(6.39) for the sediment, needs to be stable, i.e. the errors in the arithmatic 
operations needed to solve the finite-difference equations should be bounded. 
Moreover, as it concerns concentrations, the solution should be positive. It can 
be proven that for specific conditions for the LOD, LDD, LBD, ROD, RDD and 
RBD elements of the matrix equations and due to the specific structure of these 
elements (described in Annex 14 at the illustration for the three-dimensional 
case), the solution will be positive. Positivity can be shown to be a stricter 
condition than the stability condition for the solution. 
The following four checks are proposed for the consistency condition: 
4. Letting the finite differences approach zero should result in the numerical 
equations reducing to the original partial differential equations. 
The numerical equations in the computer program should truly represent the 
mathematical model, i.e. the mass balances. This means that the consistency condition 
also implies the following: 
5. The mass of pesticide introduced (100%) should be traceable at every moment 
with an error of less than 0.1% (this means that the mass balances tally and that 
no pesticide is lost during the calculation process by any other than those being 
modelled, e.g. transformation or volatilisation). 
Furthermore consistency is usually checked by verifying the numerical procedure 
against a variety of analytical solutions (Bear and Vermijt, 1987). Two situations 
are proposed for this check: 
6. An analytical solution of the advection-dispersion equation for constant h and 
A for a system with transformation, volatilisation and convective/dispersive 
downward seepage responding to a Dirac delta function-type input, as described 
in Jury and Roth (1990). (Volatilisation and convective/dispersive downward 
seepage are, from a mathematical point of view, equivalent to transformation.) 
This solution should correspond with that obtained with the numerical solution 
scheme. The same type of analytical solution can also be applied to the sediment 
subsystem. So, the water and sediment subsystem can be checked independently. 
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A situation like that described under point 6., but now with a wetted surface 
A varying according to: A = (p.e1^'. This situation is relevant because the 
TOXSWA model can deal with water levels and wetted perimeters varying in 
time and space. This special description for A again results in a convection-
dispersion type of equation, but the parameters of the convection and 
transformation terms include y and/or Ç. 
7.2 Stability condition 
7.2.1 Description of the positivity for the water layer 
The stability condition was worked out as stated in criterium 3 of section 7.1. 
5. The solution of the matrix equations, Eq. (6.26) for the water layer and Eq. 
(6.39) for the sediment, needs to be stable, i.e. the errors in the arithmatic 
operations needed to solve the finite-difference equations should be bounded. 
Moreover, as it concerns concentrations, the solution should be positive. It can 
be proven that for specific conditions for the LOD, LDD, LBD, ROD, RDD and 
RBD elements of the matrix equations and due to the specific structure of these 
elements (described in Annex 14 at the illustration for the three-dimensional 
case), the solution will be positive. Positivity can be shown to be a stricter 
condition than the stability condition for the solution. 
The solution of the system of equations, solving the conservation equation for the 
water subsystem reads: 
c
j+1
 = A"1 (B.cj + d) (6.26a) 
The vector d is zero or positive and this implies that d+l is positive if the product 
of the inversed matrix A"1 and the matrix B is positive, which is true when A"1 and 
B are both positive matrices. A positive matrix is defined as a matrix that has no 
negative elements. So the tridiagonal matrix B is positive if: 
RBD > 0, 
RDD > 0 and 
ROD > 0. 
The matrix A"1 is positive if: 
LBD < 0, 
LDD > 0 and 
LOD < 0. 
These conditions have not been tested for version 1.0 of the TOXSWA model. Version 1.0 allows 
only the explicit central difference method to be selected to solve the conservation equations and calculations 
are performed for a constant, rather than variable, wetted area A. 
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Annex 14 gives the outline of the proof that A \B is positive and stable for the two 
tridiagonal matrices A and B when the elements RBD, RDD, ROD, LBD, LDD and 
LOD fulfill the conditions mentioned above. A positive matrix is called stable if the 
dominant eigenvalue of the matrix is smaller than 1. The outline is given for a system 
with constant segment size Ac, flow velocity u and water depth h and a linear 
sorption isotherm describing sorption to suspended solids. For this system the 
elements LOD, LDD, LBD, ROD, RDD and RBD are exactly defined in section 7.2.2. 
For the sediment subsystem the positivity and its proof may be demonstrated 
analogously. 
7.2.2 Restrictions resulting from requirements for positivity for the 
water layer 
The conditions for which the solution of the matrix equation Eq.(6.26) is positive 
for the water subsystem have been worked out in an advice about the possible time 
and space steps for which this equation can be solved. The advice is based upon a 
slightly simplified situation. 
When sorption to suspended solids is described with a linear isotherm and when the 
segment size Ax, the flow velocity u, the water depth h and wetted area A are 
constant, the elements LOD, LDD, LBD, ROD, RDD, RBD and RV for the water 
subsystem read: 
u Ar LOD = - (1-9) (l-ß) l^L (1
 + ss KLss ) - (1 
AJC 
6) E * (1 + ss K, 
Ac2 l 
LDD = (1-9) (1 - 2ß) ±ÈL (1
 + ss KLJ + 2(1 - 9) £ ^ (1 + ss Kj 
Ac Ac' 
+ (l + k (1 - 6) Ar) 1 + DW • P z=0 K + ss K, 
mp L,ss 
+ k. , -1 (1 - 9) Ar + — 1 
ul
 A A P q
 pa - 9) Ar + 2e A„ P. lb x 
z=0 A Az, 
(1 - 9) Ar 
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LBD = (1-9) ß Ü±L (1
 + ss KhJ - (1 - 9) £ * (1 + „ KJ) 
Ax Ax' 
ROD = e (i-ß) l£L(\+ss KUSS )
 + e £ £ (i + M «j 
Ax Ax' 
RDD = - 6 (1 - 2ß) iL^L ( I + M Z ) - 2 9 £ ^ (1 + ss IL ) 
Ax [ L'ss/ A x 2 l ,ss/ 
+ (ï - k e At) + i + DW • P z=0 
mp L,ss 
f \ 
O n 2e D.. P 
Jt , _JL 6 Af + - D O A, . 1b * 
V 
A P z=0 
? P 9 Ar + ÏLJL 9 Ar 
A A 7 y 
ÄBZ) = - e ß 1*L (i
 + ss KLJ + e £ * (i + „ A-J 
Ax Ax' 
O c 2e D.. P 
RV = ik. , _Ji _ L Ar + !L^L clu , , Ar t, i A TC A Az, " b, *=1 
(7.1) 
with 




M = i + i l # + M # , 
A m P L,ss 
( M > 0 ) 
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F = k j — + {
 q Px + E lb x (Assumption12: F > 0) 
A APz,0 AAz, 
E G 1 3 = (1 - 2 ß ) — (1 + ss K, ) + 2 _ £ _ (1 + ss K. ) 
v K
 Ac l L'ss/ Ax 2 l ' ; 
+ k M + F 
the element LDD may be rewritten as: 
LDD = G (1 - G) Ar + M (7-2) 
and the element RDD may be rewritten as: 
RDD = - G G At + M (7-3) 
The positivity conditions for the off-diagonal elements of the two tridiagonal matrices 
lead to an advice about the size of the space step, Ax. 
The condition LBD < 0 (or RBD > 0) leads to: 
Ac < JL- for u > 0, E > 0 and ß * 0 (7.4) 
ß u 
The condition LOD < 0 (or ROD > 0) leads to: 
Ac < - - for u < 0, E > 0 and ß * 1 (7.5) 
(1 - ß ) u 
In fact the term F should be such that 2 ZS/AX2 (1+SS KLss)+k M+F is positive; F can become negative 
if q, the seepage, is negative, but this only happens for unrealistic high (negative) values of q ( \q \ in the ordre 
of m.d"1). It has been assumed that the dispersion E is positive. It may be possible, however, that the Ecal with 
which TOXSWA 1.0 calculates is negative. In that case an additional condition for Ax and At should be added. 
13 
The sign of G depends on the values of u and ß. 
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If u = 0 the conditions described above do not lead to restrictions for Ax. When a 
positive flow direction is combined with ß = 0 or when a negative flow direction 
is combined with ß = 1, there is also no restriction for Ax. 
The positivity conditions for the diagonal elements of the two tridiagonal matrices 
lead to an advice about the size of the time step, At. 
The condition LDD > 0 leads to: 
G ( l - 9) At + M > 0 (7-6) 
corresponding to: 
1. G > 0 : At > - ^ (7.7) 
G (1 - 9) 
In this case no restriction for the selection of (an always positive) At is found. 
2. G < 0 : At < - - (7.8) 
G (1 - 9) 
and G < 0 corresponds to: 
(i) ß > Vi and u > H > 0 (7-9) 
or 
(ii) ß < Vi and u < H < 0 (7-10) 
with 
- [iE (1 + ss KLJ + k M Ax2 + F Ax2} 
H (1 - 2ß) (1
 + ss KLJ Ax 
If ß = Vi or u = 0 G (1 - 9) is always positive, so the condition LDD > 0 does not 
lead to a restriction for At. If 9 = 1 G ( 1 - Q) equals zero, so the condition LDD > 
0 is always true and only the condition RDD > 0 poses restrictions to At. 




1. G < 0 : At > JL (7.12) 
G e 
In this case no restriction for the selection of At is found 
M 
~GQ G > 0 : At<JL (7.13) 
and G > 0 correponds to: 
(i) ß < Vi and H < u C7-14) 
H being negative 
(ii) ß > Vi and H > u O7-15) 
H being positive 
with H as defined before. 
When ß = Vi or u = 0 G 0 is always positive, so the condition RDD does lead to 
a restriction for At. Only when 0 = 0 G 0 equals zero, the condition RDD > 0 is 
alway true but now the condition LDD > 0 may lead to restriction for At. 
Figure 19 summarizes the results for the restrictions imposed on the time step At. 
It appears that in the case 0 = 0 and \H\ > lul (i.e. -\H\ < u < \H\) the condition 
LDD > 0 is not fulfilled, so the solution to matrix Eq.(6.26) is not positive. So, the 
matrix Eq. (6.26) has only a positive solution if Ax is selected such that \H\ < lul. 
ß < \ - |H| 0 + \H\ ß > \ for 0 < 8 < 1 
(a) 1 1 1 





 0 +|H| for0<6<1 
—I 1 1 
(j axis 
Fig. 19 Outline of the domain (u, ß) for which the condition LDD > 0 (part(a)) or RDD > 0 
(part(b)) result in a restriction for the time step, At 
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7.2.3 Restrictions resulting from requirements for positivity for the 
sediment 
For the sediment subsystem an advice about the possible time and space steps is also 
worked out. The solution of matrix Eq.(6.39) is positive for these time and space 
steps. 
When sorption to the bottom material is described with a linear isotherm and when 
the segment size Az and the seepage q are constant, the elements LOD, LDD, LBD, 
ROD, RDD and RBD for the sediment subsystem read: 
LOD = - l ! (1 - 9) (1 - ß) ^L sofd 
Az Pk 
**-» e*-a («n, *-* ^ i b t - J O - 0 ) A ' 
Az2Pk 





 ( ^ + pb,^J(i + * „ 0 -e)At) 
LBD = l l (1 - 9) ß — sofd 
Az Pk 
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kf'A k + 'A v lb k-i-Vi lb k + W \ ' 
A z 2 P , 
ÄOß = i i e (i - ß) Ü *4Ü + f»-» W ^ * - » * *>,»-») <>* 
Az P t Az2 P. 
ÄD2) = - l i G (1 - 2B) ^ sofd - P*+"EMiE*M + D i b * ^ e ^ 
Az H ' P , Az2 P. 






 (e4 + Pb , k *L,b) (1 - *b 0 Ar) 
ÄÄZ) = - A l G B * sofd + p^e^(E**+* +Drb^e*
 ( 7 . 1 6 ) 
Az ^ Pk J Az2Pk 
with 
^TLb = slope of (linear) sorption isotherm of bottom material (L3.M-1) 
sofd = factor equalling 0 or 1, preventing that the dispersion flux would exceed 
the advection flux in the sediment (see section 4.2) 
With 
y = e* + Pb,**L,b ( V > 0 ) 
and 
Tifl4 ^ <Z M - 2 R ï sofâ + k*'A ^* + v i lb t+V4 + lb ifc+W-' 
The sign of W depends on the values of q and ß. 
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k-Vi e*-V4 *- lb k-Vi + lb k-W
 + y , 
2 - * Az^P, 
the element LDD may be rewritten as: 
LDD = W (1 - 9) A/ + V (7-17) 
and the element RDD may be rewritten as: 
RDD = - W Q At + V (7-18) 
The positivity conditions for the off-diagonal elements of the two tridiagonal matrices 
lead to an advice about the size of the space steps, Az. 
The condition LBD < 0 (or RBD > 0) leads to: 
A
 < " * + W e * + W ' ^ l b , *+14 + ^ l b , t + W-' ( 7 - 1 9 ) 
« ? ß sofd 
for q > 0, E + D > 0 and ß * 0 and so/tf * 0. 
The condition LOD < 0 (or ROD > 0) leads to: 
A
 < _ "t-Vi £*-W ^ lb, t-W + lb, k-W (7.20) 
fi ? (1 - ß) sofd 
for q < 0, E + D > 0 and ß * 1 and jo/d * 0. 
If # = 0 the conditions described above do not lead to restrictions for Az. When a 
positive (downward) seepage is combined with ß = 0 or when a negative (upward) 
seepage is combined with ß = 1, there is also no restriction for Az. 
The positivity conditions for the diagonal elements of the two tridiagonal matrices 
lead to an advice about the size of the time step, At. Generally speaking, the water 
subsystem is more dynamic than the sediment subsystem, so one may expect that 
the restriction for Ar will be stricter for the water than for the sediment subsystem. 
In the case of a pond, however, with zero flow, the situation may be different. 
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The condition LDD > 0 leads to: 
W (I ~ 9) At + V > 0 (7-21> 
corresponding to: 
1. W > 0 : At > — (7.22) 
W ( 1 - 9 ) 
In this case no restriction for the selection of At is found. 
2. W < 0 : At < — (7.23) 
W (1 - 9) 
and W < 0 corresponds to: 
(i) ß > V2 and Z < q (7-24) 
Z being positive 
or 
(ii) ß < Vi àndZ> q O-25) 
Z being negative 
with 
C (1 - 2ß) sofd Az 
When ß = Vz or ^ = 0 W (1-9) is always positive, so the condition LDD > 0 does 
not lead to a restriction for At. When 9 = 1 W (1-9) equals zero, so the condition 
LDD > 0 is always true and the condition RDD > 0 may impose restrictions. 
The condition RDD > 0 leads to: 
~WQAt + V>0 (7-26) 
corresponding to: 
1. W<0 : At>-L- (7.27) 
W 9 
In this case no restriction for the selection of At is found. 
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2. W > O : At < _ Z _ (7.28) 
w e 
and W > O corresponds to: 
(i) ß > Vi ândZ> q O7-29) 
Z being positive 
or 
(ii) ß < V2 àndZ < q C7-30) 
Z being negative. 
When ß = '/2 or ^ = 0 W 0is always positive so the conditionRDD > 0 does lead 
to a restriction for At. When 9 = 0, W.Q equals zero, so the condition RDD > 0 is 
always true but now the condition LDD > 0 may impose a restriction for At. 
Figure 20 summarizes the results for the restrictions imposed on the time step, At. 
It appears that when 9 = 0 and IZI > \q\ (i.e. - IZI < q < IZI) the condition LDD > 
0 is not fulfilled, so the solution to matrix Eq.(6.39) is not postive. So, the matrix 
Eq. (6.39) has only a positive solution if Az is selected such that IZI < \q\. 
ß < 2 -\Z\ 0 + \Z\ ß > I for 0 < G < 1 








ß^ 1 2 
+ \z\ 
— I 
for o < e < 1 
gaxis 
Fig. 20 Outline of the domain (q, ßj for which the condition LDD > 0 (part (a)) or RDD > 0 
(part(b)) result in a restriction for the time step, At 
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7.3 Consistency condition 
7.3.1 Introduction 
The consistency condition was tested according to three of the criteria formulated 
in section 7.1. 
4. Letting the finite differences approach zero should result in the numerical 
equations reducing to the original partial differential equations. 
Inspection of the approximations of the right-hand and left-hand terms of the 
conservation equations for the water and sediment subsystems makes it clear that 
all procedures are indeed consistent. (See Eqs. (6.17) and (6.23) for the water 
subsystem and Eqs. (6.33) and (6.37) for the sediment subsystem.) 
5. The mass of pesticide introduced (100%) should be traceable at every moment 
with an error less than 0.1% (this means that the mass balances tally and that no 
pesticide is lost during the calculation process by any other process than those 
being modelled, e.g. transformation or volatilisation). 
To check that no mass is lost in the calculation process, separate mass balances are 
drawn up for the water subsystem and each sediment subsystem. (Each subsystem 
is treated as a whole entity, meaning that it is not subdivided when the mass balances 
are calculated.) For each subsystem all incoming and outgoing fluxes, including the 
transformed pesticide mass, are summated in time and the quantity missing from the 
mass balance is calculated. The TOXSWA program monitors whether this missing 
mass does not exceed a certain percentage of the initial total mass present plus 
incoming mass.15 
The numerical solution of the mass conservation equation is verified against an 
analytical solution, described below. 
6. An analytical solution of the advection-dispersion equation for constant h and 
A for a system with transformation, volatilisation and convective/dispersive 
downward seepage responding to a Dirac delta function-type input, as described 
in Jury and Roth (1990). (Volatilisation and convective/dispersive downward 
seepage are, from a mathematical point of view, equivalent to transformation.) 
This solution should correspond with that obtained with the numerical solution 
scheme. The same type of analytical solution can also be applied to the sediment 
subsystem. Hence, the water and sediment subsystems can be checked 
independently. 
The analytical solutions are worked out in the next sections. 
In the TOXSWA model version 1.0 error messages are written to a message file when the missing 
mass exceeds 0.1%. (There is a maximum of 20 error messages about mass balances per subsystem, water 
layer and sediment.) 
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7.3.2 Analytical solutions of the Convection-Dispersion Equation 
In Jury and Roth (1990) transfer functions are used to estimate outflow concentrations 
from soil columns. Transfer functions are used to model such a complex system in 
a simple way by characterizing the output flux as a function of the input flux. 
Outflow concentrations may be described with the aid of a travel time probability 
distribution or probability density function (pdf) for outflowing solute molecules. 
The travel time pdf characterizes the distribution of possible travel times that a solute 
molecule might experience in moving from the inlet end to the outlet end. Example 
3.1 of Jury and Roth provides the solution of the Convection-Dispersion Equation 
in case of the entry of a narrow pulse (delta function) of solute flux concentration 
through the inlet end z - 0 at t = 0, assuming that there is no solute present in the 
system initially (Eq. 3.12, divided by QV !, compare the solution of Problem 3.8 in 
Jury and Roth (1990).). 
< (z, t) 
\]n D t 
exp 
(z - Vt)2) 
4 D t 2D exp 
rVz\ 
v D ; 
erfc 
f \ 
z + Vt 
v/4 D t 
(7.31) 
in which 
c\ = probability density of the total resident concentration (here 1, normalised, L ') 
D = effective diffusion-dispersion coefficient (L2.T_1) 
t = time (T) 
z = depth (L) 
V = pore water velocity (L.T_1) 
and where 
erfc(x) = 1 - erf(;t), the complementary error function, defined by 
A. 
erf(x) = (exp (- v2) dv 2 
fn o 
(7.32) 
This applies to non-sorbing, non-decaying substances and normalised situations (so 
the integral of the total concentration with depth equals always 1.). 
For substances undergoing simultaneous linear adsorption and first order decay during 
transport under steady state water flow conditions, and for an application of mass 
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= total resident concentration (M.L ) 
= applied area-averaged mass (M.L2) 
= volume fraction of water (1) 
= retardation factor (1) 
= first-order transformation rate constant (T1) 
So, Eq.(7.33) provides the analytical solution for the generalised form of the 
Convection-Dispersion Equation in case of the entry of a narrow pulse (delta 
function) of solute flux concentration through the inlet end z = 0 at t = 0, assuming 
that there is no solute present in the system initially and for a substance undergoing 
simultaneous linear sorption and first-order decay during transport with a steady state 
water flow. The generalised form of the Convection-Dispersion Equation reads: 
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u R ctr (7.34) 
with 









where R is called the retardation factor (Bolt, 1979). The retardation factor R is 
defined as the ratio of the mean flow velocity of a non-sorbing substance divided 
by the mean flow velocity of a sorbing substance in a system with exclusively 
convective transport. 
For the water subsystem the more simple analytical solution of the Convection-
Dispersion Equation in case of an instantaneous source, e.g. a sudden drain discharge 
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has been chosen. This solution applies for an infinite and not a semi-finite system 
as described here above. This solution is given in Leistra (1973) and reads for a soil 





e * ' exp 







7.3.3 Application of the analytical solutions of the Convection-Dispersion 
Equation to the water and sediment subsystems of TOXSWA 
We now apply the solutions described above to the two subsystems of the TOXSWA 
model. 
The conservation equation for the sediment, Eq. (3.12) reads: 
dcb* 
IT dz Kc*p 
(3.12) 
Assuming sorption to sediment is a linear process, so 
^ b " ^L,b ' Clb 
(7.36) 
with 
Kuh = slope of (linear) sorption isotherm of bottom material (L3.M_1) 
and using Eq. (4.17): 
cb* = ec lb + Pb KUb ca 
(7.37) 
for constant perimeters P (so for a rectangular-shaped cross section), and substituting 
Eq. (4.21), Eq. (3.12) now reads: 
(e + Pb *u.) dt 
dq 3c„ d2c„ 
P dz w 'b dz2 
k
 (Ê + Pb ^L,b) CU 
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o R wb 
de,, de,, d2clh 
lb
 - w _ £
 + (Elh + Dlh) -Jt - * *.., c„ dt dz dv wb lb 
(7.38) 
in which 
/?wb = retardation factor for the sediment subsystem (1) 
wb 
Pb KUl 
This is the generalised form of the Convection-Dispersion Equation model for a 
substance undergoing simultaneous transport, linear equilibrium sorption and first 
order decay. For a semi-infinite system its solution for a pulse input at z = 0 and 





* (Eib + Dib) R 
Y 
z - w R wb 








z + w — 
R 
N 
4 (Elb + Dlb) JL 
(7.39) 
The conservation equation for the water layer, Eq.(3.6) reads: 
d(c*A) _ _ d(AJ) 
dt dx k(c *A) + J .0 J h.P *- / wa x wh wa' x wb" x 
(3.6) 
Assuming sorption to suspended solids is a linear process, so 





^L,SS = slope of (linear) sorption isotherm of suspended solids (L3.M_1) 
and combining Eqs. (4.1) and (4.4): 
( 
c = 1 + 
DW P 
z=0 K + ss K, 
mp L,ss 
(7.41) 
For constant wetted areas A, assuming exclusively convective, downward seepage, 
and substituting Eqs. (4.6), (4.11) and (4.14), the conservation equation, Eq. (3.6) 
now reads: 
( DWP„ ) dc 
1 + — K__ + ss AT, _ — 
dc etc 
i * ' » „ • « IM „„ i  - u (1 + ss K. Ï — + E (I + ss K, „J 
( A "* I-"J dt Uss dx x L,ss dx2 
k 1 + 
DW P. z-0 
^
 + S S
 *L,ss C - t t, I c - K, H; A A 
•c «=• 
*•* ¥ = - " 
dc „ c^c 
— + Er 
dx x dx2 * * * * 
* t | O z 
(1 + ss KLJ A A (1 + ss KLJJ 
(7.42) 
(assume ca, mass concentration of substance in the air, equals zero) 
in which 






z=0 K + ss K, 
mp L,ss 
1 + ss K, L,ss 
For a finite system with e = 1.0 its solution for a pulse input at t = 0 reads (in the 
notation used for the TOXSWA model description) (compare Eq.(7.35)): 
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7.3.4 Comparison of the analytical solutions with the numerical solutions 
(i.e. TOXSWA) 
To be able to compare the analytical solutions of section 7.4.2 with TOXSWA model 
calculations the source code of TOXSWA has been changed in such a way that there 
was no diffusion across the water-sediment interface (See Annex 15). So, only 
advective transport took place across the water-sediment interface. 
In the sediment subsystem a pulse input was applied at t = 0 in the first node, i.e. 
at z = 0.0005 m, in case of the TOXSWA calculation. The applied pulse corresponded 
to an initial total concentration cb* of 10 g/m3 in the first segment of 1 mm thickness. 
For the analytical solution (Eq. (7.39) the same mass (corresponding to 10 mg/m2) 
was applied at the sediment surface. To be able to compare the TOXSWA results 
with the analytical solution a rectangular-shaped cross section of the ditch (so 
constant perimeter P with depth) was selected and bulk density, porosity and organic 
matter content were kept constant with depth. Sorption to solid bottom material was 
described with a linear sorption isotherm and there was a constant downward seepage 
of 2 mm/(m2.d), expressed as an infiltration flux per m2 neighbouring field lot. All 
other input parameters were kept identical to the ones of the example simulation of 
chlorpyrifos of Chapter 8. Annex 16 summarizes the differences in the input files 
between the example simulation of Chapter 8 and the simulation carried out here 
to compare the numerical with the analytical solution for the sediment subsystem. 
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Figure 21 shows the concentration profiles in the upper centimeters of the sediment, 
calculated by the TOXSWA model and by the analytical solution, Eq. (7.39). Figure 
21 shows an excellent correspondence between the numerical and the analytical 
solution. For the analytical solution Table 3 details the situation at the first node of 
0.0005 m for the period of 0.0 to 0.5 day after application of the pulse load at the 
sediment surface. Table 3 demonstrates that it takes 0.0625 day for this pulse to arrive 
at 0.0005 m depth in the sediment. Due to dispersion and diffusion the concentration 
peak already lowered and therefore this peak is lower than the concentration peak 
that the TOXSWA model calculated for the first node in the sediment directly after 
application (t = 0.001 d). TOXSWA calculated a concentration peak of 9.97 g/m3 
at t = 0.001 d (i.e. after sorption to bottom material and some transport to the second 
node) (see also Fig. 21). 
In the water subsystem a pulse input was applied at t = 0 in node 8 at x = 60 m in 
the ditch for the TOXSWA simulation. The pulse corresponded to an initial total 
concentration c of 8.264 g/m3 in the eighth segment of 8 m long. For the analytical 
solution, Eq. (7.43), the same total mass (corresponding to 6.6112E-02 g/m2, 
expressed per m2 wetted cross section area A) was applied at 60 m in the ditch. Total 
ditch length was 400 m in this TOXSWA simulation, the ditch cross section was 
again rectangular and there was a constant downward seepage of 2 mm/(m2.d), 
expressed as an infiltration flux per m2 neighbouring field lot. Sorption to suspended 
solids was described with a linear sorption isotherm and all other input parameters 
were identical to the ones of the example simulation for chlorpyrifos of Chapter 8. 
Annex 17 gives an overview of the differences in the input files used here and those 
used in the example simulation of Chapter 8. 
Table 3 Total pesticide concentrations in node I(z = 0.0005 m) of the sediment as a function of 
time, calculated with the aid of the analytical solution for the sediment, Eq.(7.39) 













Figure 22 shows the concentration profiles in the water layer of the ditch, calculated 
by the TOXSWA model and by the analytical solution, Eq. (7.43). Correspondence 
is again excellent. So, TOXSWA 1.0 has been verified successfully both for the water 
and sediment subsystems. 
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COMPARISON TOXSWA - ANALYTICAL SOLUTION 
Time after application (d) 
Sediment 
(pulse at 0.0005 m resp. 0 m) 
0.00 d 
1.0 d 
• 4.0 d 
O.Sd 
> 2.0 d 
anal.sol. 
Total concentration (g/m3) 
0 5 10 
0 
0.02 
TOXSWA version 1.0 
DLO WINAND STARING CENTRE We Apf 3 1996 10:57:25 
Fig. 21 Comparison of the total chlorpyrifos concentration in the sediment calculated with the 
aid of the TOXSWA model (indicated by the markers) and with the aid of the analytical 
solution for the mass conservation equation of the sediment, Eq.(7.39) (indicated by the 
drawn lines) 
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COMPARISON TOXSWA • ANALYTICAL SOLUTION 
Time after application (d) 
Water layer 
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Distance in ditch (m) 
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TOXSWA version 1.0 
DLO WINAND STARING CENTRE Mo Mar 25 199611:26:02 
Fig. 22 Comparison of the chlorpyrifos concentration in the water phase of the ditch calculated 
with the aid of the TOXSWA model (indicated by the markers) and with the aid of the 
analytical solution for the mass conservation equation of the water layer, Eq.(7.43) 
(indicated by the drawn lines) 
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8 Illustration of the potential use of TOXSWA: simulation of 
chlorpyrifos behaviour after spray drift deposition 
8.1 Design of computation and values of parameters 
To illustrate the possibilities of the TOXSWA model a computation was carried out 
for the insecticide chlorpyrifos. The following situation was simulated. Of an 
application rate of 1 kg a.i. per ha 3% is deposited by spray drift onto a neighbouring 
ditch. The ditch is 200 m long and deposition of chlorpyrifos occurs over the total 
length of the ditch except the first 24 m. Water flow rate in the ditch is 100 m/d, 
the water depth is 50 cm and the cross section of the ditch has a trapezoidal shape. 
An amount of 250 g of dry macrophyte biomass is present per m2 ditch bottom, 
corresponding to a moderately-grown ditch in summertime; the suspended solids 
concentration is 50 g/m3. Initially, the water does not contain chlorpyrifos. 
The sediment layer in the ditch is 10 cm thick and porosity varies from 80% in the 
top mm to 40% in the bottom cm. The organic matter content varies from 8% to 
0.5%. There is no upward or downward seepage in the sediment. Initially, the 
sediment is free of pesticide. 
The explicit central difference calculation scheme was selected to solve the mass 
conservation equations. Distances between the nodes in the water and sediment 
subsystems were 6 to 8 m and 1 to 10 mm, respectively. The time step was 100 s 
and the run time on a Pentium 90 MHz was 32 minutes. 
Chlorpyrifos transformation is characterised by a half-life time of 75 and 175 d in 
the water layer and the sediment, respectively; these values have been determined 
at the DLO Winand Staring Centre in earlier experiments. Sorption to sediment is 
very strong (Kom = 16.4 mVkg and n = 0.984) (Pers. comm. Crum) as is sorption 
to macrophytes (Kmp = 2.0 mVkg) (Van Huffelen, 1993). 
The input files for this example simulation are presented in Annex 18. 
8.2 Results and discussion 
Figure 23 shows the chlorpyrifos concentration in the water phase as well as the total 
mass concentration in the sediment as a function of time and depth. The upper graph 
shows that, due to dispersion, the concentration front flattens as it moves out of the 
ditch. The spray drift deposition of 0.03 kg/ha on the ditch results in an initial 
concentration of 4.4 (ig/1 in the water (after the instantaneous sorption to the 
macrophytes and suspended solids). Without any sorption the initial concentration 
would have been 8.3 |ng/l. The lower graphs show the penetration of chlorpyrifos 
into the top 2 cm of the sediment. After 4 days, total concentrations built up vary 
from negligible (< 0.3 (ig/dm3) at 4 m along the ditch up to 415 ug/dm3 at 196 m 
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along the ditch. After this time, back-diffusion from the sediment into the water layer 
has already started, a process which is driven by the difference in pesticide 
concentration between the liquid phase (i.e. not the total mass concentration) of the 
sediment and the water in the ditch. The graph for the situation at 100 m clearly 
shows this phenomenon, as the total concentration is already decreasing. It can be 
derived from Figure 18 that the average rate of displacement of the pesticide in the 
water layer is about 60 m/d, so about 60% of the water flow rate. 
Figure 23 also presents the average concentration to which aquatic organisms are 
exposed at 3, 21 and 28 days after application, as well as immediately after 
application (at 0 d). The exposure concentrations have been determined by calculating 
the average of the concentration course for pesticide dissolved in the water phase 
with time. (This implies that the exposure concentrations are calculated according 
to the assumptions of instantaneous mixing and sorption.) The concentration presented 
at time f = 0 d corresponds to the total pesticide concentration, immediately after 
application, so this means before any adsorption has taken place. The exposure 
concentration has been defined as the concentration at that position in the ditch where 
the longest exposure duration is expected, i.e. at the downstream end of the section 
of the ditch where the pesticide input took place. In this example the exposure 
concentrations were 8.3 ug/1 immediately after application and 3.5 ug/1 at t = 3 d. 
Figure 24 presents the distribution of chlorpyrifos between the different compartments 
as a function of the time since application. The upper graph indicates that a total 
of nearly 2 g of the insecticide has been deposited in the ditch. Initially, 53% is 
dissolved in the water phase, while 42% and 4% are adsorbed to the macrophytes 
and suspended solids, respectively. After 4 days, the largest part (72%) of the 
remaining mass (0.1 g) is found in the sediment, 15% is dissolved in the water phase, 
12% has been adsorbed to the macrophytes and 1.3% to the suspended solids. The 
lower graphs present the chlorpyrifos mass per running metre at selected locations 
in the ditch. Roughly speaking, they present the same pattern as that shown above, 
albeit with a more rapid decline in pesticide mass, due to the passage of the 
concentration front through the water layer. The longer chlorpyrifos is present in 
the overlying water layer, the more it penetrates into the sediment. In the first part 
of the ditch, a negligible amount (< 0.6 ug/m') (not visible) has penetrated via 
diffusion into the sediment, due to 'back dispersion' of the insecticide into this part 
of the overlying water layer. 
Figure 25 shows the mass balances of chlorpyrifos as a function of time for the entire 
ditch. Separate mass balances are presented for the two subsystems, water layer and 
sediment. The total mass in the water layer decreases steadily, mainly due to outflow. 
Other factors contributing to the decrease are, in order of priority, volatilisation, 
penetration into sediment and transformation. The total mass in the sediment increases 
up to about 3 days after application. From ca. day 2 onwards, back-diffusion to the 
water layer becomes significant, as well as transformation, and the total mass in the 
sediment gradually starts to decrease. Initially, nearly 2 g of chlorpyrifos is present 
in the water layer, whereas a maximum of about 0.1 g can be found in the sediment 
later. 
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The TOXSWA model calculates how much mass is missing in the mass balances 
for each subsystem, i.e the (only) water subsystem and, in this case, 29 sediment 
subsystems. This missing quantity is expressed as a percentage of the initial mass 
plus the incoming additional mass for each subsystem. In the example simulation 
for chlorpyrifos the missing quantity in the mass balance for the entire water layer 
(subdivided into 29 nodes) after 3456 time steps of 100 s (corresponding to 4.00 
d) was 0.0037 % (0.72.10"4 g) of the dose. For the entire sediment, so the summation 
of the 29 sediment subsystems, the missing mass was 0.0042% (0.43.10"5 g) of the 
initial mass plus the incoming mass from the water layer. 
The three types of graph in Figures 23, 24 and 25 give an overview of the fate of 
the pesticide. Concentrations in water layer and sediment are shown and the mass 
balance graphs explain how these concentrations have developed. The distribution 
between the different compartments indicates where the insecticide can be found 
at different points in time. This example of a pesticide with a high sorption capacity 
shows that considerable amounts of the pesticide can be found in the macrophyte 
and sediment compartments. Instantaneous sorption equilibrium is assumed in the 
model. Measurements during past experiments with chlorpyrifos have indicated, 
however, that it takes about one day before chlorpyrifos deposited onto a 50 cm deep 
ditch is mixed over the entire depth of the water layer (Crum and Brock, 1994). The 
sorption equilibrium with macrophytes and with sediment may also take up to about 
24 hours (Van Huffelen, 1993). This means that the simulated pesticide concentrations 
in the water phase may be too low and that the simulated mass concentration in the 
macrophyte compartment especially may be too high during the first one or two days. 
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Fig. 23 Chlorpyrifos concentration in the water layer and at selected locations in the sediment 
after spray drift deposition of 0.03 kg.ha1 onto the ditch 
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Fig. 24 Distribution of chlorpyrifos between the different compartments as a function of time for 
the entire ditch (200 m) as well as per running metre at selected locations. (The mass 
dissolved in the liquid phase of the sediment is too small to be visible) 
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Fig. 25 Mass balances of chlorpyrifos as a function of time for the entire ditch (200 m). 
Separate mass balances are shown for the water and sediment subsystems 
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9 Conclusions, discussion and recommendations 
9.1 Conclusions and discussion 
The TOXSWA model has been developed to describe the fate of pesticides in field 
ditches. It calculates pesticide concentrations in the horizontal direction in the water 
layer and in the vertical plus horizontal directions in the sediment. It can handle a 
variety of situations as regards hydrological conditions and entry routes of pesticides 
into surface water. 
A limited verification of the model has taken place by comparing model output with 
an analytical solution for the sediment subsystem, as well as for the water subsystem. 
In both cases the concentration profiles calculated by the model showed an excellent 
correspondence with those calculated according to the analytical solution. So, 
TOXSWA 1.0 has been verified successfully both for the water and the sediment 
subsystems. 
An example simulation decribed the behaviour of the insecticide chlorpyrifos after 
spray drift deposition in a ditch. Results showed that initially, nearly half of the 
insecticide was adsorbed to the macrophytes and this provokes a retardation of the 
concentration front of about 60% compared to the water flow rate. After four days 
about 70% of the remaining pesticide mass was found in the sediment. 
The TOXSWA model checks whether the mass balances tally during the calculations. 
Results for the example simulation for chlorpyrifos showed that after four days the 
missing quantity in the mass balance for the water layer was less than 0.005% of 
the dose applied. The missing mass for the entire sediment layer was also less than 
0.005% of the initial mass plus incoming mass of the water layer after four days, 
so this shows that conservation of pesticide mass applied is well done in TOXSWA 
1.0. 
TOXSWA has been developed to serve as a tool in the pesticide registration 
procedure in the Netherlands. It has been designed to estimate chronic exposure of 
aquatic organisms to pesticides, so it simulates periods of up to about one month. 
Of course, the TOXSWA model also estimates acute exposure, but the simulated 
acute concentrations might differ from those encountered in the field, due to 
assumptions made in the model. In reality, pesticides, especially those with low 
solubilities, may need 24 hours before they are thoroughly mixed over the entire 
cross section of the ditch; subsequently, it takes time before sorption equilibrium 
is reached. The TOXSWA model, however, assumes instantaneous mixing over the 
entire cross section, as well as instantaneous sorption equilibrium with suspended 
solids, macrophytes and with the solid bottom material (once the pesticide has entered 
the sediment subsystem). 
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In accordance with the aim of its development (exposure concentrations for up to 
about one month) it is assumed that no sedimentation or resuspension occurs. This 
means that the TOXSWA model cannot be used to estimate long-term exposure 
concentrations or accumulation of pesticides in the sediment. 
9.2 Recommendations 
If one is to make full use of all the possibilities the TOXSWA model offers, model 
improvements are needed: 
— inclusion of multiple or continuous pesticide applications to the water layer; 
— implementation of varying water depths and rates of discharge in the water layer, 
coupled to incoming water via entry routes like upward seepage and surface 
runoff; and 
— making the presentation of the model output more user-friendly. 
The sensitivity of the model to input parameters, initial and boundary conditions 
needs to be studied. This can guide further experimental work as well as future use 
of the TOXSWA model, e.g. when standard scenarios are defined. 
Standard scenarios need to be defined to facilitate the use of the model for risk 
assessments in the Dutch registration procedure. The standard scenarios should 
comprise the environmental conditions, such as water depth, flow velocity, mass of 
macrophytes, as well as the pesticide masses entering the ditch by one or several 
entry routes. 
It should be demonstrated that the TOXSWA model simulates correctly real field 
situations, which means that the model needs to go through a validation process. The 
validation process is defined as a comparison of the model output with data 
independently derived from experiments or observations of the environment; this 
implies that none of the input parameters is obtained via calibration. Validation 
should be done for a specified range of validity, i.e. that part of reality to which the 
validation of a model applies (Leaching Modelling Workgroup FOCUS, 1995). Four 
experiments performed at the DLO Winand Staring Centre provide data sets for 
stagnant water bodies and one slowly moving water body, and these will be used 
first. Subsequently, data sets from elsewhere need to be assessed as to their potential 
use for the validation process. More experiments are probably needed to validate the 
model, especially in systems with a certain flow velocity. 
Preliminary results of a sensitivity analysis for the water subsystem showed that the 
dispersion coefficient is a very important coefficient to describe well the 
(longitudinal) mixing of the substance in the watercourse. More experiments need 
to be performed to estimate the dispersion coefficient in various ditches under various 
conditions. Very few data exist, especially for small watercourses. 
The process descriptions need to be worked out in greater detail. Transformation rates 
in water and sediment need to be studied more closely, as well as the influence on 
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these rates of pH, light intensity, bioactivity and temperature conditions. Furthermore, 
the effect of aerobic and anaerobic conditions on the rate of transformation of the 
substance in the upper few millimetres below the water-sediment interface needs 
further study. Very little information is available on sorption to macrophytes, although 
this process clearly affects the level and duration of the pesticide concentration. More 
experimental work is needed to determine this sorption coefficient. A study on the 
sorption of a range of pesticides to three plant species is currently being carried out 
at the DLO Winand Staring Centre. 
In order to assess whether the TOXSWA model is able to simulate the fate of 
pesticides in watercourses in other countries of the EU, field experiments need to 
be executed outside the Netherlands. At the moment, the TOXSWA model is being 
assessed by the surface water fate group of the EU working party called FOCUS, 
FOrum for the Co-ordination of pesticide fate models and their USe. 
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List of symbols 
Ax = cross-sectional area of flow at location x (L2) 
b = width of ditch bottom (L) 
bä(t,x) = distributed source with continuous input (M.L^.T1) 
bp(t,x) = point source with continuous input (M.L"3.T_1) 
c = mass concentration of substance in the water phase (M.L3) 
c = mass concentration substance in water layer 
(this includes substance sorbed to suspended solids 
and to macrophytes) (M.L3) 
ca = mass concentration of substance in the air (M.L3) 
ca,i = equilibrium mass concentration of substance 
at the water-gas interface in the gas phase (M.L3) 
cb* = mass concentration of substance in sediment (M.L3) 
ce,ss = concentration c, at which KFss has been estimated (M.L3) 
ce,wb = concentration c, at which KFv/b has been estimated (M.L 3 ) 
Cj = equilibrium mass concentration of substance 
at the water-gas interface in the water phase (M.L 3 ) 
c lb = mass concentration of substance in the liquid phase 
of sediment 
cso] = solubility of substance in water 
d = distance of water-sediment interface to concerned area 
D l b = diffusion coefficient of substance in the liquid phase 
of sediment 
Dw = diffusion coefficient of substance in water 
DW = dry weight of macrophytes per area of sediment 
Elb = dispersion coefficient in pore water 
Ex = dispersion coefficient in direction of flow 
h = water level above ditch bottom 
hw = water level above ditch bottom, defining the exchanging 
perimeter Pz=0 
i = index of grid points (segments) in space in x direction 
j = index of grid points in time 
/ = areic mass flux of substance in water layer by advection 
and dispersion 
7 lb = areic mass flux of substance in the liquid phase of 
the sediment by advection, dispersion and diffusion 
7wa = areic mass flux of substance across the water-air 
interface, the flux is negative in upward direction 
7wb = areic mass flux of substance across the water-sediment 
interface, the flux is positive in downward direction 
•Avb,adv = a r e i c mass flux by advection at the water-sediment 
interface 
•Avt>,dif = areic mass flux by diffusion at the water-sediment 
interface 



























k = transformation rate coefficient for substance in the 
water column (T1) 
kh = transformation rate coefficient for substance in the 
sediment (T1) 
kg = exchange coefficient of substance in the gas phase (L.T1) 
k\ = exchange coefficient of substance in the liquid phase (L.T1) 
kul = overall transfer coefficient for the air-water interface, 
based at the liquid phase (L.T1) 
Kmp = distribution coefficient for substance between 
macrophytes and water, i.e. slope of sorption isotherm 
based at the mass of dry macrophytes (L3.M_1) 
o^m,ss = slope of sorption isotherm for suspended solids, based at 
the organic matter content (L3.M_1) 
o^m.wb = slope of sorption isotherm for sediment, based at 
the organic matter content (L3.M_1) 
KFss = Freundlich coefficient for sorption to suspended solids (L3.M_1) 
F^,wb = Freundlich coefficient for sorption to bottom material (L3.M_1) 
KH = dimensionless Henry coefficient (1) 
Khb = slope of (linear) sorption isotherm of bottom material (L3.M_1) 
^L,SS = slope of (linear) sorption isotherm of suspended solids (L3.M_1) 
Ldis = dispersion length (L) 
LBD = band above the diagonal of the left-hand tridiagonal 
matrix (1) 
LDD = diagonal of the left-hand tridiagonal matrix 
matrix (1) 
LOD = band under the diagonal of the left-hand tridiagonal 
matrix (1) 
ß = length of drained or infiltrated lot, oriented 
perpendicular to the ditch and extended on 
one or two sides of the ditch (L) 
mom,ss = mass fraction of organic matter of the suspended solids (M.M1) 
/nom,wb = mass fraction of organic matter of the sediment material (M.M1) 
M = applied area-averaged mass of substance (M.L2) 
Mm = molecular mass (M.N"1) 
nss = Freundlich exponent for sorption to suspended solids (1) 
nwb = Freundlich exponent for sorption to bottom material (1) 
NWB = Numerical Weight factor sediment [water Bottom] (1) 
NWW = Numerical Weight factor Water layer (1) 
Ox = width water surface at location x (L) 
pd(t,x) = distributed pulse input (M.L"3.T_1) 
Vp(t,x) = point-type pulse input (M.L"3.T_1) 
P = saturated vapour pressure of substance (L_1.M.T2) 
P0 = wetted perimeter (L) 
Pd = length wetted perimeter at distance d from the water-
sediment interface (L) 
Px = wetted perimeter at location x (L) 
Pz=o = length wetted perimeter at depth z = 0 (L) 
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q = areic volume flux, i.e. volume drained or supplied water 
divided by lot area and time. The flux is positive with 
infiltration and negative with upward flow 
(drainage from the field lot) {VlS2.Tl) 
Q = rate of discharge in water layer (L3.T_1) 
r = number of point-type inputs (total n inputs) 
R = universal gas constant (LlM.T'lN"1^"1) 
Rwb = retardation factor for the sediment subsystem (1) 
/?wl = retardation factor for the water subsystem (1) 
RBD = band above the diagonal of the right-hand tridiagonal 
matrix (1) 
RDD = diagonal of the right-hand tridiagonal 
matrix (1) 
ROD = band under the diagonal of the right-hand tridiagonal 
matrix (1) 
RV = right-hand vector (1) 
s = number pulse input (total m inputs) 
s0 = number pulse input at location x0 (total m0 inputs) 
$00 = number pulse input at location .%, (total mm inputs) 
sx = side slope, horizontal/vertical (1) 
ss = mass concentration of suspended solids in the water 
layer, i.e. the ratio of the mass of dry suspended solids 
divided by the volume of water (M.L3) 
t = time (T) 
trs = time at which the continuous release at location xr starts (T) 
tie = time at which the continuous release at location jce ends (T) 
ts = time of pulse input (T) 
T = temperature at which the saturated vapour pressure, 
the solubility and the exchange coefficients in the liquid 
and gas phases are defined (0) 
u = flow velocity water (L.T1) 
w = average flow velocity of pore water (i.e. êqlPz) (L.T1) 
x = downstream distance along ditch axis (L) 
xQ = location pulse input (L) 
Xb = content of substance sorbed, i.e. the ratio of the mass 
of substance sorbed divided by the mass of dry bottom 
material (M.M1) 
Xmp = content of substance sorbed to macrophytes, i.e. the ratio 
of the mass of substance sorbed divided by the mass 
of dry macrophytes (M.M1) 
Xss = content of substance sorbed to suspended solids i.e. 
the ratio of the mass of substance sorbed divided 
by the mass of dry suspended solids (M.M1) 
y = direction perpendicular to the x and z axis (L) 
z = depth under the water-sediment interface (L) 
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a = weight factor for space, applied in the numerical solution 
method 
ß = weight factor for space, applied in the numerical solution 
method (1) 
ß = arctan (1/^) (1) 
ô = Dirac delta function (T1 or L"1) 
e = volume fraction of pore water, i.e. volume of liquid 
divided by volume of bottom material (1) 
C,(t) = release time function defined by: 
0 for t < trs or t > tre 
1 for t„ < t < t„ (1) 
8 = weight factor for time, applied in the numerical solution 
method (1) 
X = tortuosity factor, i.e. ratio of surface area of bottom 
material to liquid phase (1) 
pb = bulk density of dry bottom material, i.e. volumic mass 
of dry bottom material (M.L3) 
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Annex 1 The elements LOD, LDD, LBD, ROD, RDD, RBD and RV from 
Eq.(6.26) for the grid points m +1 up to ebt -1 inclusive in the 
end buffer of the water subsystem 
\d.i-Vi LOD = - Z l (1-0) (1-NWW^) At 
Ax. 
-"^ «-Vi E'x i-Vi 
Ax. (Ax. +Ax._l\ 
(1 -0) At 
0r* 
LDD = - ZU. (l-0) AWW^ A/ 
Ax. 
J+* 0 J 
Ax. 
(1 - 0) (1 - J V W ( J Af 
^"•i-Vi ^x i-Vi 
Ax,. (Ax^Ax..,) (1-0) Aï 
* '** "** (1-0) AT 
Ax. (Axw +Ax.) 
v e ; y 
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XT^V) At) 
LBD = Z^L (1-9) NWW. » At 
Ax. (A*M +Ax.) 
(1-9) At 
Mi-Vi ROD = ^ Z . 9 ( 1 - NWW(^ ) At 
À v ' Ax, 
Ax. (Ax.+Ax..,) 9-Af 
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RDD = * G • AWW.,. Af 
Ax i-<A 
Ax. 
e- (1- NWW^ At 
***• i->A Cx i-M 
Ax. (ÄX.+AX..J e-At 
j+Vi
 r j*Vi 2AJ F ' 
^* i-^i ^x I-V4 





RBD = - G • NWW.^ At 
Ax. i+Vi 
+ JZTLZSl-Q-At 
Ax,. (Axw +Ax,) 
RV = 
So, the right-hand vector 7ÎV does not appear anymore. 
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Annex 2 The elements LOD, LDD, LBD, ROD, RDD, RBD and RV from 
Eq. (6.26) for the grid point eb = ebt of the end buffer of the 
water subsystem. The flow velocity u is positive 
LOD = - _ (1-9) (1-iVW.J At 
Ax 
TA'** F r * 
" ^ i-U E x i-*4 
Ax. (Ax.+Ax,.^ ) 
(1 -6) At 
LDD = 
"AT" (i-e) NWW^ At 
Ax 
Ax. (Ax.+Ax^) (1-9) At 
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Ax (Axw +Ax.) 
z=0 
LBD = 
2 A ^ £ r £ * 
Ax. (Axvl +Ax.) 
\Zi-Vi 
ROD = G ( 1 - NWW.„ ) Af 
AA: 
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RDD = e • NWW.„ At 
t-w 
Ax. 
e- (*—rnPWQ At 
i*h p y>*4 IA1 F J 
Ax,. (Ax.+AxJ e-A/ 
2A}ZEA 




Axt (Axw +Ax.) 
RV = 
So, the elements LBD, RBD and /?V have disappeared in the segment ebt in the case of a 
positive flow velocity. 
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Annex 3 The elements LOD, LDD, LBD, ROD, RDD, RBD and RV from 
Eq. (6.26) for the grid point eb = ebt of the end buffer of the 
water subsystem. The flow velocity u is negative 
0 r * 
LOD = - ' (1-9) (1-NWW^) At 
Ax 




LDD = - ZU (l-e) NWWhVi At 
Ax. 





 F j^A 
^^i+Vi ^x i+M 




 i+Vi ^x H 
Ax. (AxM +Ax.) 
i** O1 




 r j+H 2AJ F J 
Ax. (Ax.+Ax,.,) 
e-Af 
RDD = e • NWW.,, Af 
AJC. i-Vi 
•"* i-Vi ^ x i-Vi 
Ax. (Ax.+AxM) 
e A? 
• ^ " i+Vi ^ i i-t-Vi 




2Aj** E j^ 
Ax. (AxM +Ax.) 
So, the elements L5D, /Î&D and ÄV have disappeared in the segment ebt in the case of a 
negative flow velocity. 
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Annex 4 The elements LOD, LDD, LED, ROD, RDD, RBD and RV from 
Eq. (6.26) for the grid point i = 1 in the water subsystem in 
the case of a positive flow direction 
In the case of downward waterflow in the sediment subsystem: 
LOD = * 
Ax.fAx.+Ax^) 
LDD = 




+ ^ ^ ^ (1-9) AT 
Ax,. (AxM +Ax.) 





DW • P z=0 
AJ; r i 
*m» + SS KF 
mp r 
( j ^ - - 1 
c 
K C < J 
[A? + k AÏ\\ - 0) At) 
* kul Oxr (1 - 9) Af + _ L qr Pj(l - 9) Af 
z=0 
(1 - 9) Ar 
ZJÎZ) = ^ U l (1-9) NWW^ At 
Ax 
1 + ss AL 
vc*; 
z / 1
 i+n ß j i+Vi 
Ax,. (AxM +Ax.) 
(1-9) Af 
\ 
1 + ss Kr 
c i - l 
Ä0O = 














 F y-^4 
***• i-V4 ß x i+ü 
Ar. (AxM +Ax^ 




DW P. ( , -V ' Z = O i 
A/ 
tf + ss Kv 
mp F 
(Af - kAr e Af) 
kuloxreAt-*qrpjQAt 
Z=0 
2e! A . P. 




RBD = e • NWW.M At i+Vi 
\ 
1 + ss K^ 
( i V-"1 
\ ' J 
IA1 F ' 
^ * i+U ^x i+Vi 
Ax. (Axw +Ax;) 
e-A/ 
f \ 
( • V . -1 
l + ss K¥ 
V V * J J 
i+v, j
 n j+K p j 
Ä V
 =
 fcu °A / „ Af + 2 . clb / t = 1 Af £ . *x 
In the case of upward water flow in the sediment subsystem the right-hand vector contains 
an additional term: 
-
 C
 aj^ c j P J** At 
-ß Hi c lb i, *=l rx i m 
z=0 
and the penultimate terms containing q\* in the LDD and RDD elements disappear. 
So in all cases (q < 0, q > 0) the elements L0D and Ä0D have disappeared in the first 
segment; LBD, RBD and RV remain unchanged in this case of a positive flow velocity and 
an incoming flux of zero in the water subsystem. 
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Annex 5 The elements LOD, LDD, LBD, ROD, RDD, RBD and RV from 
Eq. (6.26) for the grid point fb - 2 up to/fr -fbt inclusive of 
the front buffer of the water subsystem. The flow velocity 
alternates between being positive and negative 
rvi O 
LOD = - '"* (1-0) (1-NWW.J At 
Ax. v 
i+vi j - . j+K 2AJ1E, i-Vi '-X i-Vi 
Ax. (Ax^+Ax..,) 
(1 -9) At 
j+Vi Q 
LDD = - (l-e) NWW.
 u At 
+ -T^L (i-G) (1 - NWW,.J At Ax. 
*""• i-Vi ^x i-H 
Ax. (Ax^Ax.^) (1 -6) At 
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rv>
 F j+vi 2AJ * F r" 
Axt (AxM +Ax.) 
(1-9) At 
Qj** 
LBD = (1-9) NWW.„ At 
Ax ' * 
^
/ 1
 i+Vi C'x i+Vi 
Ax. (AxM +Ax.) 
(1-9) At 
r*> O 
ROD = Z^L 9 ( 1 - NWW^ ) At 
Ax. v 
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+ '* Xl* e-At 
Ax. (Ax.+Ax^) 
RDD = '~* G • AWW.
 tt At 
Ax I-V4 
~Kx~ B-(l- NWW^) At 
z / 1




 i*% Ar M4 





RBD = TT e- NWW^ At l+T2 
+ Jïüliii^L e-A/ 
Ax. (Axw +Ax.) 
So, the vector /?V does not appear anymore. 
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Annex 6 The elements LOD, LDD, LED, ROD, RDD, RED and KV from 
Eq. (6.26) for the grid point/ft = 1 in the case of a negative 
flow velocity in the situation of alternating positive and 
negative flow velocities in the water layer 
\£i-<A LOD = ~'~n (1 BJ [I-IVWW,^) Al 
Ax. 
\ 
1 + ss KB 
( i i i ^ 
i - l 
V v c ' , J 
2A^K 
Ax. lAx.+Ax._^ 
!eîi-V4 LDD = - -ZU (l-e)^fWW^Aî 
Ax 
+ J±Ti (i-e) (1 - NWW.^ At 
IA1 n F ' 
Ax. (Ax.+AXj.j) 
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+ 2A^txi^ ( i _ e ) A f 
Axi (ArM +Àx.) 
z=0 
O1* 
LBD = '** (1-9) NWW^ At 
Ax. 
j+Vi j - , j^A 2A\Z Ex ff 




RDD = i-Vi 
Ax. 
0 • (1 - NWW^) At 
UftE,*" 
Ax. (Ax.+Ax.^) 
*"• i*>A ^x i-te 





G • NWW.^ At 
IA'** E '** 
Ax; (Axw +Ax.) 
RV Cfblfl ** 
The elements LOD, ROD and RV have disappeared in this case. 
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Annex 7 The elements LOD, LDD, LBD, ROD, RDD, RBD and RV from 
Eq. (6.26) for the grid point fb - 1 in the case of a positive 
flow velocity in the situation of alternating positive and 
negative flow velocities in the water layer 
0r* 








2AJ* E J 
+ (1-9) Af 
Ax. (Axw +Ax.) 
[AJ;X ^t^rîT^&)Aî) 
z-0 
LBD = Z^L (1-9) i V W ^ At 
Ax. 
^^i+Vi ^x -x j+Vi 







0- ( 1 - NWW^) M 
2AÏ* E, ^ 
Ax lAx.+Ax.^) 
j+Yi
 p j*i 
?AJ F J 
***• i+*4 ß i i+Vi 







e • NWW.^ At |>V4 
Axt (Ax^ +Ax) 
Clblk'l Aï 
So, the elements L0£>, /?0D and RV have disappeared in segment fb = 1 in the case of a 
positive flow velocity in the situation of alternating positive and negative flow velocities in 
the water layer. 
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Annex 8 The elements LOD, LDD, LBD, ROD, RDD, RBD and RV 
from Eq. (6.39) for the grid point k - 1 of the sediment 
subsystem. So, this is the upper boundary condition 
In the case of downward seepage (q > 0): 
LOD disappears 
LDD = Q a'** At 
*
q
 (1 - 9) (1 - NWBIV) £L sofdm 
* i Pi 
P\Vi ^-Wi (Mb 1J4 + A b \W
 n „ , At 
0/2 AZj + l/2 AzJ AZj 7 / 




ei + Pb7i * F 
clb 1 
V C ) 
(1 + J^  (1 - 9) A/) 
LBD = i l£L_ (1-9) AW51V4 n so/tf1V4 
^ 
A/ P\ViZ\Vi \Mb 1V4 + A b IVij ,- _ „ . A? 
(ViA^ + ViAzj) AZj p^ 
/?0£> disappears 
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RDD = - LSH e (l-NWBm) Ü sofdm - p-»gMVi*+zVi») e A£ 
V
 D ' CV2A7- + Az, ( i zj  ViAzj) Az, p( 
F* ZVi Ab 44 O At 
< + PbJi * F 
j>+-i 
-lb 1 (1 -kbQAt) 
\ c ) J 
UU 9 NWBm i l soßm , P ^ ( £ ^ ^ g , n . A, Ä5D = - H f e NWB, 
Az, ^ p / (ViAza + '/IAZ,) Az, p / 
On the right-hand side the following terms appear: 
'W*
 0 . At_ + P&n Ab;v4 e A£N 
Az. 
V 





A f ^V4 e V4Ab!4 / i Q N A f 
*Y 
This implies that a right-hand vector is added to Eq. (6.39). 
In the case of upward seepage (q < 0): 
On the right-hand side the following terms appear: 
f -pij r\ J . ^ 
•






 P V n j 
rVit"A ^ l b Vi 
\ 
*M 
2 ( 1 - 9 ) ^ 1 
Pi j 
The term 
( -M \ 
l-g'*
 e Af 
A z i Pi j 
is added to the element RDD, and the term 
ü-arV> At 
kq
 (1-9) l AZl P{ 
to the element LDD. 
So, a right-hand vector is added to Eq. (6.39) (analogously to Eq. (6.26) for the water layer). 
The first element of this vector is composed of four (in case of q > 0) or two terms (in case 
of q < 0), which are described above and the other elements are zero. 
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Annex 9 The elements LOD, LDD, LBD, ROD, RDD, and RBD from 
Eq. (6.39) for the grid points n + 1 up to ebbt - 1 inclusive 
from the end buffer at the lower end of the sediment 
LOD = - 1^1 (1 - 9) (1 - NWBk_^ — sofd» 
K Pi 
PU e U (5b/-? + Abt-*) (1 - 9)A* 
Azk (V2 Azk + % Azt_,) P/ 
LDD = Lfl (1 - 9) (1 - AWßt^) ^L « ^ 
•P^ Vi Sfc-Vi (5b t*V4 + Ab *•**) (1 " Ö)A/ 
Azt C/2 Azw + Vi Azt) Pi 
É aj+Vl At 
- i | _ (1 - 9) NWB^ £L sofd^ 
àzk Pi 
PU e U (E*!:;: + Ab*-*) (i - Q)Af 
Azt (1/2 Azt + V4 Az,.,) P / 
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-* Kb k "-F 
Q a'** At 
LBD = 1±— (1 - 9) NWBk^ -2L sofd^ K rk 
PU e U (.EtoiZ + Ab*7**) (1 - 6)A/ 
Azt (V4 AzM + V2 Azk) Pi 
Ù a'** At 
ROD = 11— 9 (1 - NWBk_J _ sofd,^ K n 
Pk-Vi ^k-H (^lb t-V4 + Ab k-v) 6 At 
Azt (Vi Azk + V4 A ^ ) P / 
ADD l i e (i 
tek Pk' 
Pk + Vi E**V4 (£ lb ***4 + A b i*Vi) 6 A* 
Azt (Vi Az4+1 + V4 Azt) P / 
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ß. o ; > V 4 Af 
K PI 
6 ai** Af 
RBD = - l i _ G NWBk^ _ w ^ Az» rk 
Pk+Vz ^k*H (Fib L'A + Ab L'A) 6 Af 
àzk ÇA AzM + V4 Azt) P / 
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Annex 10 The lower boundary condition at the grid point ebbt in the 
case of downward water flow in the sediment 
LOD = - L£- (1 - 6) (1 - NWBk_J ^L sofdk^ 
Az, Pi 
PU e U ( g l b A + Ab/-*) (i - e)Ar 
Az, (V4 Az, + Vz Az,J Pi 
LDD = l i ^ Ü (1 - 6) ( i ^ - f f l f ê £ 3 — 
Az, (V4 Az,., + 1/2 Az,) P / 
0 aJ*'A At 
I * (i - e) ™ t . „ _^ _ « ^ 
Az,
 P> 
jy-» e u ( f i t / ; + Ab U) a - 9)A^ 
Az, (V4 Az, + V4 Az,.,) Pi 
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LBD 
Azk {Vi Az4+1 + Vi Azk) Pi 
ROD = i f l e (1 - NWBk_J 4 * * U 
Az» P/ 
V^-Vi £*-% (^lb *-Vi + Ab t-Vi) ö ^f 
Az4 C/2 Azk + Vi Az4_,) P / 
Azt P / 
Azt C/2 Azt+1 + *4 Azj) Pi 
Ù a'** At 
* 11— G NWBk_» âL sofd^ 
àzk Pi 
Pl-vi ^k-vi (En, l-vi + Ab t-vi) ö & 
Azk C/2 Azt + V2 Azj.,) P / 
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RBD = 
Azk C/2 Azw + 1/2 Azk) Pi 
So, the elements LBD and RBD disappear. 
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Annex 11 The lower boundary condition at the grid point ebbt in the 
case of upward water flow in the sediment 
LOD = H a'** At I * (1 - 9) (1 - NWBk_J " sofd^ 
K P> 
PU e U (fib/-; + AbI-vd (i - e)Af 
Az. (Vi Az. + Vi Az...) PÏ 
LDD * £4** 
Azk (Vi AzM + Vi Azt) ƒ>/ 
C
 * ( 1 - 0 ) NWBk_H * ™/<U 
Az, PJ 
PU e U (fib iZ + Ab*-*) (i - e)Af 
Az, (Vi Azt + Vi Az,.!) P/ 
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LBD 
Azk C/2 Azt+1 + VL Azk) Pi 
ROD = J L J _ G (1 - NWBk^) _2L sofd,^ 
Az, 
Pi-* Et-w (^ib *-* + Ab i-v) 6 Af 
Az, C/2 Az t + 1/2 Az^j ) ƒ>/ 
ADD = 
Azt (V4 AztM + >/2 Azj) Pi 
Azk * p> 
Pi-u ^k-vi (^ïb i-v. + Ab t-vi) 6 Ar 
Azt e/2 Az, + % Az^.j) P / 
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-k Kb k Ä F 
Azk (Vi Azw + fc Azt) Pi 
So, the elements LAD and RBD disappear. Two additional terms appear on the right-hand side 
of the numerical equations approximating the conservation equation, namely: 
fi V »





ebbt PL, A*, 




This implies that, in the case of upward water flow, the last element of the right-hand vector 
RV is composed of the two terms described above. 
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Annex 12 Structure of the TOXSWA program 
TOXSWA.FOR 
-COMMON.FOR 












































wb sediment (water bottom) 




it initial calculations 





cr core of matrix 
ds dispersion 
em elements of matrix 
fd flux: dispersion - advection 
ge geometry 
in input 
lb lower boundary 
nu numerical aspects 
ub upper boundary 
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Annex 13 Description of the TOXSWA model including subroutines 
TOXSWA.FOR 
Main program. Initiates and controls time step and node handling. Terminates run. 
COMMON.FOR 
Declares all the common variables for the program TOXSWA. 
PARAM.FOR 
Defines parameters that are used for the declaration of the dimensions of certain 
arrays for the program. These are included in the common block. 
BLOCK.FOR 
Initialises identifiers for names of output files. 
OPOUT.FOR 
Reads all selected options concerning the output, such as desired output files, points of time 
for output or nodes for which detailed output is desired. 
WLIN.FOR 
Reads all input data for the water subsystem, concerning numerical aspects and length of ditch 
(from WLNU.INP), geometry and other characteristics of the ditch (from WLPA.INP) and 
initial concentrations (from WLST.INP). Data are converted to Si-units (m, s, g, Pa, K, J, 
mol). 
WLIT.FOR 
Calculates initial conditions for the water layer. Segment lengths in the ditch plus buffers are 
determined. 
WLITNU.FOR 
Calculates the numerical weight factors for the ditch and the buffers. 
WLITCO.FOR 
Calculates initial concentrations c, Zmp and Zss for every node. 
WBIN.FOR 
Reads all input data for the sediment subsystem, concerning numerical aspects and thickness 
of the sediment (from WBNU.INP), properties of the sediment (from WBPA.INP) and initial 
concentrations (from WBST.INP). The input data are converted to Si-units (m, s, g, Pa, K, 
J, mol). 
SUIN.FOR 
Reads all data concerning substance properties, e.g. transformation rates in water and sediment, 
sorption parameters, solubility from SU.INP. 
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HYIN.FOR 
Reads all hydrological input data for the water layer and sediment from HY.INP. All input 
data are converted to Si-units (m, s, g, Pa, K, J, mol). 
WBIT.FOR 
Calculates initial conditions for the sediment. The thickness of the segments in the sediment 
plus buffer are determined. 
WBITNU.FOR 
Calculates the numerical weight factors for the sediment and the end buffer. 
WBITGE.FOR 
Calculates initial conditions concerning perimeter, porosity, bulk density, Freundlich 
sorption coefficient and diffusion coefficient. 
WBITCO.FOR 
Calculates initial concentrations clb and Xb at every node. 
WLSO.FOR 
Solves the mass conservation equation for the water layer. 
WLSOIN.FOR 
Reads concentration for the first node of the sediment, for each node of the water 
layer, and seepage/infiltration per node. 
WLSOGE.FOR 
Calculates geometrical time-dependent characteristics. 
WLSODS.FOR 
Calculates dispersion coefficient; equals physical dispersion minus numerical dispersi-
on. 
WLSOEM.FOR 
Defines elements of the matrix which are used in subroutines WLSOLB.FOR, 
WLSOUB.FOR and WLSOCR.FOR. 
WLSOLB.FOR 
Composes the elements of the matrix for the buffer at the lower boundary. 
WLSOUB.FOR 
Composes the elements of the matrix for the buffer at the upper boundary. 
WLSOCR.FOR 
Composes the core matrix, consisting of the numerical equations for solving the mass 
conservation equation. 
TRIDAG.FOR 
Inverts the left-hand tridiagonal matrix for the water layer. 
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WLMB.FOR 
Checks the mass balance for the water layer. 
WLMBNODE.FOR 
Calculates the mass balance for selected segments of the water layer (to allow the provision 
of output at selected nodes). 
WBSO.FOR 
Solves the mass conservation equation for the sediment. 
WBSODS.FOR 
Calculates dispersion coefficient; equals physical dispersion minus numerical 
dispersion. 
WBSOFD.FOR 
Prohibits calculated dispersion flux from cancelling out advection flux. 
WBSOEM.FOR 
Defines elements of the matrix which are used in subroutines WBSOLB.FOR, 
WBSOUB.FOR and WBSOCR.FOR. 
WBSOUB.FOR 
Composes the elements of the matrix at the upper node of the sediment (upper 
boundary). 
WBSOLB.FOR 
Composes the elements of the matrix for the buffer at the lower boundary. 
WBSOCR.FOR 
Composes the core matrix, consisting of the numerical equations for solving the mass 
conservation equation. 
BTRIDAG.FOR 
Inverts the left-hand tridiagonal matrix for the sediment. 
WBMB.FOR 
Checks the mass balance for the sediment. 
DBOUT.FOR 
Calculates output concerning the pesticide mass distribution between the different compart-
ments (water phase, macrophytes, suspended solids, liquid phase sediment and solid phase 
sediment) for the total ditch as well as per running metre. 
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Annex 14 Outline proving the positivity and stability of the matrix 
equation L.cn+l = R.c", with L and R as the two tridiagonal 
matrices of Eqs. (6.26) or (6.39) 
Matrix equation L.c = R.c" contains two tridiagonal matrices L and R, which read 
( 
L = 
LDD LBD O 
LOD LDD LBD O 
O LOD LDD LBD O 
O LOD LDD LBD 
O LOD LDD 
, similarly R has been defined and the elements LOD, LDD, LBD, ROD, RDD and RBD are 
defined in section 7.3 (for a system with constant segment size Ax, flow velocity u and water 
depth h and a linear sorption isotherm describing sorption to suspended solids). The proof 
of the following statement (s) will now be sketched. 
Condition (c): At and Ax are chosen in such a way that 
LOD < 0 ROD > 0 
LDD > 0 and RDD > 0 
LBD < 0 RBD > 0. 
Statement (s): If condition (c) holds, then Ll.R exists, L~l.R is positive and L'l.R is stable. 
Statement (s) guarantees that matrix equation L.cn+l = R.cn can be solved by inverting L and 
subsequent calculation of LA.R. The positivity of L'l.R guarantees positive solutions from 
positive initial conditions and the stability of L"1./? guarantees that a solution indeed exists. 
It will be shown that statement (s) holds, because of the dependencies in the non-zero matrix 
elements of L and R. 
We write A > 0, so A is positive, if a matrix A has no negative elements a^ > 0. A positive 
matrix A is called stable if the dominant eigenvalue of A (i.e. the eigenvalue with the largest 
absolute value) p(A) < 1. 
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Step 1: Positivity 
Condition (c) states that R > 0 and that for L, l{i > 0 (diagonal elements) and 
/y < 0, i ï j (off-diagonal elements). Define a matrix B = I - DL, where I is 
the identity matrix and where D is a diagonal matrix with dü = l/ZiS. We now 
assert that B > 0 and p(B) < 1. We illustrate this assertion for the three-
dimensional case below. Theorem 3.10 of Varga (1962) states that (i) L'x exists 
and L"1 > 0, corresponds with (ii) B > 0 and p(5) < 1 (for B defined as above 
and for L with li{ > 0). It now follows from Theorem 3.10 that L"1 exists and 
L1 > 0. As R is also positive, L\R > 0. 
Illustration for the three-dimensional case: 
Write a = LDD > 0, -b = LBD < 0, -c = LOD < 0, so that a,b,c > 0 under 
condition (c). 
f \ 
a -b o 
-c a -b 
Ko -c aj 
From the definition for LOD, LDD and LBD in section 7.3 we find easily: 




o — o 
a 
c b 
— o — 
a a 
c 
o — o 
a 
for which clearly B > 0 and for which p(B) = V(2èc/a2) < 1. 
Step 2: Stability 
To prove stability we make use of Theorem 3.13 of Varga (1962). Theorem 
3.13 states that if A = L - R with L1 > 0 and R > 0 and A 1 > 0 then, p(L_1J?) 
< 1. 
If we define A = L - R we know from step 1 that under condition (c) L1 > 
0 and R > 0. To demonstrate that A1 > 0 we can use the same arguments as 
in step 1, because A has a similar structure as L (i.e. aü > 0 and ay < 0, i ^ 
j). So, according to theorem 3.13 of Varga p (L1. R) < 1, so the solution is 
stable. 
So, step 1 and step 2 together outline the proof of statement (s). 
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Annex 15 Changes in the source code of TOXSWA 1.0 for comparison 
with the analytical solutions for the water layer and the 
sediment 
:** SUMMARY:;: OF; THE -CHANGES ;IN
::
 TOE SOURCE;. BODE OF THE iTOXSWA 1.:3 
M* Sr : BKÖGRÄM/ WHICH WERE M^ADE TO'-ENÄBIiE WS C M Ä I S O N P O F ftOXSWÄ li:fl 




THE WATER AND SEDIMENT SUBSYSTEMS 
subroutine wispern 
• • * • * SUBROUTINE
 ;
;;: 
** wlsoeni - the elements óf the matrix, which are used in the subroutines 
** .:. wlsolb, wlsoub and wlsocr,: areSdeÊiaed-here;; 
ïddwbdf P "= 0. • 
( !2. *por ( 1) *kdfwbmh ( l):*pezBbw)/delz:( 1 ) ) * 
& (i.-thetawl)*deltwl 
rddwbdf V := 0*: 
(;(2 .*por(ï) *kdfwbiäl(l#pez:Ohw) /delzîl) )::*thetawl* 
% ::ï: ;:;, deltwl 
rvwbdf r i = Qi 
( ( 2.; *por ( 1 ) *kdfwbmh (:f J *pez Oaw) /delz(1)) *, 
S ;;cowbjkisl (ixnotot) *;:aeltwl 
:^  subroutine wbsoub 
** SUBROUTINE 
•s** Vij: iwbsoub;;::^  the lîrst row of the two t ri d i agohatl matrices: wi:ll:be 
** composed here" 
.** :: 
4 : i ( q s e i f j p h . g ë . z e r o ) t h e n 1 ; 
-:• b l d d ( k z n o t o t ) = b l d d a d p h + b l d d d s d f p h + 
&• ;;:: (peinh(l)*porirÛ3(l)*kdfwbmh(IS*U-:- thetaWb5 ; 
&\ ::- *de i twb) 
&:* ::: /P : (0 .5* (de i z ( l ) : **2 i ; }*pe : : r i ) ) : : + 
&.V !;:: i b l d d e a j t b l ä d t f
 : 
.:;: b l b d ( k z n o t ô t ) % b l b d a d ' - i blbddsdE'J :;;.;.: 
brdd(lçznofcot) ;; = - b r d d a l p h : : - : b r d d d s d f p h 
::&: - : (peA( l )^por]A( ï i )*kdfwbi tÉi t ; l )*éhé t>aw^ 
& (:Q.5*::(delz(l)**2.:);:*pe(l) ) ; 
& + b r d d c a ~ brddtf• : 'ib?-
i b r b d t k z n o t p t )
 ;= - b r b d a d + b r b d d s d f >; 
b r v ( k z n o t o t ) v = c o w l j ( i x n o t o t ) '•* ( ;;; 
:& ( l e p l o t * q s e i f j p h * t h e t a w b 
\& ; * d e l t w b ) / 
h&'•: : ( d e l z ( l ) * p e ( l ) ! ! ) ) +: 
;
 & :•: (penih(l) ::*pormh(li::*kd£wbrah.(l)* : 
& the tawb*;äe l twb) ^ ^ ( O . S * ( d e l z (1) * * 2 . ) *p<a ( 1};;}}+ 
& c o w l j p l ( i x n o t o t ) * ( 
& ( l e p l o t * q s : ë i f j p h * M 
:& ; : ( l . - t n e t a w b ) * : : 
& ; a ë l t w b ) / ( d e l z (1) * p e ( l ) ) ) 
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& ' (pemh;(l) *pormh( l ) * 
& k d f v * m h ( î ) * ( l . ^ t h ë t a w f e r * d é i t w b ) / ( 0 . 5 * 
&: : ( d e l z : ( l ) * * 2 . ) * p e ( l ) ) ) ,: 
e l s e ' 
** 
* * :: 
s s t b r ö ï i t i h f wliftb 
** SÜBRQUTIPE : 
**ï wlrnb - the mass balance is ilçhecked Jör the wäterj "layer 
C ~ Calculation of lincbming substance from sediment and of 
C ;: substance penetrating in sediment 
C
 :; (this is total ;P*Jwb*delx at time j and location i) 
C This takes only place in ditch, not in front-: and. endbuf fer 
I totrsinwb =i: 0. 0;: 
totrsoùtwb i: 0.0 
:: do 10 ixnotot = iixnofb+lv nxnofb+nxnoait |Lf (qseifj.ge.zero) then 
rsinwb = leplot*qseifj*çowlj(ixnotôï)*dèlx(ixnotot) 
*v & ;;:;j - por ( 1 ) »kdfwbmh (1 ) *delx ( ixnotot ) *pezOhw* 
* & : ( (cowbjkisl(ixnotót)-eowlj:(ixnotot)) 
*:: & ..
 :.:;.:; 7 ( 0 - 5 * del« ( 1 ) ) ) 
e l s e 
C :'\ q s ê i f j :is n e g a t i v e " 
: r s i h w b = l e p l o t * g s e i f j * e o w b j k i s l : ; ( i x n q t o t M * d e l x ( i x P i b t o t ) 
* v •'".£.; •: - % o r (ä) *kdfwbmh( l | * d e ; l x ( i x n o t o t ) *pfez0hw* « 
* I S ( ( c o w b j k i s l ( i x n o t o t ) - c o w l j ( i i xno tö t ) ) 
* ;; & / :{D.5*deiiZ :;(l) j ) 
• '•• end i f ; 
;: totrsinwb =; totrsinwb •% amihl ( 0:10, rsinwb) 
: totrsautwb:S= totrsoutwb !;+ amaxl (0. 0,::::rsinwb) :: 
:M 10 continue :\ 
subroutine ;wlrnbhode 
,** SUBROUTINE : 
s** " wlinbnode - ; t h e « a s s b a l a n c e i i i s made f o r a;i s e l e c t e ' a s e c t i o n 1 of 
;** the water layer ;:;: 
G--"-;" Calculation of incoming substance!; from sediment and: of substance 
C :;: penetrating in sediment'in selected section 
C
 ;1:;:(tlj;is ls: :P*.lwb*aèlx at ti»e j and; location ixno,tot:à 
: if :;;(;ixnptot:i:ge.njcnofb+l :4and. ixnotot, le. nxnotb+mjnodit) Ô 
& * then 
if (qseif;!»gevzero) then i'; 
rsinwbn = leplot*qseif j:;*cowlj (ixnotot) *:; 
£ delx (ixnotot )::; 
* & -por(l) *kdfwbmh(I.) *delx(ixnotot) »jèëzOhw* 
* • &
 : ((cowbjkisl(ixnotot)-cowlj(ixnotot)) 




C : -qséiïj is negative :: 
rsinwbn::= leplot*qseifj*cowbjkisls:(ixhptot;j* ;;; 





end if : 
rsoutwbn =:: amaxl (0.0, rsinwbn) 
:rsinwbn = iâminl f:0 . 0, rsinwbn) 
?else 
rsoutwbn = zero '''•.: 
rsinwbn = zero ." ., 
end., if 
** 
subrout ine wbïttb 
** SUBROUTINE; 
** ; wbmb...;- the mass balance is checked for the water bottom 
C~-~i- Calculation of
 : incoming substance: from water layer and of substance. 
C lost to water layer 
C ;• (this is P*Jlb at time j and k=l/2) 
If Cgseif j«ge*zero) ithen 
rsinwl = leplot*qseifj*cowlj (ixnotot;) 
* & :> - pemh ( 1 ) *pormh ( 1 ) * 
& kdfwbmh( 1 ) * ( (cöwbj ( 1 ) -dowlj<ixnotot).) /si .5*delz ( 1 ) ) ) 
else 
C ;; ; : gseifj is negative 
rsinwl = lëpl;Ot*gseifj*cowbj (1) 




 kdfwbmh(l)*(:|cowbj ( :1)-cowlj ( ixnbtot j ) ƒ;:(. 5*delz (f) > ) Ï end ; i f 
rsoutwl = amin l l0 .0 , rsinwl): : 
rs inwl ;;= amaxl (O.0,: rs inwl) ;: 
C- —-"Calcu la t ion ;of ^subs tance . los t t o wàtei" layer ; 
C :::: i ( t h i s I s : : P* Jjlb :at t ime j and k=l/25 
if (qseif j . tje.zero) t î ien" 
: rsoutwl = leplót*Cise£;£j*e:öw:ïj;(itóötat;l: 
& :: :;: -:; pemh {3. ) *pormh ( 1 ) *
 : :
:; 
& kdfwbmh(T)*( (oowbj (i)-oowlg:(ixnotot))/(• 5*:delz(l)}) 
else 
gseifj is hegätive .;> 
:;:;: rsoutwl h lpplot*g;seif j^eowbj (Ï) 
& - pemh(l) *pormh(l) *; 
& : «kdf wbmh ( 1) *( (cpwbj (A) -cowlj (ixnotot I) /(.5*deïz (ID ) 
end if 
rsoùtwl;:= aminl:(0•»0,jrsoutwl) :: 
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Annex 16 Changes in the input files (compared to those of the example 
simulation for chlorpyrifos) for calculating TOXSWA output 
for comparison with the analytical solution for the sediment 
Wileh;äme :<:: ; '>;'fcP/|;. I N P : ; ; 
C o n t e n t :
 :; ; input daia for: TOXSTOV;ïçoai5ert|png geometry ..and other-
characteristics of the ditch :;;; 
;:*_-:^  
-•Section;'1: ; Geometry öf ditch: 
: side slope, horizontal/vertical, s_l 
sisl = 1.8-05; ; ; ! unit: -
 ; range: 1 .ä-05 i :. . :.; |:10.;0;--
; Filename :;:- WliST.ISP 
Content :': Input data for jFQXSWA concerning initial concentrations 
in water layer 
Section 1: Initial ^concentrations : 
initial (start) mass concentration öf pesticide in water layer, c* 
for the total number of nodes in x direction' (nxftotöt, so buffers 
included) : : 











• : « . ' • • - . . 
..0. N: 
.  -1-0 -. 
• 0. : ;;: 
: 0 . ••: -•>•-.. -
'::0. •:•••*. 
;0. :.' 
. ;; 0. -I:: 
:
!



















- o. : 
0, : 
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: : 0 . 
::;;::o. 
0 . 
v i D . 
0 . 
0 . 
' f 0 . 
:hO. 






-~Eiid; :of f i le-^ 
F i lename: : 
/ è ö n t ê n t • 
* ^ .:„ „_* :_ 
WBPÂ:.INI? 
:Input data for TOXSWA concerning characteristics of: the 
sediment 
Spetion 1: Physical properties of sediment 
bdwb(l-nznowb), bulk density of/dry sediment:;:material, rho_b::::(as à 
function of depth, end/buffer excluded) ; 
per(1-nznowb), porosity, (volume "fraction:: of |/oid water) , epsilon (as 
a function^ of depth, end buff er ^ excluded) 



























! kg/ft" 3 

























t o r 
:0.65 : 
0 .65 
0 . 6 5 ::: . 
:
"ï:;::: 0.65. 
0 .65 :: 
:::: Oj.65 ::; 
0. 65 
0 . 6 5 :» 
!:;; : 0 .65 I' 
',::• 0 . 6 5 : 
0.:65:: 
0 .65 




 0 /65 ::: 
0 .65 
0 ,65 I 
0 .65 :: 
0.65. :.h 
0 . 6 5 ::: 
0 .65 : : 
0;.65 't 
0 .65 






 : Organic matter .in sediment 
mass ratio of organic matter/of dry sediment material, m_om,wb (as a 
function;: of/depth, end buffer excluded) 
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unit:: - range: 0, 
^Ead of 'Jile----
Pileaape : :WBST.ISP 
Content : j: Input data for; TOXSWÄ concerning initial concentrations: 
! in sédiment ; : 
;*• Section 1: Initïàl concentrâtions 
initial (staart) mass concentration pesticide in sediment, c^Jyf^é, 
for:;:the tc-feal number of;; nodes in 2 direction (nznotot;; so end;"? 
buffer included) 





















— . . - „ i._ -End :;öf f i le-
Filename .:;;
 :: HY. TSP 
Content ::;!:f : Input d a t a for TOXSSSA concerning ihydrological : 
f" c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s : 
:
 * Section Zï\. Seepage with concentration 
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iqseif : •'.: 
seepage from neighbouring lot to ditch or seepage from ditch to 
neighbouring lot (negative and positive, resp.) expressed per m A2 
lot for 30 days 
colot: :•:• 
concentration of; pesticide in incoming water peeping.: from ~: 
M * neighbour ing lot 




 2. OE-03 
2.0E-03 
2.OE-03 


























ä mA3/m*2.d J 
!;: -10.E-03 . .  . +10. 





































; o. .,,.;.:::i 
Unit ::; 
,._.. „^^--Enjj




. Input;:;idata for TOXSÎÎA concerning the substance 
:Section 2: ': * Sorption to suspended1 solids. 
for sorption fea'suepended solids, n_ss 
1 unit: - ; range: 0.1 .... 
* : Freundlich exponent 
;exf rss = ;:1. 0 
* 
* 
* ;!Section 7: Sorption !:to sediment 
* 
* f r eund l i ch exponent for sorpt ion: t o iseditnent* 
exfrwb = 1 . 0 ! u n i t ; , - r 
2.0 
--*!- :End of fi 
material, n_wb 
range : 0,1 ....2.0 
:ie-
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Annex 17 Changes in the input files (compared to those of the example 
simulation for chlorpyrifos) for calculating TOXSWA output 
for comparison with the analytical solution for the water 
layer 
ÄleriäSie-: :*i":!>VAU.IHS?^-. 
Content ;: ; input' data f o r T C Ä S Ä ,i^atóderi^^;*#ie^caiï.i^o;(^;i^n and : 
;;: time :and:; length of .ditch considered 
Section 3: Space parameters 
total length of ditch considered!; 
xdit; = 400:. ! unit:: m range: : 10. 10,00:0. 
Section :;4:
 ; yïtaijber: of space nodes 
number of nodes in ditch 
nxnodit = 58 ; unit: range: 10 N200 
Section 5: :: Location; oft: space.aodes; 
: (x coordinate starts in-:, front buff er) 
x coordinateiof anodes in iiäitch 
"xcdditF :: 4 . 
::36. 
68 , 





2 0 4 . 
236'. 
2 6 8 . 
3 0 0 . 
3 2 4 . 
3 4 8 . 
372.. 
3 9 6 . 
____ 
1:2. 
4 4 . 





2 1 2 . 
244 , 
2 7 6 . 
3 0 6 . 
3 3 0 . 
35 4 i 
378.: 
: 20:,: 






2 2 0 . 
: :252i; 
2 8 4 . 
312v 
3 3 6 . 
3 6 0 . 
3:84.: 
- :—-End of 






1 6 6 . 
: f 9 g . : : : : - f : : V ; ! :.•:;.;...:: 
Mi:.:i-:- ::K 
::2:6Q:, :;: 
: 2 9 2 . -:: 
:::318:.: :;:: 
342 . :: 
•366 . :;: 
.390. :. 
f i l e - - - - ! - - - * - * -
rangé; '0.1 ;:. . ..: 10, .00 0;;.: 
Filename : WL P A . H S * 1 
Content .: :
 :; Input data for TOXSWA concerning geometry and: Other 
characteristics:of :the ditch .;,:, 
* : Section: 1 : geometry of ditch 
* : side slope, horizohtal/vertieal, sJii.1 
:
:sisl 3: 1. E-05 .:; : ! : unit : ::;~ 
* : 
range:: 1. E~05 10.0 
filename : WLST.INP 
Content :: Input data for: TOXSWA concerning initial concentrations 
in. the water layer : 
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Section 1: Initial concentrations1 
initial [start) mass concentration of pesticide in: water layer; c" 
for the total number of nodes in x direction ;(nxnotot, so buffers 
"included) 

















0. : " " 















































Input data for TGXSWA concerning characteristics of the 
sediment:: 
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Section 1: Physical properties of:sediment 
todwb(l-nznowb) , bulk density of dry; sediment material, fho_b: :( as p 
function of depth, end /buffer ï excluded) s.-.: 
por(1-nznówb) , porosity (volume fraction of void water), epsilon (as 
a function of depth, end buffer excluded): '-A 
























 1 Q;0:0. 
loao. 
1 0 0 0 . 
< kg/ittA3 
























































 : organic matter in; sediment: 
:mass: ratio of organic1 matter ;öf dry sediment material, m_om:,wb : (äs 
: function
 :of depth, end bufferiexcluded) 
























* „ L _ _ _ %nd • of Mle^ 
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Filename :: HY.INP 
Content :: Input-data for TOXSWA concerning hydrological 
characteristics 




*:::;; seepage • f rom neighbouring lot to ditch or seepage;:=from: ditch fc:b : 
* ; neighbouring lot (negative and positil/e, resp. ) expressed per m A2 
* l o t ;:f or; ;30 d a y s s;; 
* :i 
* c o l o t : : 
*
 :: c o n c e n t r a t i o n of p e s t i c i d e i n incoming w a t e r :;seepi;ng from 
* n e i g h b o u r i n g l o t ; i n t o t h e d i t c h bottoàï""(O'-sT- i n t h e case i io f s e e p a g e 
* £ro i t d i t c h i n t o i E e i g h b o u r i n g l o t ) : : 
* 
g s e i f :ï c o l o t 
2:,0E~O3 ; 0 . 
2 .0E-B3 0 . 
2 .0E-Q3 ' r 0 . ; 
2:i0E-ei3 : 0 . 
2.:0E-G3 Î"!-:0. 
0 1 : ; : 0 . :: 
0-JE " 0 . 
0 . : 0 . 
: 0Ü 0. 
0 . : :Û. 
0:;, 0 . : 
W o; o. 
o- 0. 
0^ 0 . 
0 . ' •:• , 40 . := 
0:.::. - :o. '"•: 
: o :.'•*; o . ;:;
 o.: : i ; . 3 
: 0:., 0 . 
"':; 0 .
 :: 0 . i. 
o:: o. 
• m o. 
^ a. - o. ;•• 
:ME- 0 0 . 
""• 0 : N : 0 . 
: 0 - A Ö. 
« :
: i 0 : . - ? .0.:, 
\ 0 . 0 . 
:;! 0 , ; : - 0 . 
0- :: 0:-
! -m^S/irrS2. d i: :ïg/m"3 u n i t 
! -ï:0.E^:03 . . . . + 1 0 . E - 0 3
 : :0. , , ; . . 1;. r a n g e ;: 
::* 
JFilename: : ;SU.INP 
Content : ïnput. data for TQXSW& confierniibg the substance : 
% Section 2;:: Sorption to suspended solids 
* . .. . 
••*•'. freundlich: exponent for sorption to suspended solidsi n_ss 
: exf rss = 1.0 :! snit::
 ;- range: 0.1 .... 2.0 
* •'" Section 7; Sorption to sediment 
* 
* Freundlich exponent for sorption to ;sediiaent^material
 r n__wb 
exfrwb = ::-l. 0 :;:: ;:! unit: - r ange : :i; 0 .1 :-: ...„:• 2 ,;fl 
* 
*--:
 ; ---End of f ile-~-i-— *:- •- V — -- — ;___„_ 
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Annex 18 Input files for the example simulation for chlorpyrifos 
Filename : OPOUT.INP 
•Content : ;;:ïnput d a t a : for TOXSWÂ concerning^öptio^s | :£pr obta in ing 
; model output 




:;;Output :fiii^ input.out (echo of::all input) desired ïijifO =,:ndV::%\ = yfes 
op_input = ï : ! unit:;- :: range: 0;.... 1 
» o u t p u t file icwlhy;out (initial-calculations for water layer/and 
* 1 hydrology and exposure concentrations) ;;t|ésired ?:W = no, 1 ;= yes) 
jOp_icwlhy ='; 1 ! unit: - ' .'%-\ range::. Ù" , ... 1 
*';i output file icwb.out (initial calculations for sediment) desired ? 
* - (0 = no/;;;J = yes) : 
op_icwb ;= ;ï; ! unit: - range: 0 .... 1 ;;; 
*- output file wlmb.:ibut ( mass Salance Jjor water layer) desired ? 
* 0 = no, 1 = yes) ; 
op_wlmb = 1 ! unit: - ranged Q::i... . 1; 
* ; output file wlmbnodenr. out ( m a s s balance for a segment \}ç$< water 
* layer desired ? JO = no, 1 - yes) 
op_wlmbnodenr = i;:'; 1; ;unit : - rangé: 0 . . . . 1 ; 
* output file wbseonodenr.öüt: (concentrations in a sediment subsystem 
* desired ? (0 = no, 1 = yes) 
op_wbsconodenr = ;;1 !; unit: - ran;ge:: 0 . ...:;1 
* output file wbmbnodenr. out (mass balance for ;a sediment ;=subsystem;|-:; 
* desired ? (0 =;fno, 1 = yes) 
op„wbmbnodenr = 1 î unit: - V range: 0 ..:..: 1 
* output file wtaiball.out|:;(Siass balance of all;; sediment subsystems)1 
* desired ? (Q = no, 1 = yes) 
op„wbmball = 1
 ::: !: u n i t : : - ; : : 'Grange: 0 . » . . . I 
* ••'• oul^ut f i leJdbnodenr .out ( d i s t r i b u t i o n of
 : ;s
:|^stance : :;ïâ : : wl+wb ;at;;: ':• 
* nödênr wl):s;ites:ired ?Î:(Q := no, 1 é: yes) 
opaäbnodenr =!fl "\ ;! unit: •% range: 0 X.à.. 1 
* ;output f iledbdit .out;::;!sda:etributi;on of substance invent ire ditch) 
* desired ? ;!;0 = no, l-Wyes) > 
ppjidbdit = 1 ;::: : ! unit::!;-:: "*::'Hflrange: 0 :;;:.,. 1 
;; "Section 2: .!: Pointé;!in itiitieJifor-;output j;: 
::;;;;::;number of;; points in time at which output; is desired;;;(max. of 9) 
!snäitöut;';=;s;;|;::;;
 : . f|;. unit: - ;:;:;: range:! :1 . . . ;.! ;9; !;! 
;:
:!! points In:: time; at >*hich output is desired 
ptditout =:ö. 0.5 >::; i::. : f vunit : d; ::;;;::: range: 0. ..,; 100. 
2. 4. •:•: !;: -(only ptditout (1)
 :may equal 0.) 
*
;
 S e c t i o n ^ : ; Segments of wl:+sediment: subsystems selectediüor output:: 
* . . 
* number of segments wl, coupled to äs;idiment-subsystems for which 
'* . output is desired (max. of 9) 
nwbsy ;;=;;;:3 3 unit: - ;; range: 1 . .'. ;-:;3 
* node number inïiwàter layer at/or under which output is desired 
xwbsy= 1 13 2SË |;ïv:unit: .^ range: 1 .... 200 
* number of upper segmenta forming the top layer for which the 
* accumulated pesticide mass will be;; calculated : 
ktop d 11 è- unit: -! range: 1 p.:,'v30 
* 





Input data forTOXSWA concerning numerical solution ; and 
time :and length of ditch considered : 
Section 1: Numerical weight
 :factors 
:  nïimericaï: weight factor for space 
betawl = 0.5 ! uuit;; 
numerical weight factor for time;; « 
thetawl = 1.0 :
 : ! unit» 




Section 2; Time parameters 
selected time step for water layers 
deltwl ;- 100. ! unit: :s range: l.:..*. 86,4lti 
total time considered (holds also for sediment) 
ttot - 4.0 ! unit: d , range: 0'. l;-r. .. 100. ; 
Section 3 : Space parameters 
total length of ditch considered 
xdit = 200, "ljunit: m 
length Of front buffer (0. if ; none) 
:xfb = 0. ! unit: m 
:
;
:; -length óf end buffer (0. if none) 
:;xeb = 0. ! unit: m 
range: 10. 
range:: 0. 




::Section 4:;< Number of space nodes 
'. number of ; nodes in ditch 
nxnodit = 29 :: ! unifiai;- : range: 10 
number of nodes in frpnt :buffer :(0 if none) 
nxiilb = 0 ; ". ! unit;:: - : range: 0 ;:, 
n|fmber of nodes in end;:;fouffer (0; ::if none) 




Section 5 : location Of space nodes 
:;(x coordinate starts in front buffer) 
x coordinate of;nodes in front buffer1 (D. if none) 
range: 0. , 
range : 0.1 
xcdfb = fß. !::unit: m 
x coordinate of nodes in ditch 
: xcddit «= : 4. 12. 20. 28. i::unit: m 
• "36. 44. ::52. 60. J 
•:• 68, 76. -84. 92. : i 
loo. 106. 112. 118. :: 
124. 130. 136.: 142, ¥ 
148. 154. itóïv 166. 
: i:#2. 178. 184. 190. 
19:6, 
;:;:x coordinate of nodes in end buffer (O;.:if none) 
:xëdeb = 0. :; ! : ip i i t : m V range::0, 
».^----End 'Of ::f i l e -
1000.: . 
; : "iOI'OOÖ. 
1000. 
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Filename:: , WLPA. IMP "•' 
Content .: Input data for TOXSWA concerning geometry and otiher 
Characteristics of the ;ditch 
* Section 1: Geometry :pf :;ditch 
*
 : 
* bottom width of ditch,: b::: 
;;wibot 3 1,65.,,: '. unit;; m "rangé: 0.1;i: . ;i. .|10. 0 ;! 
* v side slope, horizontal5/vertical, |s^l ;; 
Isisl = 2.0:!; ;:! ivurtifc: ~: ränge: l.E-05 .... IS.0 
* iwater depth defining perimeter forexchange;'waterlayer ç sediment," 
* h_w 
; wdhM s OîlO .. ! unit =::;tn ;:i range =0.01 % . -v-. !2 * O;. 
* 
* 
* Section 2: ::Geometry: öi; the ^ neighbouring plot of land 
* 
* length of draining plot;;: perpendicular to ditch and located at one; 
* :;or both:;sides:
 :-
.-.'• leplot:: = 10D. • ! unit:;im ' i-range:: 1. ...,.,,> 1000. 
* 
"*' Section 3;; Concentration and organic matter in
 :: suspended solids 
* 
•'*
 ;!; concentration of suspended solids, ss 
coss = 50.
 :: I ! unit: äg/«3 <. range: ,1'. .... 100,000. 
* mass ratio of organic matter, m_om,ss 
: raomss =:0.10:: ! unit:"- "range: 0:, .... 1:. 
* Section 4: ; (Amount óf macrophytes 
*± dry weight of rmaèrophyteibiontaBs p e r m " 2 : bottom, NDW 
iNdwmp * 25.0'i--
 :
;; * ! unit:5: g/m^a :: :• irähge::
 : 0. ^ .-i- 1000. 
; * * _ . Ä _.-;!_ _ ^  4 . _ _Ç , |Eri£ä 0 | J i J e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ï - — - 1 - -a - - - - U;~ -•„ 
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Filename ::, WLST. INF: • 
Content : Input data \ -.£ or ÎOXSWA: concerning; initial* concentrations 
in the water layer
 : 
Section 1: Initial concentrations 
initial ;(start) mass concentration ;pf »pesticide in Wàter^layer, c* 
for the ;feotal slnuiibef d£ nodes ia'-\-x direction .(ïœnotot is: so buffers1 
included!: ' 
unit; g^m^S .ra'hgêï 0. castwl- =' 0 5 
":S Ooij 






























Section 2;: Constant background concentrât ion;: in air: 
constant :bjackground concentration;:of pestiçideliniiair 
100:0 
coair =; 0. ! 'Unit : ;g/mA3 range: 0. 
-Eîidïof file—:;-
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Filename : WBNO. INP;: 
Content : Input data for TOXSWA concerning numerical solution and 
thickness of Ehe : sediment considered 
* "Section 1:;: Numerical weight factors 
: * 
* Jnumerical weight f ac to r for space 
bëtawb ;s 0.5 '. u n i t : 9.: range : ;; ;b. 0 i .'. . liO 
* ^numerical ïweigïit fa!Étör i :for time 
tpeten/fb = l'.O : ! u n i t : f'; •%.'.• r ingeû ;!0,0 . . . . 1.0 
* 
* 
* M Section S-k
 :^ :|me parameters ::: 
*
 :
 selected" time "Step for sediment 
deltwb = 100. ! unit: a range: 1. :; 86,400. 
Section 3:
 : Space parameters 
length of sediment considered (end buffer excluded)
 :": 
zwb ;s 0.1:0: J unit: m ï;1 range: 0.01 ..;!.. 0.;:;5 
length.óf end buffer :sédimeht (0. if :;none) :; 
zebb = 0 . ! unit:: m:::: range: 0.0 . .::«;. 0.1 
* ;;Sectioh 4 :
 ;:; Number of space nodes:: 
* 
•'*" ^number; of nodes;; in sédiment (end buffer excluded) 
nanowbJî 23
 : ! unit; ~: :;: range: :10 .... 200 
••* number of nodes in end buff er ::{:Q iftnonel; ;: 
nznoebb:;:= 0::;, :• ! unit: -:•• range: ::p; ...;. 25 
. * 
Sect ion 5:!: " ï o c a t i o n of: space nodes 
z coordinate" o{> nodes i n sediment":J 
zcdwb::= 0.0005 ! unitïiHâ: range: 0.0001 . . . . 0.6 























"V: 0.0750 :: 
•" 0.0850 ""-' 
0-0950 : 
;
:Z coordinate: of ::  nodes in end buffer:; (0. it none) 
zcdebb = 0.0 M unit: rrv: range: ;0.0 .... 0.6 
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Filename : WBPA.INP 
Contest : Input data for TQX5WA concerning characteristics Of 
the sediment ; 
Section 1:
 :1 Physical properties ;of sediment 
bdwb(l-nznowb) , bulk density of stay sacfiinènt matprial, rhojb (as a 
function; of .depth, endlbuf fer excluded): 
por (1-nznowb),
 : porosity:::(volume fraction: of Nyoid water) , epsilon; (as;; 
a function .of depth, end buffer excluded) 




4 0 0 . i; 
4 0 0 . V 
4 0 0 . : 
400 . 
4 DO. :;i 
4 0 0 . 
4S0. 
600 . ;: 





1400 . : ::; 
1500. -
1500. 
: 1:500. ' : :;!: 
• •••• 1 5 0 0 . 
1500. 
:.. , isoo.- * « : 
1500. 
1500. 
:::;; 1500:. >.f" 
! :;:Jlg/m"3 
! 1 0 . :•< . . 3 :000. 
* : 
* } Sec t i ion i : 
) , t o r t u o s i t y , lämba : ( a s a ; ; ! funct ion of d e p t h . 
p o r ;:tor 
tL.80 -: 0 .80 .:-. 
0 .80 : ;0. SO::" 
0 :80 0 . 8 0 
0 ,80 0 .80 
0 .80 0 . 8 0 : 
0 .80 0 .80 : 
0 .80 0 , 8 0 : 
0 .75 0 . 7 5 : : 
0 .70 ö:.7o :; 
•"• 0 .65 Q;65 h 
0 .60 & 60 •: 
0 . 5 5 :o .55 : ;: 
0 .50 3 . 5 0 ;;: 
0 .50 0:.50 : ;-; 
0 .50 0 . 5 0 " 
- 0 .45 0 , 4 2 ::: 
0 .40 S:.34 : • 
0 .40 te 34 
•^ 0 .40 :: O!; 34 X. 
0 .40 0:.34 :: 
0 .40 :f : 0 . 34 -
: 0 .40 0 . 3 4 -.:• 
: 0 .40 0134 •:.; 
-
 :: 
•%. . i i,.: 1ÏV °: ;:;: o.. : i . 
: O r g a n i c m a t t e r i n sediment!: 
e n d biif f e r 
"unit ^ 
g r a n g e 
:;: mass »ratio of/organic matter of dry sediment /material, ;m^o»:yl»b: (as' 
:
 1 function of depth, end but ferKiexcluded%% 







:: 0 . 0 8 
:;: 0 . 0 7 
:: 0 .06 
::: 0 .05 
:::: 0 .04 
;;: 0 . 03 
••: : 0 . 03 
0 .03 
0 .02 
: 0 .02 
: ; :o.oi :°: 
ä 0 . 0 1 
0 . 0 1 
: 0 . 0 1 
: o.oi 
:
 0 . 005 
• Q.0Û5 
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* Section 3: Dispersion in sediment 
dispersion": length 
ldis =0.015 range: 0. 1 .;. 
-End of file-
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Filename : ;WBST.INP:: 
Content : * Input data for TOXSWA concerning initial concentrations 
;
:ini sediment :: 
* Section 1: initial concentrations'-1 
initial: (start) mass concentration tjf .pesticide
 :in sediment, :: 
for thf total,- number1 of;;; noies;•;in;;z direction (nziiotot, ::so jend 
•hilffer included) : 

























Filename : HY.INP 
Content : Input data for TOXSWA concerning hydrological 
.characteristics 
Section i| :Flow velocity and water ;:depth of wafer layer 
constant flow velocity in ditch 
u â 100. il unit:; m/d 
! 
iconstant water depth in ditch ^ ; 
w&h = 0.50' ; ! unit: m 
range; -100,000. 
•%..;. *IOQ;,OO:O. 
range ::;:0.1 ;. . J 2,0 
* :__-
Section 2: :' Dispersion jcoef fie lent:! 
dispersion coefficient of, pesticide1 in water, E_x 
kds = 600. ! unit: mA2/d ', :; range;: 10. .... 100,000. 
Section 3: Seepage with concentration 
qseif: 
seepage; from neighbouring lot to ditch or seepage from ditch to :: 
neighbouring lot (negative and positive, resp.} expressed per m"2 
lot for i:3Q days „ 
colot: 
concentration of pesticide in incoming water seeping from ;:: 





















































: ; 0 . 
:::Û.J: 























Filename ::: SU.INP 
Content : Input data for TOXSWA concerning the substance 
* ; Sept ion 1:; •:•: Trans formation in water layer 
* raie coefficient for \, transformation :inlwater layer; k " ( = ;: In2/D3>_50) 
krtfwl - O.iSOSa :; : ! unit: 1/d; range: 0, v; . .ISO:. ;? 
*;; Section 2:; ^Sorption to suspended solids A 
* • 
*i:: sorption coefficient based at organic matter content, iK^ o|ti,ss,: ï 
* •: (distribution coefficient) ;:•• 
:kdomssdit = 16.4 :: ! unit: m^3/kg :• range: Oh ..:> . JrNlOO; ;: 
*: concentration of pesticide at which the K_om of the suspended sçJlias 
.*.-!: has been observed, c_e,ss; 
coobkomss: = ;l:,0E-O;6: ; !:-un:it: kg/m~3 "range: l.OE-08 "h. ....
 : 0:,1:;; 
* :; Freundlich exponent for sorption to suspended solids, n_ss 




* .; Sect ion :3:::: Sorption to macrophytes 
* 
* slope of sorption: isotherm based at dry weight macrophytes, K„mp, 
:
;
* : (distribution coefficient) 
kdmpdit = 2.0 ! uhit: m*3/kg • range;: 0. .... ICO. ;: 
.Section 4: Volatilisât ion 
•l:transport coefficient;: of pesticide Jniliqiâîd'phase; :kjl ;: 
klq = 1.;|0 |;: ;|; * unit ï m/d ;:;: grange: 0,:i :4;., : .i; : 10, QiO. :: 
transport coefficients of; peS:ticide:iin:::g:ass^*ase,:: k_g "' s: 
•Jkga:.^, 1^3.1-^ f .unit: m/d I Irange;
 : 0.1 4. . Ü;-IS, 00:9.;: 
•saturated! gas pressure öf pesticide;'PiL 
;psat:% 0.0025 f' ! unit:; Pal; range::! O.gOOOl 1. . ->: Ö;p;l! 
molecular: paäs of pesticide;, M 
;ämamol::= 350^6 : ! : unit : ;g/pol :;  :;:; range: ;:;10'. »f. :!:1Ö> 000. 
temperature during observation;: bf; saturated vapour pressure andc' 
;;i: solubility with: which ::Henry :coef f icient islsalculated, : T • 
tekhe;- 298»:. : !-ünit:^K ' ;; range: p00;. ::;:.,:. 350.::::: 
solubility; of pesticide in water, ::;e_sor;:; : 
eosol = 2:.0 ;; ::; ! unit: g/mA3 range; 0,001 ::-»%:. IOOX 
* I Section: 5:;: Exchange water layer F sediment 
* diffusion coefficient of pesticide:: in :::waterf: D_jw 
;
: kdfw = 40. ;;! unit: mm^t/dL: ;;: range: 1. i. . ." 290.' V 
* 
* 
* Sect ion 6: Transformation in sedittient 
* 
* rate coefficient for transformation in sediment, k_b ( = In2/DT_5Ö) 
krtfwb = Q.Q04Q : ! unit: 1/d "range: 0:, ....:5Q. h 
198 
Section 7: Sorption to sediment 
sorption coefficient^: based at organic ;«atter content; of sediment 
material K_om,wb, Mistribution coefficient) 
kdomwbl = 16.4 [ unit : :»*3ftig range; OK-*... 100. 
Concentration of pesticide at which/ithe K_om of the*sédiment 
material has been observed, c_e,wb '; 
iScjobkomwb = 1.0E-06 ! unit:: kg#a"3 :, K range;;;
 ;;;KQE-08 ... 
«freundlich exponent for sorptions to sediment material, n_wb 
;NifibWb = 0.984 : ; ! unit:;;:;;- : range: \ 0 H .:,:;,. 2;. 
-B&feof file :--i-i: — _ - - ; : - - i - . :__.._;-
0 . 1 
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Annex 19 Source code of the TOXSWA program, version 1.0, including 
a guide to the vocabulary used 
List of letters and combinations of letters which are used more than once 





all all sediment subsystems 
av average 
b sediment [water bottom] 
bd bulk density 
bot bottom 
c concentration (in water or liquid phase) 




cu accumulated (over time) 
db distribution 
dd distribution in ditch 





dw dry weight 
eb end buffer (of water layer) 
ebb end buffer of water bottom 




fb front buffer (of water layer) 
fd flux dispersion exceeds advection (in sediment) 
fl flux 




hw water level defining the exchanging perimeter P2=0 
hy hydrology 
i at node i 
ic input concentration 
imh at node i-^ 
in input or incoming 
iph at node i+yi 
iml at node i-1 
ipl at node i+1 
j at time j 
jmh at time j -Vi 
jph at time J+V2 
jpl at time j+1 
k coefficient 
kd distribution coefficient 
kisl k = 1 
kr rate coefficient 
1 water layer 
Ibd band above the diagonal of the left-hand tridiagonal matrix 




lm lineic mass 
lo loop 
lod band under the diagonal of the left-hand tridiagonal matrix 
lot neighbouring field lot 
lq liquid 
m mass 








nww numerical weight factor water layer 
nwb numerical weight factor sediment 
nx number in x direction 
nz number in z direction 
ob observed 
old of past time step 





per percentage or percolated 
por porosity 
pre percentage 
pt point of time 
qseif seepage/infiltration flux 
qu quantity 
qvo discharge volume 
ra ratio 
rbd band above the diagonal of the right-hand tridiagonal matrix 
rdd diagonal of the right-hand tridiagonal matrix 
rh right hand 
rod band under the diagonal of the right-hand tridiagonal matrix 
rs rate of substance 
rv right-hand vector 
s start 
sisl side slope 
so sorbed or solution 
ss suspended solids 
st start, beginning 
su substance 




top top layer in sediment or top of water level in ditch 
tor tortuosity 
tot total 
ts time steps 
tt iteration 
u flow velocity in ditch 
ui unit number for input file 
uo unit number for output file 
us upward seepage 
var variable 
vol volatilisation 
w water, wetted 
war wetted area 
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